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PHOTOGRAPHY FOR MOUNTAINEERS.
By Douglas

J.

Fraser.

Cameras.

NOWADAYS the mountaineering photographer ,,"i ll in a ll
probability carry a small roll-film camera that add s J ittl e
to his burd en. No longer is it necessary to bear a load
consisting of a solidly bu ilt field camera, a supply of
plates in dark slid es and a subs ta nti al wooden tripod.
Modern equipment wi ll , with litt le trouble, give resu lts
wh ich, if no better, can a t least stand compa ri son with
t he work of the pioneers. Inferi or results are usually due,
not to equipment , but to lack of care a nd thought when
making the exposure.
Any type of cam era can be u sed for mountain photography, a lthough some are more suitable than others .
Probably the most desira ble vi rtues a re lightness,
robu stness a nd simp li city of action. A specia lly fast
lens is not needed; one with an aperture of / /4'5 should
cover a ll normal requirements. A coupled range-finder is
of littl e advantage, and a number of refinements can well
be dispensed with ; though one that is perhaps worth
having is automatic fi lm transport, or other means of
preventing double exposure. It is good to know that there
is no risk of spo iling a picture whi ch cannot be repeated
by taking another shot on top of it. An eye-level viewfinder showing cl early the exact boundaries of the picture
is an essential. The" br illiant " type perched above
the lens of a folding camera is of littl e use. A limited
range of shutter speeds is a ll that is needed-say rto. to,
20
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sec. and time. Fast speeds are not r equired except
for action shots of ski-ing-a rather specialised subj ct ;
and slo\v speeds are not of much use unless a tripod i
carried.
In this connection it is well to rem ember that violent
or sustained effort makes it more difficu lt to hold a camera
steady . The h eart will be beating rapidly and the whol e
body may be trembling, so that exposures of more than
to sec. with camera held in the hand are unlikely to be
sharp. The lack of sharpness may not be obvious in a
contact print, but becomes painfully evident in an
enlargement . If 'do sec. rather than lo sec. can be given ,
so much the better; even at l~O sec. it is surprisingly
easy to achieve camera shake. When the camera is h eld
at eye-level both hands must be gripping it firmly , so
that it should either have a body rel ease for firing the
shutter or a long cab le r elease sh ould be fitted. The short
cable r eleases sometimes issued with cameras are useless . .
Probab ly the most useful size of pi cture is 3! by 2! in.
This means that the cam era g ives eight exposures on the
popular 120 or 620 film, and it n eed not be very bul ky
to d o so. Contact prints of this size are satisfactory to
view, held in the h and or mounted in an al bum , and the
dimensions are right for making full-size lantern slides
by contact. Some cameras give twelve or sixteen exposures
on 3i by 2i in. film. Twelve exposures mean a 2-1--in.
square picture, which is unsatisfactory for landscape
photography. Mountain views tend t o be either long or
upright in shape, so that to get the best result part of
the square picture usually has to be trimmed off. In
other words, part of the film has been wasted. Sixteen
exposures on 3i by 2-1- in. film give a useful size of picture,
similar in relative dimensions to eight exposures on
127 or " vest-pocket" film (2! by 1i in .) . The sixteenexposure set-up has two advantages over the eight-exposure
- cheapness, and the fact that twice as many shots can be
had before the film needs to be changed. This is sometimes an important consideration on expeditions when
time is short or when it is too cold for gloves to be removed
for long . Pictures of 127 dimensions or smaller do not
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satisfy as contact prints, especia lly if they are scenic
Views. The users of these sizes will therefore have to be
prepared to make or obtain enlargements from all worthwhile n egatives. Sixteen exposures on 127 film give a
frame little bigger than that obtained on 35-mm. p erforated
cine film, and a photographer wishing to work in thi s
size is probably better to u se a 35-mm . camera, which has
a number of advantages .
The precision miniature cam era , which has been
designed to use 35-mm . cine film, is well suited to the
mountaineer, a nd many experienced mountain photographers use it exclusively. Its chi ef advantages are :
The camera is small in size (though not specially light in
weight) . When a foca l plane shutter * is fitted, lenses
of different focal lengths are r eadily inter changeable. Up
to thirty-six exposures can be made on one length of film .
Some of the best types of film are at present available
only in 35-mm . size.
(This appli es particularly to
colour film. ) Miniature lantern slides can be made by
cont act, and special projectors are made for showing them.
Film strips (z".e., positives m ade by contact on 35-mm.
fi lm) also provide a conveni ent means of projecting
pictures on the screen.
Against these advantages must be set the fact that the
miniature cam era is exp ensive , since everything h as to
be made to a fine degree of precision. This is because
the n egative is so small that large d egr ees of m agnificati on
are r equired to give a print of any size. For the same
reason, the photographer's technique in taking and
processing must be first-cl ass. His n egative must be
dead sharp, correctly developed to avoid grain a nd free
fro m blemishes. Further, the subject he wishes to show
must fill the frame as far as p ossible, and this is where
the interchangeable lenses come into play . Long-focus

* A focal plane shutter is an a rrangement of blinds as close as
poss ible to the film, the exposure being made by a slit between two
blinds travelling across the frame a t a speed determined by the. setting
of the shutter . These shutters usually have a very wide range of
speeds. Ordinary folding cameras have their shutters fixed b etween
the components of the lens.
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lenses with a narrow angle of view a llow selecti on of one
portion of the landscape-bring it n earer, as it were.
Short focus, wide-angle lenses permit inclusion of features
from which it is impossible to stand farther away and
which the lens of normal focal length would cut off.
Coupled range-finders are incorporated in m any
miniature cameras and on some larger makes also . These
devices give a split image in the view-finder, which must
be adjusted till the images coincide in whatever plane
is required in sharp focus. This automatically focuses
the cam era correctly. For the average run of mountai n
subjects thi s is not necessary, though it can be useful for
close-ups of climbing.
R eflex cam eras, either single or twin lens , have the
disadvantage to the m ounta ineer of being bulki er than
other types. Their advantage is that the image of the
vi e,,, is pro jected by a mirror on to a ground-glass scr een
right way up (but r eversed left to right) , so that the
compositi on can be carefully studied before exposing.
They usually give a square n egative, as the finder can be
used conveni ently only in the upright position . The
single-lens reflex, which a lmost a lways has a focal plane
shutter, shares with the miniature the advantage of
interchangeabl e lenses, and it is worth noting that its
ground-glass scr een shows the field of view of any lens
fitted , wher eas the miniature requires an elaborate
adjustabl e view-finder for this purpose.
In a r eview of cameras the fixed-focus box camera
must not be forgotten. It has the advantages of simplicity
and cheapness . Its disadvantages are that it is bulky,
its lens is usua lly of poor quality and its one-shutter
speed is too slow to be sure of avoiding cam er a shake.
H owever, used carefully and with a knowl ed ge of its
limitations, it can give satisfactory r esults .
To sum up: The average photographing mountaineer
will proba bly do best with a simple folding camera of
sturdy construction giving eight or sixteen exp osures on
3i by 2t in. film. The expert mountaineering photographer (who can afford it) may prefer a mini ature
cam era because of its greater adaptability.

PJ/Otograplzy fO?' JI!/ozmtainee?"s.
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Accessories.

W-hatever the camera, it should be kept in a stout
case when taken up the mountains. Some climbers keep
their cameras in light purses or waterproof bags, so that
they can be slipped into a pocket. That may be all right
for hill walking, though there is a lways the risk of a
knock. For rock climbing the camera should be in a case,
and if the lens is not protected when the camera is closed,
a lens cap should be fitted.
A lens hood should be carried and used on a ll occasion .
I ts function is to prevent light outside the field of view
from r eaching the lens and setting up unwanted reflection
that will degrade the image . The light source that wi ll
do this most spectacularly is the sun itself, so that it is
essential in " against the light" shots to shield the lens
from its direct rays. Whatever the direction of the view
relative to the light , it is advisable to use a hood , which
should have a dead -matt black interior and should mask
as closely as possibl e to the edge of the fi eld of view
without cutting off the corners of the picture . It should
be possible to fit both the hood and a filter over the lens
at the same time, bearing in mind that it is just as
important to k eep unwanted light away from the filter
as from the len s.
Filters are an important part of the landscape
photographer's equipment, though their value can be
overrated a nd, used wrongly, they can do more harm than
good. Their principal fun ction is to correct the O\'ersensitivity to blue from which normal photographic
emulsions suffer. The film renders the blue of the sky
(or anything else) too light in tone, and the print is apt
to have that " bald-headed " appearance which spoils so
many otherwise good pictures. The filter darkens the
tone of the sky to correspond more with its visual
appearance, with the r esult that any white clouds present
stand out boldly. Usua lly, quite a pale yellow or green
filter will give all the correction necessary; if an orange
or red filter is used indiscriminately oyer-correction wi ll
result , \"ith the blue of the sky printing unn aturally
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black and the slightest cloud formation giving the effect
of an impending thunderstorm. The modification of
tones, of course, affects all parts of the picture, though it
is most noticeable in the sky. The extent of modification
depends both on the type of film used and on the length
of exposure. Filters also have" haze-cutting" qualities
owing to the fact that water vapour (so abundantly present
in the Highland atmosphere) scatters a good deal of blue
and ultra-violet light. The stronger the filter used the
less this light affects the film, with the result that distant
detail may be rendered more clearly; but the sense of
distance may be largely lost through the lack of " aerial
perspective." Therein lies the chief danger in the use of
fi lters when an artistic result is desired.
Correct exposure is essential for satisfactory negatives,
a nd there are various means of arriving at it. First, there
are exposure calculators, by which it is easy to work out,
for any given camera stop and for the type of film used,
the exposure required according to time of day, month
of the year and type of subject (e.g ., open landscape with
light foreground ) . U sed intelligently, these calculators
can be most satisfactory and have the advantage of being
cheap and weighing next to nothing.
Exposure meters may be visual or photo-electric. The
visual type usually consists of a wedge of graded density
through which the subject is viewed. There may be a
series of numbers, and the last visible one gives the
exposure according to camera stop and film speed. The
only snag with these instruments is that the human eye
accommodates itself to the light. Thus, a person entering
a dark interior could read a much higher number after
a . few minutes than when he first entered. In practice,
however, the mountaineer is likely to be in much the same
lighting conditions all the time and such meters can be
very helpful.
The photo-electric is the most accurate, the most
expensive and the most delicate type of meter. By means
of the cell incorporated in it, light is converted into
electricity, and the intensity of the light is indicated by
a needle moving over a scale. It is thus a really scientific
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instrument, but its r eadings have meaning only when it is
properly used. It registers the average a mount of light
from all objects within its field of acceptance. Point
it at the ground and it will give one reading ; turn it up
to the sky and the needle will bound upwards. Perhaps
the scene consists of a dark rock face near at h and and a
distant landscap e of mountains and clouds. \ Vhich is to
be brought out? The rock may require ten times the
exposure of the landscape, but the meter will give one
average reading. In fact, it does not guarantee correct
exposure automatically, but has to be used intelligently.
Monochrome film has a good deal of latitude, but colour
film not nearly so much . A photo-electric meter is
therefore almost essential for the colour worker, but not
so much for the monochrome photographer. It must also be
kept in mind by the mountaineer that a knock or rough
treatment can easily upset thedeli cate balance of the needle.
There are numerous gadgets of a ll kinds for use · by
photographers, but the mountaineer is well advised to
leave them behind. If he is not prepared to carry a steady
tri pod (and it is a waste of energy to carry one that is not
r eally steady) he might find a small clamp with a balland-socket h ead useful. This can be used for fixing the
camera to the head of an ice-axe, and it is possible to
t ake panoramic views in this way.

Films.
All types of film produced by the well-known
manufacturers are of excell ent quality.
The monochrome types useful to the mountaineering photographer
are orthochromatic and both medium and high speed
panchromatic . Orthochromatic film is insensitive to
the red end of the spectrum .
Panchromatic films
incorporate dyes which make them red-sensitive .
Theoretically, therefore, panchromatic film will give a
more truthful rendering of colours, but as all rendering
of colour in black and white is to some extent a convention,
the point is not very important in practice. Some
photographers swear by "chrome" film and consider
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that it gives results with more punch than does" p an "
film. One disadvantage is that filter factors a re higher.
For examp le, a ye ll ow fi lt r might r equire d oubl e the
exposure on pan film but three times on chrome film.
Red fil ters cannot be used with chrome film, as they pass
only that light to which the film is insensi tive . Chrome
film is, genera lly, rather faster but coarser in grain than
med ium-speed pan film, being similar in grain to the
still faster high-speed pan film. The question of grain,
however, is of interest on ly to the miniaturist.
Medium-speed pan film is fast enough for exposures
of, say,
sec. atfl8 ,,·ith a li ght-ye llow filt r for normal
landscapes in summ er and spri ng. It can give . very fine
grain, high resolution, faithful colour rendering and
good contrast. I n winter the photographer who does not
wish to or cannot ,,·ork at a larger stop than fl8 may be
better to use high-speed pan film to avoid the risk of
camera shake at slower shutter speeds. This film does
not possess to the same degree the vi rtues attributed a bove
to medium-speed pan film but it h as more latitude; that
is to say, mistakes in exposure are less likely to be
disastrous. As a rough gu id e it can be taken as being
two to four times as fast.

rao

Lighting and Composition.

Armed with his loaded cam era and accessories, it only
remains for the mountaineer to decid e what to photograph.
The answer at first seems obvious- mountains ; but it
has to be remembered that the visible world manifests
itself by the way in whi ch it reflects light from its surface.
So the lighting is as important as the subject. The light
comes from one source-the sun, which is constantly
changing its position. It may cast hard shadows on a
clear day, or soft ones wh en the light is diffused by water
vapour; or the light m ay be so diffused by cloud as to
cast no shadow at all. Now shape is revealed as much
by shadow as by light, so that a dull day when, as we
say, the sun is not shining is usually unsuitable for
landscape photography.

0:\ THE C.-\R:\ ~IOR DL-\ RG ARETI::
(Looking to the )' I amore~; the effect of a figure on a mountain land~cape)
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. . , Th~ problem, then, is to be in the right place at the
right time and in the right lighting. Given Highland
weather, this would be a pretty hopeless propos ition were
it not for the fact that there are a great many right places
among the mountains . Although a photographer might
gq again and again to a particular spot without ever
finding cond itions right, in suitable weather plenty of
opportunities for photography will arise. These unexpected chances, caused by the often rapidly changing
1l).puntain weather, have to be seized as soon as they are
presented; for a particular light effect may last only for
seconds. Therefore, the camera should, whenever possible,
be, carried so that it can be brought into action at once;
jf , ~t is buried in a rucksack the chance may be lost . The
very uncertainty of mountain weather makes for striking
effects, and it is sometimes worth while making more
~han one exposure to capture the best of these dissolving
yiews.
Although suitable days for photography may occur at
any time of the year, springtime is the season wh n they
are most likely to be found. In spring there are fewer
hopeless days. Even when a day starts badly there is
the chance that the clouds may break at any moment.
So the camera should not be left behind just because the
morning is bad. Moreover, in spring the snow on the
tops makes photography easier, since it picks out distant
peaks clearly and adds dignity to the most ordinary
sv mmit .
There are three types of lighting-frontal, side and
back. 'When the sun is behind the photographer's back
it is shining frontally on the subject which thus shows
very little shadow. This is apt to give an uninteresting
result without much sense of distance. A side lighting
js the most generally useful type, as it gives an equal
amount of light and shade and shows the maximum of
detail. When the camera is pointed into the light the
subject is mostly in shadow with the edges illuminated.
This subdues detail and gives good recession of planes,
SQ that back lighting is sometimes useful for pictorial
effects.
It gives a dramatic rendering of clouds,
2P
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which appear dark with a silver lining. Care must be
taken that the lens is shielded from the direct rays of
the sun.
Of course there are an infinite number of variations
between these main types of lighting. The sun can be
high, giving a top lighting with littl e shadow, or low ,
when it throws long shadows . It follows that morning
and evening give more interesting results than noon.
Often mountain sides and rock faces will be lit by the
sun only at certain times of the day, and this should be
kept in mind by the photographer when planning an
expedition.
When snow is present in the foreground or middle
distance, particular care should be taken to see that the
light reveals its texture. Without sunshine or with a
flat, frontal lighting the snow areas will appear as blank ,
grey or white patches on the print, giving little suggestion
of snow. Low side-lighting will give good detail and
back-lighting will give even better, since each surface
grain will appear dark with a halo round it. Snow can
be invalua ble in lightening foregrounds and k eeping the
total contrast range of the subject wi thin the limits of
the printing paper.
The problem for the photographer is to give the impression, on the surface of a small r ectangl e of paper, of
a vi ew that may extend for many miles in depth. This
can be done by perspective , by recession of planes and
by the lines <?f the picture. If a tree or a house is included
we can judge the distance by its relative size in the picture,
but many mountain views contain no objects of easily
r ecogni sable scale, so that we depend largely on recess ion
of planes. This is the gradual flattening out of tone
contrasts into the distance, due to the presence of atmospheric haze. This" atmosphere," so preval ent in the
Highlands, is therefore a valu able ally in picture-making .
Its absence explains why, sometimes, Alpine peaks of
much larger size do not look as impressive as our own
mountains . The line of a stream or a road running into
a picture will help to give an effect of depth, as will the
inclusion of a prominent object, such as a rock or a
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human figure in the foreground. Care must be taken,
however, not to dwarf the distant mountain if it is the
main subject of the picture .
The photographer should not be too obsessed with
so-called rules of composition, but arrangements of
subject matter that are awkward should be avoided.
Li nes leading the eye out of the pi cture and straight lines
cutting right across it should be avoided. That is why
views across a loch from a low level are difficult to compose. The centre is the weakest point in the picture
space and should not contain the centre of interest.
Intersections of thirds are considered the strongest
points. The horizon should not divide the picture into
equ a l areas of sky and ground ; one or other should
predominate.
As regard s the vexed question of the inclusion of the
human figure in mounta in landscap es , thi s is largely a
matter of personal taste. Som e feel that a figure is an
intrusion on the solitude; others that it provides a link
w ith the everyday world . Compositionally, a figure can
be very useful, though, wrongly placed, it can ruin the
picture. The" human interest" should never, if at all
dose at hand, face the camera, or the result is a portrait.
He should not be too near the camera nor be placed right
in the centre, but to one side or other. On a sloping
hillside, where the eye tends to slide out of the picture a
figure can provid e a u seful stop. It is well worth while
to study the photographs of that great pioneer, Vittorio
Sella, as his use of figures in mountain landscapes has
never been surpassed.
Action photographs of climbing, of course, come into
a different category; h ere the figures are the main interest
of the picture. The problem on a rock climb is to make
the figures show up. They will be more prominent when
'\\'earing light clothing. On snow climbs this difficulty
does not arise. As a general rule, the photographer
should be on the same level as the climbers he is taking:
pictures taken from above or below seldom come off
except as stunts. This means that the photographer has
10 be in a separate party or perhaps on a separate climb
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from those he is photographing. , If he can catch the
figures silhouetted against the sky or the distance he w.ill
often obtain an effective result. Another m ethod , of
securing striking results is to photograph climbers on a
pinnacle isolated from the main mass of the mountain.
vVhen in a roped party the keen photographer must always
remember that his first duty is rope management; and
photographs can be obtai ned only when he is not supposed
to be doing something else.
General.

Once the latent image has been impressed on the fil m
it has to be d eveloped, fixed, washed and dri ed . From
the negatives thus obta ined prints can be m ad e, ei ther by
contact on gaslight paper or by enlargement on bromide
or chloro-bromide paper. Alternatively, lantern slides
can be m ad e either by contact or enlargement. Excellent
treatises on all these processes can be obtained, and there
is no point in going further into the matter h ere, since the
technique is the same for the mountaineer and thri
plainsman. Of course , all processing can be done pro"
fessionally and done we ll , but anyone who wishes to
achieve the finest results will do his own. Only so can
he impress his own individuality on the results h e pro~
duces.
The beginner is advised to standardise his
t echnique as much as possibl e, using one type of film and
one developer until h e knows how to produce the results'
at which h e is a iming.
The lantern slid e is a particularly suitable medium for
the mountain photographer. A small rectangle of paper
seldom does justi ce to the original la ndscape, but a large
picture proj ected on a screen can give a very satisfying
impression, esp ecia lly if it reveals the long range of tones
which it is possibl e to obtain by transmitted light , but
which cannot be reproduced on paper . The art of good
lantern-slide making is at present at a low level, but
anyone who takes the trouble to master this field of photo ..
graphy will find his reward not only in his own satisfaction
but in the pleasure h e gives to others.

,\.

,Photography for, ,Mountaineers . ,,"
Colour Photography.

Colour photography is a specialised branch that is
constantly increasing in importance and will continl:l~
to do so as technical advances are made. Though colour
film can now be obtained in larger sizes, most of it is
on 35-mm. stock and colour photography is principally
the field of the miniaturist, partly because the expense is
considerably greater than that of monochrome photography and is apt, in larger sizes, to be prohibitive for
the amateur. Also, colour film is considerably slower 'in
speed than monochrome and is therefore suited to the
miniature camera with its relatively larger lens apertures .
Besides being slower in speed, colour film has considerably
less latitude, so that quite small errors of exposure affect
the result. Anyone meaning to go in seriously: for colour
work is therefore well advised to obtain a photo-eleqtrie
meter. He should also make sure that his lens is :fulLy
colour-corrected, otherwise he may be unable to obtain.
sharp results.
"I'
Unlike its black-and-white counterpart, colour film is
not intended to produce a negative, but is manufactured
and processed so as to produce a positive transparency
without any further stage being required. There is a
variety of makes, each of which has its special characteristics which the photographer must find out for himself,
also the effects of over- and under-exposure and the
use of filters. In general, under-exposure produces a
dense transparency with degraded colours, over-exposure
a thin one with bleached or faded colours.
The principles regarding arrangement of subject
matter apply as much to colour photographs as ' t(}
monochrome, though photographers are apt to forget this
in the first flush of enthusiasm. It is the case, however,
that subjects which would be very dull in monochrome
may be quite acceptable in colour, and the process is, in
many ways, ideal for recording scenery. The subject
which is a riot of colour is not always the best, and snow
scenes, which might be thought peculiarly the domai n
of the monochrome worker, can make beautiful colour
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pictures with all their delicate shades of blue and
green.
The colour transparency is seen at its best when
projected on to a screen. All that is required to make a
lantern slide is to bind the transparency between two
cover glasses. Special projectors with their wider-angle
lenses are better for showing miniature slides than lanterns
intended for the larger size of slide. As illustrations for
a lecture a set of good colour slides cannot be surpassed,
and the Club is fortunate in having a number of members
whose technical skill and artistic feeling enable them to
produce colour pictures of outstanding beauty and interest .
Albums, Books.

Many mountaineers will wish to mount their photographs in an album, and it is worth while giving some
thought to the arrangement of the prints on the page . A
pleasing variety in arrangement and titling should be
aimed at, with upright and horizontal prints mixed .
Mounting should always be done invisibly on the back
of the print; fancy corners ruin the appearance of an
album. A loose-leaf album permits a much better
arrangement of the contents when later additions come
to be made.
.
There is a large library of books dealing with all
aspects of photography, and a great deal of time can be
spent studying its theory. One day's intelligent practice,
however, will teach a great dea l more . Mountaineers
wishing a textbook are advised to refer to " Mountain
Photography," by C. D. Milner. This is an admirabl e
volume covering all aspects of the subject, and is likely
to remain the standard work for a long time .

The Forgotten Con-ie Again .

THE FORGOTTEN CORRIE AGAIN.
By C . M. Dixon .

SINCE the war many new climbs have been made in the
Cuillins, and some of these routes are beginning to gain
the popularity they deserve. Such routes as Double
Doom, Integrity, Deep Gash Gully, Cioch Grooves, as
well as some of the fine routes of the 1930's like South
Gully of the Slabs and Amphitheatre Wall, to mention
only a few, are being visited more often by climbers and
are now becoming as popular as the more classic routes
of Skye.
My article in the 1952 Journal drew attention to the
impressive cliffs of the Coireachan Ruadha, and the
routes of Fluted Buttress, Crack of Dawn and Hourglass
Crack have been visited quite frequently since then. Last
year this area yielded some more fine routes to Tom Patey
and Bill Brooker, who climbed the buttresses of Sgurr na
Banachdich which faced into the Coireachan Ruadha,
and also visited the " Bealach Buttress" cliffs, making
a route (Thunderbolt Shelf) which skirted the huge
" unclimbable " wall of this buttress which towers ovet:"
Rotten Gully. Their routes, which were described in
the 1954 Journal, have added greatly to the climbing
interest of this area and have opened up hitherto
untouched buttresses- fine exploration as well as fine
route-making.
In June 1954, after a long spell of climbing inactivity.
I spent five days of glorious weather in Glenbrittle, and
was able to visit the Coireachan Ruadha on three of these
days, with results which, due to a combination of good
luck and glorious weather, were far beyond my
expectations.
I had intended, on my first day out, merely to visit
Bealach Buttress and perhaps climb Hourglass Crack
again, but once under the cliffs I was drawn irresistibly
to the foot of the gigantic black chimney which divides
the climbing cliffs of Bealach Buttress from the sheer wall
flanking Rotten Gully on the north . I had tried the
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chimney ~9lJr years ago on a cold rainy day, had been
repulsed on the first steep section and had retreated to
climb H ourglass Crack instead. Now, despite the dry
conditions, it still looked black and forbidding, but after
vie'Ming the route careflJlly from a few different angles
I :estimated "on e hard pitch near the foot, perhaps
a nother hard bit above that, then the rest will be interesting, ' hut only about very difficult standard." Three
h01)rs, later John Monk and I climbed out of that chimney
with a different story-pitch af,ter pitch of hard, exacting,
strenuous and impressive climbing, with steepness of the
ki nd that looks deceptively ",only vertical" until, face
to face with it, you find that it overhangs. Relying on
tricounis I climbed all but the last pitch: then, faced with
a really steep and smooth chimney, I exchanged my boots
for my companion's vibrams before I led it. Even then
the pitch was hard enough and probably the crux of the
cl imb , and although it would have " gone " in nails, I
was happier in the more reassuring grip of vibrams. We
named the climb " Black Cleft," a truly descriptive
ti tle .
Elated by our success and the continued fine weather,
John and I returned to Bealach Buttress the next day.
Our objectives were the two main faults still unclimbed
,on the buttress, two huge fissures which sprang from the
Arrowhead at the foot of Hourglass Crack and crossed
each other half-way up the face. Warned by our underestimate of the previous day, we realised that neither of
these routes would yield easily, and we picked the
easier-looking one for our first attempt-The Bow. The
names had already forced themselves upon us, for the
curving line of one fault was like a bow-arched back,
with Hou,rglass Crack as its bowstring, while the otherLost Arrow- seemed like an arrow which the archer had
placed a<;ross the bow and then let slip out of its place on
the bowstring .
The Bow proved a really enjoyable climb, on pleasant
rock and (as all the best guide-books put it) "with
some fine positions." The steep overhanging crack gave
some fine technical climbing, delicate and strenuous at

TI-I E C I.I FFS O F BE A LAC I-I B UTT IH :SS
«'ui rcacilall Ruadha, Skye, Laken from rid~c :,ollth of 2595-(IIUt co l)
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the same time. It was not won easily. Once more I
borrowed John's vibrams for this pitch , and h e followed
in gym shoes. Above the overhang the crack continued
up the corner of the large clean slab which had attracted
our interest from below, and soon led us to the Upper
Terrace, with the deep recesses of Hourglass Crack on
our left. This route completed, and the day not yet spent,
we returned to the foot of the buttress and tried the other
crack. It was growing rather late, but our muscles had
been stretched by the last route, and we raced up Lost
Arrow-although the route was no easier than the previous
ones on the buttress.
It did not t ak e long to climb the section below the
Lower Terrace, then up a nd across The Bow below its
hard pitch, to where the chimney r eared steeply above us .
It looked difficult and I had half decided to turn, back,
but something kept us going. Sixty feet up this steep
part , after a pitch that was no walk, we found ourselves
in a little mossy cave behind a m assive j ammed block ,
shaped like a huge arrowhead, which barred the way above
and proj ected outwards into dizzy space. I saw that
we 'would h ave to climb down and out between the walls
of the chimney, and somehow get on to the proj ecting
poi nt of the block, then climb up and over it, back into
the chimney above. This I did not relish, nor did we
wish to retreat. I saw a small h ole behind the block a t
t he top of the cave, offering a slim chance of escap e. I
was not slim enough , however , for the through r oute, but
I managed to thread a loop of our rope through the hole
so that it hung down outside the block . Then, by
cl imbing down, out, and below the block, I -was able to
rcach this loop and ti e on to it, to h ave its protection
while I surmounted the chockstone. The rope m a nreuvres
had been difficult, the p osition was spectacular, swinging
past the block over airy space, but the climbing itself,
fortunately, proved fairly easy.
The pitch above, leading out of the steep chimney
to escap e on the left, was hard, with a series of moves
culminating in an awkward pull-up over a block, which
John r egarded as the h ardest move h e h ad ever made,
2Q
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although I personally felt that some of the pitches on
The Bow and Black Cleft had been harder. Even in
these dry conditions there was some grease in Lost Arrow,
and I was glad to wear nails throughout the climb. John,

THE ROUTES OF BEALACH BUTTRESS FROM SGURR COIRE AN LOCHAIN .
(Scc key.)

in vibrams, had less fun. The finding of the huge arrowheaded chockstone, and our rope tactics in surmounting
it (faintly reminding us of that American epic ascent of
The Lost Arrow), confirmed our choice of a name for this
climb. How often are climbers fortunate enough to find
three different reasons for giving a route one particular
name?
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On the third day some members of the Climbers' Club
had arrived, and I beguiled one of them, Roger Cra'ster,
over the ridge to Bealach Buttress with the promise of

THE CLIFFS OF BEALACH BUTTRESS.
Taken from a point on the ridge of Sgurr MhicCoinnich, just south
of the 2,595-foot col. (See key.)
The photograph is taken from the main ridge of Sgurr MhicCoinnich. from a point just
south of the 2,595·foot col. (Taken in 1951 by C . M. Dixon.)
One diagram is a tracing of this photograph.
The other diagram is copied from photographs taken from Sgurr Coire an Lochain, and
is, in effect, an en larged portion of the diagram of " The Cliffs of Coireachan Ruadha fro:n
SgUTr Coirc an Lochain " in the 1952 J ou.rnal and the 1954 .. Skye" Guide.

A,
BB.
D,
E,
F,
G,
H,

The Arrowhead.
The Terrace (Dealach Buttress).
The" unc1imbable " wall
Screes below Rotten Gully.
An Stac.
Inaccessible Pinnacle.
Summit of Sgurr Dearg.
J. The Terrace (Sgurr MhicCoinnich).
KK, The Upper Terrace .

aA, Line of approach from Bealach Coire
Lagan.
AM , Lost Arrow. Very Severe.
Ace. The Bow. Very Severe.
Add, Hourglass Crack. Very Severe.
ee .
Gemini. Very Severe.
if. Pinnacle Face. Severe.
p.
The Pinnacle.
gg . Black Cleft. Very Severe.
g lt. Thunderbolt Shelf (Patey and Brooker).
Very Difficult.

The above key applies to both diagrams.
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some pleasant, not-too-exacting climbs for the first day
of his visit. V.,Te turned to the broad, fiat, fairly steep
buttress which li es between Black Cleft and Hourglass
Crack. Closer inspect ion sh owed th at this buttress is
divided into two by a sh a llow central gu lly, and we were
attracted by a pinnacle h alf-way up th e left section of
th e buttress. The result was Pinnacle F ace, a very
enj oyable climb, and not too "serious." T he next
cl imb we tried-Gem ini-Iay u p the steeper right -hand
section of the buttress, and proved to be a much more
serious u ndertaking than we had bargained for; it was
enou gh to make us feel content with our day on Bealach
Buttress.
The next day 'was spent on an unsuccessful attempt on
a route elsewhere, followed by a long ridge walk, so that
on the last day- spent on Sron na Ciche- I reached the
top of Cioch Direct exhausted. The fine weather had
given us no break, and I was tired out by the previous
days of continuous climbing. In contrast, I returned to
Skye for a week in ear ly August a nd , despite ambitious
plans, never set foot on the hills because of cont inuous
rain.
Technical Notes on New Climbs on Bealach
Buttress, June 1954.
Black Cleft (400 fee t , Very Severe).-The route follo ws the deeply
cut crack or chimney which separates th e other climbs of Bealach
Buttress from the " unclimbable " wall on the left. Start fro m the
screes at the foot of th e cleft, below the T errace (which is a lmost
non-existent on this part of the cliff). The first 80 ft. g ives easy
scramblin g with a little chockstone pitch leading to a platform.
Climb th e steep narrow awkward chimney above, passing a chockstone at 25 ft., to a ledge at 50 ft. The chimney above is steep, but
climb the broken wall on the immediate left. Steep, delicate climbing
on loose rock for about 50 ft., then follow an easier section which
steepens after 40 ft., going over an awkward slab in the chimney to the
foot of a sma ll chockstone overhang. It is possible to escape from the
cleft hereabouts, towards the Upper Terrace on the right, but once
embarked on, the upper section allows no escape. Climb the O .H.
above to a jammed block belay, whence another short strenuous
O.H. is surmounted . Continue up the chimney over a large doubtful
jammed block to a chockstone in th e recesses of th e cleft. A final
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steep 60·ft. pitch goes straight up the steep chimney ahead unti l it is
possible to climb out on the left wall and up to th e top. A strenuous
and exacting rout e. Every pitch has interest and severity. Climbed.
in dry weather in boots and vibrams in 2~· hours by ·C. M. Dixo'rl
and J . E. Monk, 3rd June H)54.
Pinnacle Face (450 feet, Severe) .- A \"ery pleasant route on clean
rock. The climb a ims for a pinnacle on the face of Bealach Buttress.
Start at a cairn on the sc rees, ha lf-way between the foot of the
Arrowhead a nd Black Cleft. A hundred feet of easy climbing',
following a shall ow small crack leads to the T errace . Climb the
clean crack in the face above , runners avai lable, th en traverse
rightwa rds across the foot of the Pinnacle to a stance in its ri ght corner.
From the top of the Pinnacle, step back left into the crack and up ·it
to a ledge, then up th e easier face of the buttress above , across a grass
patch and up the short steeper wall behind , climbing to the right
of a b asalt fa ult. This leads to the pp er T errace, after about 200 ft.
of climbing fro m the Pinnacl e. The steep wall above is not climbed
direct, but its edge about 40 ft. to the right g ives pleasant climbing
to the summit slopes. Cl imbed in dry weather in vibrams in I t
hours. R. Cra'ster a nd C. M. Dixon , through leads, 5th June 1954.
Gemini (500 feet, Very Severe) .-Start immed iate ly to the right of
a shall ow b roken groo\'e on the flat face to the ri g'ht of the Arrowhead
recess . Cairn . P leasant climbing up the s labby face to the right of
the g roO\'e leads in 150 ft . to the T errace. with belays at intervals.
Cross the Terrace, to use an inserted chockstone belay in a crack i n
a corner. Start climbing 15 ft. to the right of this crack, fo llowing
an obvious ri ghtward rising traverse. th en back leftwards to a small
t errace , aft er 100 ft. of se\"ere climbing. The next 100 ft. is the most
exactin g section. From two shaky pinnacl es step on to the face and
climb to th e foot of a steep groove; tra\"erse ri ght on to t win cracks
(visible from the screes below) on the steep secti on of the face . Cl im'b
the right-ha nd crack with difficu lty to an easier sectio n, then up ·the
left-ha nd crack to a belay on the left. A good 60-ft. pitch follows.
Climb the pinnacle immediately a bove the belay to its top , then 'up
the fac e b eyond to the top of the right hand of twi n pinnacles and' u p
over another pinnacle to the U pper T errace. _ hundred feet of easy
climbing up the buttress a bove leads to th e summit slopes. Clean ,
rou gh rock . Climbed in dry weather in vibrams in 1 ~ hours b y
C. M. Dixon and R. Cra'ster, through leads, 5th June 1954 .

Hourglass Crack (the next route to the right).-The original
ascent used the centre crack of the Arrowhead to reach the Terrace .
As this crack is not structurally a part of H ourg lass Crack , but is
really a continuation of Lost Arrow, and is now used for the start
of that climb, it would perhaps be better if the easier crack on the
left were used to start Hourglass Crack, as geologically this left-hand
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crack is part of the fault of Hourglass Crack. Other parties who
have climbed Hourglass Crack report it as Very Severe. Perhaps it
was undergraded in my 1052 Journal account, and the grading should
be raised.

Lost Arrow (350 feet, Very Severe).- There are four main pitchesall serious. (1, 80 ft.) Climb the centre chimney of the Arrowhead,
past a few awkwa rd chockstones, and climbing the final few feet on
the left wall. Cross the Terrace to the same fault which continues
as an easy grassy, broad crack for about 80 ft. Cross The Bow, unti I
a belay in a wet cave in the steeper chimney above is reached.
(2, 60 ft.) Up the chimney, usually mossy and wet, to a belay in a
cave below a large pointed chockstone. (3,30 ft.) Climb down, out,
a nd round the chockstone, and over it to the foot of another overbanging section. (4, 50 ft.) Climb the O.H. above on the left and
continue to the top of the crack. The fault-line finishes on the grassy
U pper Terrace near the start of the easy crack at the top of The Bow .
It is possible to finish by climbing this, or to climb the face straight
ahead. This gives some good climbing on friable rock with some
unexpectedly awkward moves. Scrambling leads to the summit. A
route of character, Needs dry weather. Climbed in nails, dry
conditions, in q -hours . C. M. Dixon and J . E. Monk, 4th June 1954.
Tile Bow (350 feet, Mild Very Severe).- Start- the right-hand
crack of the Arrowhead. (1, 60 ft.) Pleasant climbing using the
crack and slab on the right. \;.,Talk across the T errace to the right
hand of two faults which cross the cliff above. (2, 40 ft.) A short
steep chimney-greasy.
Follow the fault, crossing Lost Arrow, to
where it becomes an overhanging crack which bifurcates higher up
and leads to a large isolated slab. (3, 50 ft.) Climb this crack.
Hard. (4, 70 ft.) Continue pleasantly up the slab by the crack in
its right corner, which steepens near the top. (5, 100 ft.) Scramble
to the Upper Terrace, with the deep-cut section of Hourglass Crack
nearby on the left, passing a weird rock bridge on the left. (6,150 ft.)
Climb the broad easy-angled crack above the Upper Terrace to the
top. A pleasant route as a whole, with one very exacting pitch.
Cl imbed in dry weather in vibrams in 2 hours. C. M. Dixon and
J. E. Monk, 4th June 1954.

Apjroaches.-Despite the note in the 1954 "Skye" Guide about
the approach from the 2,595-ft. col via Rotten Gully, I definitely do not
recommend this approach. It is far better to leave the main ridge at
the true Bealach Coire Lagan, 2,655 ft., and scramble down loose
grass and boulder slopes, passing many outcropping basalt dykes,
descending first rightwards (southwards) then back left (northwards)
a nd down a 6-ft. rock wall on to a scree fan. From the ridge do not
follow the actual screes, as they lead one too far under An Stac.
Once on the scree fan, traverse southwards across scree, under broken
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rocky slopes, descending gradu a lly until on the Terrace which sweeps
round Bealach Buttress. From here climb down to the foot of the
Arrowhead . I give this in detail, as, if adhered to, this is a good
approach , whereas any others a re awkward.
The U pper Terrace is a g rassy band which crosses the cliff, rising
from the T errace and sweeping up leftwards to end at Black Cleft.
It is possible, but not a dvi sed, to descend from the Upper T errace
by foll owing it down to the right and finally descending over much
steep loose stuff to the T errace.
The b est climbing is found on the band between the Terrace and
the Upper T errace, but all the routes on the buttress follow natu ral
(usually structural) lines which continue through both the T erraces .
NOTE.- Fluted Buttress, Sgurr Mhic-Coinnich. Most parties who
have climbed this route regard it as very seve re instead of the original
hard severe, a nd find the first overhang to be the crux. On our first
visit Bill Brooker a nd I were so overawed by the character of the
cliffs themselves that we must have failed to notice the technical
difficulty, hence the undergrading . [What matter: can a nyone be
sure? Remember the fate of the Grepon- an easy day for "lady!- ED.]

ATTEMPT ON USHBA
(From the unpublished Diaries of Harold Raeburn.)
FOREWORD BY TH E EDITOR .

WE are delighted to be able to include in this number
of the Journal one of the most dramatic accounts of
the m any distinguished mountaineering expeditions of
that famous guideless partnership consisting of Harold
Raeburn and VV. N. Ling. After Raeburn's death in
1926 his diaries were left in the keeping of his fri end .
In any case, the Journal did not print climbing articles
outwith Scotland.
Now the diaries , since Ling's
death, have been left to the Club , and this story can be
told in the pages of the Joumal.
The partnership climbed in the Caucasus in the
summers of 1913 and 1914, but the expeditions of the latter
year were cut short by the outbreak of war. In 1913
there was a third S.M .C. member in the party, J. R .
Young, and also a young Russian , Martinson, who took
part in the Ushba climb . A brief note of the 19J ~
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expediti ons will be found in the Journal (13, 47 ) . The
t ravel, that year, extended over 300 miles; seven
niountains were climbed and many passes crossed. Five
<;> f the mountains were first ascents and some were very
d ifficult- Tur Choch, Ullar Choch, Tschantschachi Choch
(which took 45 hours ) and Nuamquam (three peaks) .
After the attempt on Ushba they climbed Elbrus,
t he highest Caucasian peak (18,500 feet ), which, being
made of lava and not granite gneiss, was relatively easy.
In H}14 they climbed four new peaks.
It should also be remarked here that when Raeburn
d,raws comparisons between the difficu'Ities met with on
Ushba with those on certain Alpine peaks, he knew from
previous exp erience exactly what h e meant. Ushba,
though only 15,400 feet in height, is an extremely form idable mountain by any and every route. Its climbing
h istory proves that. The interested reader may refer to
R. L. G. Irving's "Ten Great Mountains" (D ent , 1940),
which devotes a chapter to Ushba . There is good reason
to believe that, since 1930, at least one all-Russian party
has ascended it, but very little is known of its more recent
history.
It is a double-headed peak, the north and south
summits, nearly equal in height, being linked by a snowy
saddle. The north peak was first climbed by J. G.
Cockin with U lri ch Almer in September 1888 by the
steep snow and ice couloir leading up the east face to the
snow saddle . They were fortunate in getting good snow
conditions.
There were about twenty unsuccessful
a ttempts on the south peak before 1903. In July of that
year W. R. Rickmers led a guideless party to the assault
(W. R. Rickmers, H . Ficker, his sister and A. Schulze) .
The ring of cliff guarding the summit slopes between the
south-east and south-west angles was so severe and
formidable that three nights were spent out, and the
subsequent retreat was enforced by a serious accident to
Schulze who was leading. The others got him down,
however.
, Another German party followed on (Helbling,
Reichert, Schuster and \Veber ) . Schulze, now recovered,
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Attempt on Ushba.
,w ent with them. They gained the summit by the route
wh.ich he had pioneered. They, too, were forced to
Qivouac high up on the descent.
, : It was a famous year on Ushba. Yet another German
party came along in early August 1903-Messrs Pfann,
Leuchs and, Distel- intent on traversing both Ushba
peaks in one expedition! And they actually succeeded,
but had to bivouac on four consecutive nights. On the
third day they gained the summit of the north peak. The
next day was nearly all taken up with the traver~e of the
alleged snow saddle between the two peaks, in the course
of which Leuchs dropped the provision sack , The
difficult south peak was climbed next day on a small
ration of chocolate, and they then descended by Schulze's
route, which was well marked by abseil slings.
A 1929 German-Russian party, one of whom I later
met, told me that they were forced to bivouac three nigh,t s,
a nd that the climbing was exceedingly difficult.
It was not too easy to decipher parts of Raeburn's
diaries, written partly in ink and partly in pencil. Ling
wrote a brief account of the achievements of the 1913
~xpedition for the Alpine Journal, but it contains very
little detail of the Ushba attempt. The version here
given is necessarily condensed, and the Editor is much
indebted to Mr J. F. A. Burt for most of the work. Here
~ nd there he has relaxed the austerity of the summary
aod included more of the diary- for it is certainly a
dramatic story, even if they did not succeed in climbing
Ushba.

ON the 12th of August 1913.the party reached Betsho, the
local centre of government. On the following day we
engaged Muratbi-now somewhat old-looking . . . yet
a tireless walker, whose "gu.ide's book" went back to
the early nineties, and included the names of Caucasian
pioneers, personal friends of our own- to act as porter as
far as a bivouac below Ushba. Young elected to remain,
on photography bent, at Betsho; so the climbing party
consisted of Raeburn, Ling and Rembert Martinson, an
2R
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18-year-old Russian. On the 14th we set off, accompanied
by Muratbi a nd two horses . The walk along the main
valley, and up the steep, tree-clad banks of the Gulba
glacier stream to the highest hamlet, Gul, (6,370 feet)
was pleasant but uneventful. We were entirely unloaded :
our horses, on a good track, easily took everything . The
one and, I think, the only drawback to guideless climbing
is the necessity of carrying loads .
Presently we arrived at a small grassy flat where
slight walls of stone and the marks of many fires made it
unnecessary for Muratbi to inform us that it was the
usual camping place whence two successful assaults and
the other twelve or fifteen unsuccessful ones on Ushba
had been delivered .
At 2 P.M. we reached a suitable site for a bivouac, the
top of a littl e scantily grassed ridge just under the high
left moraine of Gulba Glacier where a merry little tri ckling
stream prattled down. The h eight was 9,200 feet. The
tent was set up , our three days' provisions unloaded, and
Muratbi sent d own with the horses, to return two days
later. H e emphati cally refused our chaffing offer to take
him with us, although (or because ?) h e had once spent
a night w ith H err Ficker at nearly 14,000 feet on the
south peak . In the afternoon I climbed to a height of
about 10,200 feet on the rocks of Gulba to reconnoitre.
Ushba, from the south-east, takes the shape of a great
cathedral with two towers of equal height at ei ther end .
A couloir, surely one of the greatest in the world, of
very steep snow with a hanging glacier extends between
the huge buttresses of the towers , which are connected
some 500 to 800 feet below their tops by a narrow corniced
an~te, mostly ice.
A more unpromising and frightfully
dangerous access to a peak than this couloir I have never
seen. At this h our the 'Nhole space between the p eaks.
was almost ceaselessly alive with falling stones and iceavalanches . Moreover, from the ominous glitter of the
steep slopes, it was obvious that the greater part was
composed of bare ice. It would h ave meant days of
step-cutting to ascend it , and for most of the time the
party would have been exposed to almost certain
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destruction. An attack at this season on the couloir
route was wholly unjustifiable.
The only successful ascent of the north peak of
Ushba from the south-east was made by this couloir on
28th September 1888 by J. G. Cockin with Ulrich Almer.
It was after a prolonged spell of bad weather with heavy
snowfall succeeded by frost. The climb to the col under
these conditions was long and hard, but not difficult or
dangerous. Now conditions were very different and the
face of the mountain was almost black. Former snowbeds
were now steep rocks and screes or sheets of glassy ice.
Falling stones brought cataracts of followers with them
right down to the glacier. There was, of course, another
route-that by which Herr Schulze led some of Rickmers'
party on the first ascent of the south peak in 1903. I
had studied this from a description and now had it before
me. Its lower part, at any rate, would present no serious
difficulty, though long, steep and quite probably dangerous
climbing.
But our expedition was not for the purpose of following
in other parties' footsteps . Why not try it by an entirely
novel route, from a glacier hitherto unvisited and by a
face looked on as hopeless-by the north-east face, from
the Chalaat Glacier?
The top part of this face, at least, is shown in one of
Mr Wooley's photographs, and we had seen it two days
before, though only partly on account of mist. This face
is enormously large and is steeper than that of any great
mountain hitherto climbed, the Meije not excepted; a
much more formidable climb than the Matterhorn by
the Zmutt.
There was still another way of attaining the summit
of the north peak: by ascending the Ushba Glacier on
the west and getting on to the north side of the peak from
its head. This had already been followed by the party
led by Herr H. Pfann, who traversed both peaks, also in
1903. This party were four nights out and had four days
of climbing. As the mountain was now very icy, there
might be quite an impossible amount of step-cutting on
th is route.
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A point which further decided in favour of an attack
upon the north-east face was that it ought to be freer
from stones and avalanches owing to its aspect, and that
the early morning sun would be largely kept off it by the
high peak of Chatuintau or Mestia, on the other side of
the great Chalaat Glacier.

t>

458
N. Lat.

••

6016 E.wng.
15th August: To tlte North-east Face of Ushba. ~We
were up at 2.30 A.M. and away at 4.15 on a still and
perfect morning. We ascended moraines and crossed a
small glacier in the direction of the dip in Gulba ridge
immediately sou th of that peak. Dawn came as we neared
the col. On the rocks above, and quite within shot, a
party of six tur appeared; one was quite a small kid.
not yet very agile on the rocks. We gained the col
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(10,550 feet) at 5.30 A.M. We were rather disappointed
to find that there was a big drop (1,300 feet) to the Chalaat
Glacier. Down steep but easy ribs of rather crumbling
rock and a good snow-couloir, we gained the glacier at
6.30. This was the West Chalaat branch, which had
never been trodden by human foot before. Its upper part
pours down in huge, steep icefalls below the vast wall of
Ushba's north-east face and the shapely peak of Mestia .
This Chalaat Glacier is a large ice stream of a peculiar
shape. Owing to its steepness and the depth of its snow
reservoirs it descends lower, in spite of its southerly
aspect, than any other Caucasian glacier, finishing
nowadays at about 5,200 feet. We were on the western
branch. The pass at the head of the Chalaat Glacier,
between Ushba and Mestia peak, is interrupted by a
little rock peak which may be called Little Ushba. On
each side of this are passages looking very forbidding but
not impossi ble. Starting generally southwards, the glacier.
after flowing past Gulba, makes a right-angled bend and
flows slightly north-east to join a larger ice stream from
beyond Mestia peak, and then flows south-east to almost
join the Leksur Glacier (the longest Caucasian glacier).
At no distant date these glaciers did probably join.
Our aim was to reach a good sleeping-place as high up
as possible on Ushba's N.E. face, and start early on the
final climb. We had first to find our way through a very
broken icefall which stretched right across the glacier.
At first the glacier was flat and almost free from crevasses.
There had evidently been a tremendous rockfall recently
from the cliffs of Gulba, just above us on our left. Great
blocks weighing many tons had been shot nearly half-way
across the glacier, here nearly a mile wide. We kept
well out till past this place. It cost us four hours of
hard ice-work before we won through the icefall. The
crampons proved of great service. Turning left and
crossing a rather difficult bergschrund and ascending a
further ice slope, we reached the rocks of the north-east
face at 11.55. The climbing for the rest of the day was
varied and interesting; never excessively difficult, it was
continuous j and, I judge, like that met on the Brenva
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face of the Aiguille Blanche d e Peuteret, but with
everything on a bigger scale and at a steeper angle. Owing
to the aspect, the icy parts were still covered with snow,
rather inclined to avalanche, and requiring great care.
The leader often took out 60 feet of rope before the others
moved. We spent a long time over lunch, on comfortable
ledges over which water ran, enjoying the pleasant sun,
which we should soon lose.
Then on again at 1 P.M., and at length we came to a
place which offered an ideal spot for a bivouac, as far as
safety was concerned (5 P.M.). The height was just
13,000 feet. We were almost on a level with the col to
the north of us, between Ushba and Little Ushba. A
mass of rocks jutted out from the face ; in these a cleft
floored with ice and stones formed the only space level
enough for three to lie down upon that we had seen for
hours. The rocks overhung it in a penthouse solid enough
to divert anything falling from above, and the sleepingberth had an inward tilt that would prevent anyone
from rolling off in his sleep- very necessary, as a stone
flung out from the edge of the bed touched nothing for
200 feet, and did not come to rest for 2,000. But it was
quite a difficult climb to get into this bedstead!
The great feature of the upper regions of Ushba is a
belt of real, and not in the sense often employed,
precipices, which almost girdle both peaks, and give them
their tower-like form. Their height at this point was
roughly 1,000 feet, and for a long distance they seemed
qui te impossible, soaring almost straight up in dark-red
slabs of granite or protogine, smooth, flawless, and more
forbidding even than those upon the north face of the
Petit Dru. Below the cliffs a sloping band slanted
upwards to the north, and gradually the cliff broke down
to meet it in that direction. Not far from the h ead of the
West Chalaat Glacier a steep snow-covered edge came
down to meet the band. We hoped to be able to work
along till we gained this rib of snow-covered rock and
ice, which obviously led up to the possible slopes of the
upper peak. The crux lay in a great couloir floored with
ice, which lay between us and the snow-edge beyond.
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There was also a minor couloir which cut across our route,
nearer at hand.
A few minutes after we gained our shelter there was a
loud rushing sound, and, with a thunderous roar, an
avalanche swept down the channel. Though we were in
no danger, the rush of air reached us in our snug letter-box,
nearly carried away our hats, and covered everything
with chilly snow-dust. The precipice above was some
protection to us from anything falling from the steep
ice slopes of the summit cap. Any snow avalanches from
there were dispersed in dust before they reached us; any
stones or blocks of ice flew over our heads.
We had a good supper, arranged things for the
morning and then lay down at 7 P.M., watching the
fading of the light. This bivouac stands out as the most
romantic and impressive I have ever known: it was not
for its wide views; the outlook was rather restricted.
The nearest to it I recollect was on the Zmutt arc:!te of
the Matterhorn. The outlook thence is comparable in
kind, though not in quality: the same trinity of elements,
rock, ice and snow alone composing the landscape .
Nothing else is visible. Here the scale was greater the
horizon narrower. Our sleeping-place actually projected
from the face of the mountain, which was invisible for
100 feet below us owing to the overhang. One had a
curious hesitation, in spite of the gigantic size of the
blocks of which our residence was built, in going too near
the edge lest the whole mass should be started off on its
inevitable plunge to the glacier, whose wide crevasses
were now reduced to almost invisible threads far below.
Daylight at last faded; the planets shone and the stars
sparkled in a cloudless moonlit sky. Ling and I dozed or
turned uneasily on our stony beds, but young Rembert,
who had carried a heavy load, and been as sure-footed
and steady as a veteran, slumbered peacefully and
soundly. 0 happy privilege of tired and healthy youth!
16th August: Defeat by the Demon Bowlers of Ushba.
A perfect morning: after a good breakfast we got away
at 4.45 . It was impossible to start before daylight: the
climbing was too difficult, only one man being able to
j
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move at a time. We crossed the avalanche-couloir
nearby, and were disgusted to find that even at this height
and on this aspect the snow was in bad condition: even
at 13,500 feet it was already quite warm. At length
(9 A.M.) at 14,000 feet we arrived at a point where it
pecame, necessary to consider very carefully the choice
pefor~ us. We had come up a long slanting gully partly
filled with snow and ice, which led northward up the
base of the great precipice girdling the summit, now
greatly reduced in height; we could see the edge of the
cliffs and the ice-cap about 300 feet overhead. ,U nfortunately, the crack diminished and died out in an
expanse of granite slabs. The immediate surroundings
resembled the cliffs and slabs above the .· Cioch ' on
Sgumain, in snow and ice conditions. The steep pocks
were not iced, and their quality was little if at all inferior
to the best of Skye or Norway gabbro. For heavily laden
men without kle!terschuhe at above 14,000 feet the slabs
were impossible. Vve were, however,. now level with the
lower part of the ice-arc~te leading up to the immmit
ice,cap: this gained, our chief difficulties would be over.
Between us and this Promised Land, as we clung to
the slabs of our Pisgah, stretched a couloir, . a canyon
rather,pitched at a very steep angle (lower down, almost
vertical ) and floored with polished rock and glistening
ice. This was, in -fact, the bowling-alley of the ]<jtuns
of Ushba. The game had just begun, and the fun soon
waxed fast and furious. Missiles of rock and ice hurtled
and crashed against the sides and against each other:
masses of snow slid hissing down the groove, or overflowed
high up on the surrounding slabs. The Marinelli Coqloir
on the Macugnaga face of Monte Rosa is a tame· and
feeble plac.e by comparison.
!. The faJls were not continuous. \Ne timed the intervals,
gazing with longing eyes at the short distance which
separated us from the peaceful security of the steep
ice.:arete beyond. After an hour's debate, we were forced
to the :reluctant conclusion that the dice of the Ushba
demons ,were too heavily loaded against us. It is no use
playing with Jotuns if th<t' game is skittles, and you are
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t he skittles. Though the distance could have been run
across in five minutes, the terrain was so difficult (smooth
worn rock and ice at the maximum angle), that it would
have taken 30 to 40 minutes to effect a passage even if
nothing had been coming down.
\Ne consid ered a nother place , where snow and rock
debris was coming down. Probably the falls would stop
in the early afternoon, and we might get over. This
would m ean spending the night on the summit. The
weather was extraordinarily good, but there was the food
difficulty. Enough remained for one day, but not for two.
Ling and I could go on little or nothing for a day or two.
'vVe had, however, to consider young Martinson. Big,
strong, active and heavy, though looking 24 he was only
] 8 years of age, and required more food than we did.
H e could hardly be expected to climb at over 15,000 feet
on air, fine though it was.
'vVe began the descent at 10 A.M. It went very well ;
a ll moved carefully . \~ith so many places where we had
to move one at a time, it was hours before the glacier
seemed to get per ceptibly nearer.
'vVe passed the
sleeping-place at 3 P.M. Lower down, where the angl e
eases off a littl e , the route of ascent was rather hard to
follow. Vle stopped on some warm slabs, where water
was running, mad e tea and had a good m eal, reserving
merely a few fragments for later emergencies.
On th e lower slabs I noti ced littl e of the distant sunsetflushed snows; every faculty was strained to pick up the
landmarks noted on the ascent, to watch every footstep
of the men in front, and to look after the rope. The
route on the slabs Iow down was difficult to follow . W e
had to avoid the line of least r esistance . At one point
it led us to a cliff, 200 feet high and overhanging .
. 'vVhere the route was doubtful the cairns I had erected
the previous morning h elped us. We hit on the exact
place where the wall a bove the schrund had been passed.
M uch of the snow had gone, and it was necessary to
jump the last 10 feet.
At last, at 7 .45 P.M., we r eached the glacier but fai led
to find our tracks (mere crampon traces ) through the
2 S
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icefall. The sun had set, but a glorious full moon made
the lanterns unnecessary. We failed to pick up the track
and were forced by enormous crevasses to make for the
lower rocks on Ushba. Here was an absolute impasse
and, after some search, we found a long bowsprit of ice
which came within jumping distance of a good ledge.
We crossed by this and descended the rocks which, though
steep, had good ledges and were still warm from the heat
absorbed during the day. Our hands, chilled with
handling snow-sodden rope, became dry and comfortable .
Lower, we descended into a water and stone channel
between rocks and ice and actually through tunnels in the
ice-and so down the last great gash of the icefall, finally
climbing a steep ice-arc~te on to the crisp surface of the
lower glacier, all danger and difficulty now behind us.
We had just passed the scene of the great rockfall ,
moving between the outermost great boulders on the
flat glacier. The scene was most impressive at this
midnight hour.
High overhead soared the glorious
southern moon, glittering on the mighty ice-clad face of
Ushba and the vast ice cataracts of the Chalaat Glacier.
Still, nothing but rock, ice and snow hemmed us round.
Suddenly the profound silence was broken by a low
rumbling growl, gradually swelling to a prolonged and
deafening roar, thrown back by the steep walls of Mestia,
and the icefalls of the glacier. The very glacier trembled.
The solid earth itself seemed to quiver. The first thought
that flashed through my mirid was-an earthquake. It
was, however, a rockfall on a scale appropriate to the
scenery. From the cliffs of Gulba a great mass of the
mountain had peeled off and was hurtling and crashing
down on to the glacier. Lightnings played about in the
midst of the falling mass as rock struck rock and flamed
out. The dull, even, earth-shaking roar was pierced
through ever and anon by loud er, shriller notes from the
bursting of errant blocks. From the debris a great cloud
arose, canopying the glacier and blotting out the moon .
Gradually the noise died away and the serene moon sailed
out of the slow, drifting earth-cloud. We stopped to eat
our last bite of food and take off the ropes which had been
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()n us for 20 hours. Had we not been wet and chilly
wc would hardly have faced the long pull up to the
Gulba Col, but lain down on the first rocks we came to.
However, setting "stout hearts to a stey brae ," we
climbed the 1,300 feet to the col and reached our tent
again at 3 A.M., after an absence of 48 hours. Muratbi
was delighted to see us safely back . There was not
much to eat, but we had a cup of tea and a snack, and
turned in, to sleep soundly and dreamlessly till the sun
wakened us in the morning.
[Next day Muratbi and Martinson went down to
Betsho, the former to recruit his strength among the
fl es hpots, the latter to fetch up food supplies to enabl e
R acburn and Ling (who remained at the bivouac,
"eating air" ) to try the south peak by the couloir
leading up to the Ushba-Mazeri col. Next morning
they set out, and mad e their way, by climbing which
R acburn describes as "very severe by Lake District
ta ndards," to the co l; but, though they spent a night
thcre and made a nother attempt the next morning, the
face of South Ushba, in the preva iling conditions,
defeated them, and they had to retreat to the bivouac and
to Betsho. From there they set out on the journey to
E lbruz, \,vhich they successfully ascended some d ays later. ]

FIRST AID AND MOUNTAIN RESCUE .
By A. I. L. Maitland , F.R.C.S.(Ed.).

AN accident is an unfortunate event which takes place
outwith one's foresight or expectation. It can happen to
a nyone at any place at any time, but when it occurs in the
mountains the special circumstances surrounding such an
occurrence add great difficulties which may be illustrated
by the following comparison. A young man trotting
down his office stairs slips, falls and breaks his leg. In
an hour he can be in hospital, X-rayed and under treatment for his fracture in ideal circumstances. If, however,
t he young man sustains the same injury on the upper
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slopes of Ben Macdhu i in the Ca irngorms it will almostcertainly be twenty-four hours before he is in a place
where the same facilities are available, and these intervening twenty-four hours will have been packed, if not
with incident, at least with unremitting ard uous toil for
approximately a dozen people. The first case would on ly
require a telephone call, a short stretcher journey of a
few yards, and a ride of possibly a mile in an ambulance.
In contrast, the second case would involve a 9-mile walk
to give ne,ys of the accident, a similar walk for the rescue
party bearing the stretcher and other equipment and
lastly the traverse of the same 8 or 9 miles of difficult
country by the party with a loaded stretcher before the
ambulance was reached. This illustration will perhaps
provide the background tothe difficultiesof mountain rescue
and stress the need for prevention of accid ents on the hills .
Mountaineering is an arduous and exacting sport and,
if it is to be und ertaken safely, good physical condition
is essential. It has been shown that, most common ly,
mountain accidents are caused by insufficient techni ca l
experience for the climb attempted and poor training .
Other factors which contribute are improper or inadequate
equi pment for bad weather or for safe passage over slopes
of hard snow or ice in winter. A sudden change for the
'w orse of the weather may change a delightful summer's
day on the tops in the Highlands, within ten minutes, to
conditions which are not vastly different from those found
on the same mountain in early spring or late autumn.
In winter such a change may produce conditions before
which the toughest party wi ll retreat, Other avoidable
causes are traversing a m ountain by a moderately difficult
route with too large a party, or starting too late in the
day and getting caught by nightfall whi le still on a tri cky
part of the d escent, Lastly, lack of food may' cause a
weakening of a party or a p erson in the party and thus
precipitate an accid ent. An examination of these causes
will show that , with one exception, they are all within
th e control of the party themselves , and so preventablc,
Physi cal condition varies considerably from day to day.
A busy doctor or the young father of a teethi ng ch il d may
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be grossly under-slept on the three preceding nights,
although otherwise in the pink of condition. Bearing
such factors in mind, an expedition should be planned
within the powers of the weakest member of the party on
that particular day. Each member should be properly
equipped at all times and should carry an adequate
supply of food, preferably of the easily digestible type
such as well-laden jam sandwiches, raisins or the
luxurious tin of fruit; also clear indication should be
given to others where the party is going and when it is
expecting to return. If these simple general rules are
followed, the possibilities of an accident occurring are
r ed uced to the minimum.
If an accident does occur, the injured person should
at once be made sheltered, comfortable and safe. The
greatest single danger to an injured person lying out in
the open is loss of body heat, and this must be conserved
in every possible way. Extra clothing, preferably dry,
should be put on the v ictim; and if hi s injuries pt-event
this being d one he shou ld be wrapped in all availabl e
spare clothing, keeping "vi ndproof garments to the
outside. Dry g loves, if they are avai lable, should be
substituted for wet; boot laces should be eased an inch
or two, garters slackened, hi s feet placed in a rucksack
and a balaclava helmet put on his head. In winter
these attentions to the extremiti es are absolutely essential
jf frostbite is to be prevented. If it is ant icipated that
he is likely to lie out on the hill for some considerable
time and the position is exposed to the prevailing winds,
some attempt to obtai n shelter should be made, either by
dragging him, if this is possible, into a sheltered place
behind a rock, or alternatively bui lding a small windbreak of stones to protect him from the weather. In
winter a considera ble conservation of warmth in the·
injured may be obtained by making a snow hole , in which
he is placed, or by surrounding him with a wall of snow .
He should also be secured in such a way that, if he returns
to consciousness before adequate help is available, h e
cannot undergo further injury by another fall . This
may entai l belaying him to the rock quite firmly. Lastly,
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the place should be clearly marked and located by reference
to a prominent landmark and accurate cross bearings
taken . . ,The latter is essential in winter, as drifting snow
or a. fresh fall may obscure or alter apparently prominent
landmarks .and render identification of the spot extremely
difficult if not impossible. If numbers permit, one of the
party should remain with the injured member while the
remainder go for help.
These are the precautions necessary to take when the
injured person is not in a fit state to move by himself. It
is, however, desirable never to lose sight of the fact that
if a man is fit for bringing in by his own party this should
be attempted whenever possible as, by this means, much
time and trouble are saved and he can be brought to
skilled treatment much earlier.
The results of a mountain accident may vary from
trivial cuts and bruises to fractures or internal injuries
of great severity. The first-aid treatment of wounds
depends on the amount of bleeding. This is unlikely to
be severe and, in general, the safest procedure is to cover
them either with an adhesive dressing, if this is available,
or a clean handkerchief, with the least amount of handling,
as this will do no good and is likely to introduce infection.
If bleeding is considerable, a bandage should be made of
a clean handkerchief and firmly bandaged over the wound.
If di,rect pressure is not sufficient to stop the bleeding, or
it is coming in jets, then and only then should a tourniquet
be applied to the wound. \iVhen a tourniquet is used it
should be released after 15 minutes and only if bleeding
continues severely, re-applied. An injury to the head is
invariably followed by a short period of unconsciousness,
which may be succeeded by a period in which the person
is not responsible for his actions. This can occur in the
absence of apparent severe external injury. In this
phase a person could be a danger to himself or the party,
and it may be necessary to secure him in order to obtain
control of his actions. For this reason, cases of head
injuries which are too severe to come in under their own
-power should be strapped to whatever form of stretcher
is used for their transport.
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Fractures of the spine or of the neck may not be
obvious at the time and, in fact, may not be diagnosed
until an X -ray examination is made. When an injury
to the neck or back is associated with loss Cif power or
severe pain in the arms or legs, a fracture of the spine
should be suspected and the individual kept as still as
possible until he is fixed to the stretcher which will ta:ke
him to the ambulance. If the injury is to the neck, the
injured person is kept on the back with the head firmly
supported by oblong, firm pillows on either side of the
head. If it is lower down the spine, the person maybe
carried either on the back or face-down, vvhichever : is
more comfortable. When the former position is used,: the
normal curve of the lower back should be maintained by
a pad about 3 in. thick. In the latter position the chest
and pelvis should be supported and the back ' allowed to
sag between these points.
. .
As a general rule, in all cases of injury of this type,
the patient should not be moved except on a ' Thomas or
other type of rigid stretcher, unless the weather is ~evere,
when every attempt should be made to avoid benightmeri.t
of the injured.
Fractures of the arm and forearm should be treated by
removal of the outer jacket, taking the good arm out first.
The injured arm is then fixed firmly to the chest by a
scarf or similar article and the jacket, with the sleeve 'of
the injured side pulled outside in, replaced and buttoned
tightly up. A fractured collar-bone is treated in a similar
way but, in addition, three handkerchiefs are used as
follows. Two are looped, one round each shoulder . The
third is used to pull these loops very tightly together
across the back , thus pulling both shoulders back and
the ends of the broken bone into position. The ai-m may
be placed in a sling only, but greater comfort is obtained
by fixing it to the chest as well.
In most cases, if the ground and weather conditions
permit and the injured person is not severely shocked,
such victims may be brought in by their own party with
assistance and care, without the use of a stretcher. This
may not be possible, however, if the ground is very rough,
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the position where the accid ent occurs is exposed or snow
conditions are unsuitable. In su ch a case it is mu ch safer
to wai t until a proper rescue party is organi sed .
Fractures of the thigh, leg or ankle may b e conveni ently and fairl y comfortably fixed by tying the legs
together. The bands should be appli ed around the feet,
above the ankle , below a nd above the knee and just below
t he buttocks. Extra rigidity can be obta ined by incorporating an ice-axe or si milar article in the lashings on
the outer sid e of the injured leg or thigh. The boot lace '
on the in jured sid e should be generously loosened but
t he boot left on. Fractures of these bones, a nd of the
'pelvi s, must be transported flat on a stretcher .
I n cases of suspected severe abdominal injury, every
effort must be mad e to get the injured man to h ospital
wi th the utmost speed. In such cases the rapid transport
to skill ed treatment is the only sure way of averting
,tragedy, and every minute saved m eans a better chance
Jor the victi m.
T h ese si mple first- a id measures will ease the comfort
of the inj ured until su ch time as a properly organised
rescue party can arri ve, if such is required. If the circumstances permit, additional comfort m ay be obtained
for the injured by giving him adequate quantities of hot,
sweet tea and a meal of bread and jam, provided that
you are quite certain he has no abdominal injury.
Alcohol should never be used on any account.
The original equipment at mountain rescue posts was
provided by mountaineering clubs from their own funds .
T his r esponsibility is now that of the D epartment of H ealth
for Scotland. The organisation of these posts is sti 11
u ndertaken by the Mountain R escue Committee, which
is a charitabl e trust whose incom e d erives mainly from
vo luntary subscripti ons d onated by mountaineering clubs
and other interested bodi es . Seventeen posts are maintained in Scotl and at th e sites listed in Appendix II. The
equipment they contain is available when r equired on
application to the warden in charge of th e post by the
person responsibl e for r eporting the accident and organisi ng the rescu e. H e should also give the name of the
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in jured and the circumstances of the acc ident to the
ward en for record .
There are, as well, depots of equipment belonging to
th e R .A.F. Mountain R escue Service at various Police
Stations. This equipment and the help of the R.A.F.
Mountain Rescue Service is obtained through the police
officer in charge.
The equipment available in both instances is comprehensive, and with it any injury which may be met with
on the hill can be dealt with in a satisfactory manner.
I t is hoped that those who read this article may never
require to use it.
The avoidance of accidents in
mountaineering depends on observing the advice given
in the first part, but even more on maintaining at all
times an awareness of the relationship between the party
cl imbing, the state of the mountain being climbed at the
ti me and the weather. It is from this awareness that
safe climbing springs.

APPENDIX I.

List of Authorised Equipment.
1 mountain stretchcr (Thomas
type).
1 eiderdown bag with waterproof
cover .
1 .balaclava helmet.
~ domette bandages- G in.
I roll 1 in. by 10 yds. adhesive
plaster.
4 rolls 3 in . by 1 yd. elasti c
adhesive bandage.
1 ball of string .
1 a ngular arm spli nt.
1 bottle ti ncture of iodine.
1 packet gauze .
1 pair scissors.
.] pair dressing fo rceps.
1 pair Spencer Wells clamp
forceps.
1 reel linen thread.
2 straight surg ical needles .
I jar of cube sugar.

1 folding glac ier lantern.
1 monitor paraffin stove with
spa re sol id fuel and accesson es.
2 thermos flasks.
2 rucksacks.
1 Thomas splint.
6 triang ul a r ba ndages.
2 strai ght arm splints.
1 co ntainer s uI phon am id e
powder.
2 shell dressings.
1 packet cotton-wool.
2 dozen safety pi ns.
6 candles .
2 kettles.
3 hot-water bottles.
3 cups.
1 spoon.
1 jug .

2T
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APPENDIX 11.
List of Authorised Posts.
MOUNTAIN RESCUE COMMITTEE .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17 .

The P olice Station , C ri anl arich.
Clacha ig Hotel , Glencoe.
Glenbrittle House, Glenbrittle, Skye.
Sligachan Hotel , Sligachan, Skye .
Marshall a nd Pearson , W est Highland Garage, Fort vVilliam .
Charles Inglis Clark Hut , Allt-a'-Mhuilinn.
Mr Macdia rmid, Achnagoichan , Rothiemurchus .
Lui Beg, Braemar.
Police Station, Braemar.
Spittal of Muick, Glen Muick.
Police Station , Succoth (Arrochar).
Police Station, Brodick, Arran.
Glen Doll Lodge , Angus.
Dundee (Grampian M.C.).
S.M.C. Hut , Lagangarbh.
Police Station , Garve.
Ski Club Hut , Ben Gh las Col.

ON DISAPPOINTING SUMMERS .
By Professor Gordon Manley.

THIS past summer of 1954 has evoked much comment .
As far as Britain is concerned the most notable feature
has been its unusual coolness, arising from the prevalence
of breezy, unsettled "westerly weather" almost
throughout .
R easonably representative averages of
temperature are available since about 1700, which go to
show that the temperature of this last summer, represented
by the means for the three months June, July, August
combined, ranks it about fourteenth in order of coolness .
It also appears from the available data, that in 250 years
twenty-four summers have occurred in which the three
months combi ned fell below the overall average by 1 .80 F.
or more (2.3 0 in 1954, taking comparable figures ); that
is, about one in every ten. The point about 1954 is that
no such consistently cool summer has occurred for
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thirty-two years past, since 1922; 1909, 1907, 1892,
1890, 1888 and 1879 were others which some may yet
recall, and five of these seven were on balance cooler
than 1954. Taken as a whole, most of the springs and
"!Iummers from 1879 to 1892 and 1902 to 1920 were cooler
t h an those of the last twenty years. This h elps to explain
t h e prevailing impression from older S.M.C. m embers
t h at there was a greater springtime a nd early summer
accumulation of snow on Ben Nevis in the earlier years
of this century.
The persistence of disturbed westerly weather, the
result of a long su ccession of vigorous eastward-moving
depressions, which have often t ended to retain their
energy and to follow tracks south of that to be expected
in the majority of years, has had one very characteristic
result- excess of r ain Of' ;111 O1.:r ·;;c:; ~·vvcll..l-;a cing uplands .
There is reason to believe that parts of the English Lake
D istrict h ave h ad their wettest year since 1792. Southwest Scotland, however , was wetter in 1928 ; and farther
north 1923 and 1877 rank very high. In 1954 the fact
that a number of the rain areas have moved to the
southward has m eant that the northern H ebrides, and
Sutherland sometimes, lay in the easterly air stream for
a day or two; so that, to d ate, Stornoway is the only
notable reporting station to have enjoyed slightly more
sunshine and less rain ·than in an average year. It may
be noted that northern Norway and a lso parts of Iceland,
in contrast to much of Western and Central Europe,
,en joyed a decidedly fine summer.
Even with us, vigorous west-wind weather gave a
good allowance of sunshine in Eastern Scotland in July,
September and November; and, taken as a whole, there
have been sever a l dull er years, many with greater
persistence of snow, many with a harsher spring. Yet,
the incursions of cool northerly air behind the depressions
brought some unusual events in the Highlands . Snow
cover ed the Cairngorms above 3,500 feet on 4th and 5th
July; su ch a late cover can be estimated as likely to
occur once in fifteen or p erhaps twenty years. T emperature in the screen fell to 29° in Dumfriesshire on
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6th July. In this respect, however, the record is ,held
by West Linton, which in 1926 had a July minimum 'o f
28°. More remarkable was a minimum of 28° on the .
Braes of Glenlivet on 17th August. Late in September
fresh snow lay persistently on the higher summits and
there was hard frost in the valleys, but records were not ,
quite broken; and after this, autumn was generally
stormy and mild.
Without doubt there have been many worse years in
the past. The shocking harvests of 1782, 1799 and 181~
in Scotland, not to speak of the more recent 1879, are a
feature of many local records, Moreover, just before
the Union, and just outside the range of instrumental.
records, Scotland had very bad seasons in 1695 and 1698.
The latter gave one of the latest and coldest springs of
which we have any knowledge; while 1695 was the .
summer in which ice was seen round the entire coast of
Iceland, the worst year on record in this respect. Indeed,
the characteristic feature of each of the above-named
years was the late cold spring, and in 1954 we were at
least spared that. The outstanding feature has rather
been the repeated incursions of Atlantic air, cool in
summer and mild but very stormy in autumn, from late
May to mid-December; and these have affected the
greater part of Western and Central Europe. South of
the principal tracks, France and Switzerland had a brief
spell of great heat late in July, but this warmth nevetcrossed the Channel.
It is broadly true that the conditions leading to disturbed summers in Britain generally affect all the
mountain districts of Europe, from the Pyrenees and .
the Alps to Central Norway. Moreover, cool summers
appear to be the principal factor leading to glacier
advance.
Most mountaineers are familiar with the ,
evidence for decided retreat of glaciers since about 1925 . .
Indeed, such retreat first began to prevail as far back as
1895 but did not become conspicuous until another
generation had passed, From the Alps to Norway and!
Iceland the fluctuations of the glaciers have a broad ,
resemblance . . In Norway the maximum advance was.!
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attained about 1750; in Iceland that around 1850 may
have been slightly greater; in the Alps, at least in Savoy,
the maximum about 1820 and that about 1640 were of
much the same magnitude. Professor J. D. Forbes of
Edinburgh commented on the 1820 advance (in" Travels
in the Alps," 1843) ; after his time there were re-advances
in the fifties and eighties, and a slight advance about
1920, of which our relatively cool summers in 1919, 192()
and 1922 were the accompaniment,. Indeed, it becomes
very interesting to observe that if we smooth out the
effects of single months and group our temperature
records in the form of " decadal * running means" over
the past two centuries or more, the trends shown by
British and Dutch summer temperatures display a marked
agreement with the general behaviour of glaciers.
I t has been observed that such slight tendencies on
the part of our summer averages to swing upward or.
downward show no regular periodicity. But they d o,
give an impression of fluctuations of irregular length
varying between about fifteen and thirty years. The
resemblance of such curves to the irregular pattern of
waves of varying length displayed, for example, by a
turbulent mountain torrent , is quite notable; and forecasting the trend of the seasons is much like trying to
estimate the course of a piece of wood cast into such a
stream. Yet, E. Schulman (in the "Compendium of
Meteorology, " 1952, published by the American
Meteorological Society) has pointed to like tendencies
in the irregular fluctuations in width of successive
tree-rings in marginal areas . The fact that the current,
or recent, amelioration of spring and summer temperature over much of Western Europe has now gone on for
nearly thirty years has therefore led some meteorologists
to emphasise the need for caution with regard to its
continuance. It is possible, therefore, that 1954 represents the first stage in a " recession" which, if continued .
will be likely to lead to a resumption of glacier advance . .

* Averages of temperatures for indi vidua l month s o\'er lO- year
periods, taken year by yea r , e.g. 1801-10, 1802-11 , 1803-12, etc,
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Som e meteorologists, indeed, have produced tentative
sugg estions that such a tendency might prevail until
about 1965. In western North America a downward
tendency has been recognisable for some years; and in
this country there are those who, having noted that 1949
taken as a whole was the warmest year for upwards of
two centuries, may be tempted to see hints in subsequent
events. First, there was the long succession of cool
u nsettl ed months from December 1950 to June 1951,
which led to such remarkable persistence of snowdrifts
on Scottish and even on English and W elsh mountains.
To quote one exampl e: what one may call "John
Dalton's Snowdrift" (c]. an article in Weather for
July 1952) on H elvellyn lasted until 15th July. Then
in 1952 there was the unusually cold September, the
cool est since 1807 and quite out of p attern with recent
exp eri ence. Th e cool summer of 1954 is by no m eans
un precedented, and may be p art of a general trend
restoring the balance after the warmth of 1945, 1947 a nd
1949. After a ll, within the past twenty years we h ave
had the warmest March ever known (1938) and the
second warmest (1948) ;
sever a l unusually warm
Novembers (1938, the warmest since 1818; and 1939,
since 1881 ) ; the warmest and driest August (1947 ) ,
the second warmest September (1949) , the warmest June
since 1858 (in 1940) , the warmest April since 1865
(in 1943) ; the warmest D ecember (in 1934) and the
equal-warmest F ebruary since 1869 (in 1945) ; added to
which a number of other unusually warm months could
be named. It is, of course, to be remembered that in
som e parts of Britain other months in other years may
come in by a decimal point or t"vo, but this will not
upset the general pi cture .
, And what of the future ? If this is the beginning of
a recession, in the next few years we should expect an
" old-fashioned " April such as the present generation
does not know ; more like April 1922, or the a ppalling
cold April of 1917 , so well remembered on the Western
F ront . It is also a very long time since we had a really
cold October, or a succession of wet summers such as
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1922 to 1928 or 1872 to 1879. To observe the cycle of the
seasons, as shown by long records such as those provided
by Alexander Buchan and Robert Mossman for Scotland,
goes far to remind us that in the past there have been
many disturbed seasons which could owe nothing to
atomic explosions or other human agency.
The poor summer of 1931 in England, which was,
incidentally, relatively good in northern Scotland, was
blamed by many of the public on " all this wireless,"
an excuse which was soon forgotten when the magnificent
summer of 1933 came along. Atomic explosions are not
known to send up anything like as much fine dust as a
big volcanic eruption; they do not, as far as we know,
provide the right kind of nuclei for condensation and
the development of cloud; lastly, the weather has not
been the subject of complaint everywhere. Scotland, for
example, appears to have had a much worse time in 1784,
following the violent ash-eruption of Laki in Iceland
which darkened the skies as far away as France, and
caused appreciable ash-deposit on the fields of Caithness .
Rather it appears that the cause must be sought in
the behaviour of the" upper westerlies," which at levels
above 18,000 feet or so in temperate latitudes form a
vast sinuous stream of air girdling the earth poleward of
latitude 40°. In recent years, with the growth of Atlantic
aviation in particular, we have learnt a great deal about
this upper air flow, which, viewed in plan, appears to
develop a series of " waves." During much of last year
a northward-jutting "crest" of warmer air lay over
northern Canada, a " trough" of cooler air lying farther
east than usual near Europe; the upper-air flow over the
Atlantic was, in other words, more from north of west
than usual. Hence the upper air above Britain, cold er
than usual, gave more tendency for instability. There
is a growing notion that these variations in the roundthe-world wave pattern of the upper westerlies, which in
turn affect the movement and vigour of surface pressure
systems, are related to the behaviour of solar radiation
impinging on the earth's outer atmosphere; but what
relationship exists, if any, with visible manifestations of
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solar disturbance such as sunspots is not at all clear. W e,
after all, inhabit and th ink in terms of small patches of
t h e bottom layers of the atmosphere, which has been
described by one meteorologist as "a structure of
staggering complexity." VITe have a very great deal yet
to learn about what happens to the solar radiation at
;much higher levels; this may fluctuate in ways that we
d o not yet know about. Inasmuch as even the largestcale terrestrial catastrophes, such as exceptionally violent
eruptions, do not appear to affect the temperature
noticeably for more than a few months, it seems rather
u nlikely that man's comparatively slight efforts should
be able to do so. Viewed against the pattern of the
seasons, 1954 or something like it was overdue .
Yet, if we are to have a recurrence of summers in
which the damp, cool, maritime air is repeatedly driven
fa r into the Continent, the mountain districts in particular
w ill suffer. Temperature falls off with altitude more
rapidly in what we commonly call maritime-polar airair from an original cool source, approaching us over a
warmer sea . Between Fort William and the top of Ben
Nevis the fall averages about 16° F.; in a maritimet ropical air stream in winter it may be only 9°, and in
an anticyclone there may even be occasions when the top
is warmer than the bottom. But, given a fresh northwester on an April afternoon it may be up to 25° colder
o n top than at the bottom . M u ltiply such differences to
a llow for the greater height and it becomes easy to see
why the worst enemy of the summer climber in the Alps
is the strong north wind from the distant North Atlantic,
sweeping down behind a depression which has moved
into the Continent. At 12,000 feet temperature, even in
July, can fall to 10° ; and the wind, forced over the
r idges and up the faces, can easi ly reach gale force .
No ·wonder that the memorably bad summers in the Alps
a re those when the north wind blew too often; summers
li ke 1888 or 1912, to which 1954 can fairly be added.
Perhaps a brief note of personal experience may be of
interest.
Whatever the hotel-keepers say, my own
i mpression is that in most summers a brief spell of broken
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weather will occur which will bring a snow-cover down
to the higher resorts at 6,000 feet. In eight summer
fortnights in the Alps of which I have notes, this has
happened to me six times. For example, 1949 was in
general very warm; but we hit the broken spell in midAugust. Cool air from near Jan Mayen missed Scotland,
but d eposited an unwanted August snow-cover round the
huts in Jotunheim ; a day or two later it reached the
Tyrol, and on 13th August Ober Gurgl (6,400 feet ) was
snow-covered; snow, indeed, lay for a time down to
5,000 feet. On the next three days sleet showers fell at
Vent, and one could very greatly appreciate the way in
which those who live in the highest Alpine villages fear
the occasional cloudy, co ld summer in which the snow
scarcely disappears from the higher pastures.
Such are the climatic risks faced by these highest
valley-dwellers, which go far to explain why there is no
evidence that there has ever been permanent settlement in
Scotland much above its present limits . Meanwhile,
those who climb in Norway, in the Alps and even in
Scotland may well find considerab le food for thought in
the next few years. In order not to be too depressing,
perhaps it should be pointed out that even in the worst
sequ ences of years each decade commonly contains at
least one season of opposite character. In the midst of
the wet 1820's, 1826 gave one of the hottest and driest
summers on record; likewise 1921, which was proverbially dry and hot in the south, fell in the midst of a
string of wet years, whereas 1852, which was excessively
wet, fell amid a run of dry years. 'W hatever be the
.outlook, we are still only at the beginning of any attempt
to foreshadow any trends; and there will be many sceptics
w ho will justifiably declare that they prefer to wait till
1965 and see.
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WE SAIL AGAIN.
By E. W. Hodge.
THE purpose of thi s article is to put on record some
observations made on a trip to the Hebrides by yacht
in last August, and to deal with a few queries raised
by correspondents regarding the "Islands" Guide.
R eferences are to page numbers in the last-named .
One reviewer has blamed me for interpreting the
interest of mountaineering too widely. Let me say
candidly I do not regard a mountain as mere ly a coll ect ion.
of climbing routes" made" (as the quaint phrase goes)
an d still more quai ntly named by various individuals, but
as an affair of a few billion tons of rock; I like to view
its shape from below, above, and the flanks , and to know
what lives on it , wh at it is made of, and its place in the
life of the countrysi de. I agree, therefore, with W. H .
Murray that the h eart of mountaineering li es in exploration. Mountains also come in very handy for exercise.
The trouble with yachting is that, like camping, it is
almost a job in itself ; and I hope this will be some
excuse for our not being abl e to tell of more p ersonal
exploits ashore. The yachting part of the trip was
extrem ely effici ently managed by F. Alan Evans, and
despite bad weather, we landed at a bout two dozen bits
of wild mountain country, besides n ecessary evils like
Stornoway . Obviously there was only time for scouting,
and n ot for much exp loit ati on. P erhaps it is the mark of
a well-spent holiday, that one wishes one had had twi ce
as long.
One of our main ob j ectives was North Rona. This
isle, in some ways, h as been very much described already,
though about as hard to get to as Abyssinia. It proved
not nearly as cliff-bound as we had expected, and much
more grassy. Its coasts are, of course, everywhere rocky ,
but it is the ocean swell tha t makes it inaccessible, not its
own profile . Apart from a few places at inlets or
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" geos," * the cliffs are mostly quite low. The biggest
a re on the middle of its west side, facing northerly, and
these are too near vertical to climb. The two most
striking features were the "storm-beach," where the
boulder-slope is on top of the 70-foot cliffs instead of
in the usual place at the bottom; and the fine caves on
the west near the island's waist. The wind-made noises
from these, of about the same compass as a human vo ice ,
actually caused two of us to disbelieve each other's denial
that they were singing. A long afternoon, and the usual
gale warning forced us to tear our ornithologists away.
At Eriboll, in Sutherland, we widened our experience
of the difficulti es of coastal approach. Bouncing about
in an egg-shell dinghy on a 5-foot swell over unseen
rocks is not fun , so we could not examine the big sea-caves
near Whiten H ead . The Waterfall Cave (" Northern
Highlands" Guide , pp . 140 to 141 ) was easy enough to
land at, and its scenery delightful, but it does not go in
fo r more than about 60 yards. Where I had only glimpsed
one cave-mouth from the cliff above, we found four
interconnected portals . But farther out towards \iVhiten
H ead one must have calm weather. Mol Mor is like
some Lulworth Cove with 400-foot walls of steep rock,
but at the back one could scramble down into it on steep
grass. Climbing is no doubt available, in various grades.
C lose inshore a little farther, wher e the coast turns east,
stand the Sisters, two pillars of quartzite, 180 and 160 feet
high. The higher looks unclimbable; the smaller, which
shows in profil e from about Rispond, may be a littl e
easier. At Bodach Dearg, a pyramidal lump , the rock
changes to Moine. Cleit an-t Seabhaig (the name means
Hawk's Cliff, like the Gaelic name of the Stack of
Handa
is a precipitous-sided ridge running out from
the mainland cliff and rising steeply at the seaward end

n

* Norse in origin , may be spelt " geodh " or " geodha " or even
" g io " in maps, meaning rift or inlet .
t Just as " Buachaille " is used of an isolated rock higher than
its fellows (like a shepherd ) so it seems that" Seabhaig " may indicate
an isolated and noteworthy rock, not necessarily higher, as a hawk
hovers against the face of a cliff.
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to a sharp little top about 450 feet above the sea. The
I-in. map can only indicate its shape inadequately . It
should give some good scrambling.
Handa (p. 122) was another isle "ve landed on, and
can recommend as a viewpoint. But there can be no
climbing, as the Torridonian sea-cliffs are quite vertical.
One tremendous wall is nearly 400 feet high and hundreds
of yards long, without any major weakness at all, hardly
a bird-ledge. The same goes for the Stack of Handa,
which sits in an angle of the main cliffs. Its base is cut
by intersecting tunnels, so that one may say it stands on
four legs. One can probably scramble down to its base
by a rather noisome gully opposite it, but a companion
with a rope would be needed. The mainland cliffs next
to Handa are quite a different proposition, being gneiss ,
but are unimportant. It is probably quite safe to say
that Am BuachailIe, the conspicuous sandstone stack to
the north, is unclimbable, but there should be some good
scrambling or climbing on the gneiss stacks at Cape
Wrath itself.
From Handa a long and very uncomfortabl e night
took us to the Shiants. But we could not land, and fell
back on the consolations of a Sabbath in Stornoway .
Incidentally, I find that the height of Eilean Mhuire , in
the Shiants (p. 121 ) , just fails to put it in my list of
300-foot islands. The steep ground at the foot of Loch
Seaforth (p. 161 ) really does not amount to anything as
climbing, being neither very steep nor continuous rock .
It is just the mixture of slabs and grass of which there i
so much in Lewis and Harris, although no doubt good
exercise and fun for the scrambler.
Lianamul and Arnamul, off Mingulay (p . 127) were
another main aim. We had a good look at the cliffs
both from the land and from the sea , but it was too rough ·
to land on these stacks, both of which are only a few yards
from the main island. The scenery of cliffs, sea-lanes ,
and arches was fascinating and unique. What we saw
of Lianamul fully bore out its old reputation as a hard
climb. The only possibility of climbing it would appear
to be from its south-eastern corner, trending left. The
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north ridge of Arnamul 'w ould only be a scramble, and
landing there slightly less exposed, but perhaps on only
one summer day in three would it be possible . The
Barra people told us that in old times men used to take·
up sheep, tied on their backs.
Barra itself has no scrambling, but, across Castle Bay;
Muldoanich is easy to reach, by arrangement with a
lobsterman. The west side, which is in view, isun~
interesting, but the east side is much steeper and would
probably give a long climb.
We tried to do our duty this year to several large
islands which, in the Guide, I confess I took for granted .
We walked the whole length of Colonsay and Oronsay;
The rock is much contorted and schistose, but would :be
nice to scramble on where it is sufficiently continuous .
In their variety of scenery and vegetation these isles are
charmers. CoIl's hills are mere moorland, but there is
said to be very good scrambling on the hills at the south
end of Tiree.
At the Treshnish Isles (p. 97 ) , off Mull, we had hoped
to set foot on the stack of Dun Cruit, by unfair means if
possible. But when I wrote the Guide my recollection
had not been very good, and the distance from cliff-top
to the stack was found to be 19 feet. So some very
cumbersome ironmongery was taken back to Edinburgh ,
unused. By climbing down a few feet to a tiny platform,
the distance is only about 12 feet, but the landing on the
stack there is not good. There are enough driftwoo~
spars lying about these islands to build a bridge if one
had the time. vVe then had a look at the north side of
the stack from sea-level, and thought a good climber
might manage here if only he could surmount the first
few feet of holdless sea-worn rock. Any attempt would
therefore need to be made at the top of a spring tide . '
On Mull we identified without difficulty from the sea
the famous fossil tree (p. 92 ), and again climbed Ben
More by night. The best way to enjoy the basalt sea-cliffs
appears to be not to try to climb them, but to make ' a
high traverse of them, on their natural stra'tificatipn ;
those on the west of Ardmeanach should give an
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impressive ramble. On the south coast we thought the
Carsaig arches no better than dozens of others we have
seen, but we noted a large waterfall, nearly 400 feet high
in all, which we should like to visit, at the bay about a
mile west of Malcolm's Point. One could easi ly descend
to its foot, from the cliff-top.
North of Mull we visited the littl e twin-peaked Carna
in Loch Sun art which offered some nice but too short
scrambling, and its half-tide neighbour Oronsay. The
well-constructed but nearly disused road from Drimnin
to the former ferry-slip at Doirlinn, with its early
nineteenth-century mileposts, puzzled us. Obviously it
had once a place in a more than merely local system of
communication, but what? \ Vas it meant to save the
Moidart people the voyage round Ardnamurchan or to
serv the busy mining area of Strontian, or as a way
south via Lochaline and Oban, avoiding the rigours of
Rannoch Muir and the several ferries of Lochaber and
Appin?
I am grateful to correspondents for pointing out possible improvements on what I wrote about Rum and Eigg. The worst slip is on
page 100, where Steamer Point should read Schooner Point. Han·is
Lodge (p. 99) has been reocc upied as a farm since I was there.
it is pointed out that th e path by Loch Long will serve to reduce
the distance from Harris to Kinloch Scresort (p. 101 ). A contributor
to the Scottish Field seems rather sceptical about the time a llowance
I give for the round trip of the main ridge (p. 101) . This, however,
was Munro's time, and (years ago) was my own. The summit cliff
on Sgurr nan Gillean (Rum) proves disappointing on nearer view.
The sheep are of course back (p. 100), so the Alpine plants will
suffer.
On Eigg, it is pointed out that one cannot descend directly north
from the summit point of the Scuir, as will be seen from the photo
between pages 112 and 113. By going a little west, however, easy
sl opes on the north a re soon reached. The population of Eigg is
now 100, not 200. Even in the Hebrides, things change, and it is
a terrible area for a g uide-book editor to get around and keep up to
date with . On South Rona, the Lodge is reoccupied, but there is
no change in the savagery of the midges or in the sli ghtly si nister
quality of the topography. On Raasay, the direction " by the Post
Office" on page 119 is no longer valid .
The grand range of high cliff of J urassic rock forming the east
side of tbe middle part of Raasay is virtuall y unbroken, from
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Screapadal (where th ere is a co lossal block of slipped rock) to the
Cadha Carnach (" Cairn Pass ") a little south of Dim Caan. The
cliffs look slabby and steep, and I cannot say whether they would
offer climbs. Does anyone know whether there is climbing anywhere
else in Britain on rocks of this age?
Mr Scott Johnstone quite justifiab ly criticises my expressed
evalu ations of some areas in H an·is. But if I have been rather
sanguine abo ut places stated to be unexplored, this was in order not
to discourage anyone where a possibility has been reported, if there
was a chance that exploration would yield something. Contrariwise,
the descriptions of Strone Scourst and of the original route on Strone
Ulladale, stem from a certain obstinate modesty on the part of the
pioneer. I felt sure they would not mis lead anyone who saw these
crags.
I have rece ived from the Sheffield Un iversity Mounta ineering Club
their Cave Bulletin, No. 2, which conta ins good descriptions and
plans of the Uamh Tartair system and other caves near Inchnadamff,
mentioned in Nortltern Guide, p . 13l. I would be glad to lend it to
a nyon e interested.

NEW CLIMBS.
CAIRNGORMS AND LOCHNAGAR.

Creag an Dubh Loch.
Bower Butt1·ess.-350 feet, Very Difficult . L. Lovat and
T. W. Patey; W. D . Brook er and C. D. Thomson, 17th
April 1954. Route on upper cliffs li es on face which
forms left wall of the Hanging Garden . It follows the
left of two lines of weakness and is close to the prominent
edge of this wall. After a succession of short pitches,
at mid-height the left end of a lofty terrace paved with
granite rock p laques is reached. Along this and right
up a short wall to a grassy ledge . Hidden chimney leads
to eas ier ground and choice of routes. Adequate belays
and fine situations, but somewhat vegetated.
Vertigo Wall.-T. W . Patey, G. MacLeod, and A .
W ill climbed this very severe route of 450 feet on 10th
October 1954. Situated on the right-hand wall of Central
Gully and much lower than Sabre Edge, this is probably
the hardest route in the Cai rngorms and requires dry
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condit:ions. On the first ascent cold and wet rocks
enforced the use of four pitons for direct aid: in dry
\Veather none should be needed.
Start about 200 ft. up Central Gu ll y where level grass ledge goes
On to the face to the right, beside a large block in gu lly bed. Looking
up; ' a dark chimney (often ' wet) is a prominent feature of the route.
Go straight up for 20 ft. from near end of ledge. Traverse right
along 'top of slab overlooking ledge, to gain a grassy groove, which
peters out below a 20-ft. vertical, severe crack climbed with aid
from a piton. Above, two recessed overhangs of red rock threaten,
move right and up to large detached block. Traverse 10 ft. right
"to safe recess. Climb short wall on left to steep, grassy shelf, con"ti nuing up slabs to foot of dark chimney. This was streaming with
water, and two pitons, otherwise unnecessary, were used. Overhangs
impend above, 50 make a 30-ft. exposed traverse right and ascend a
few feet, crossing back left on slabs above overhangs and so to pile of
boulders in huge recess. Avoid heathelY exit up to left, but above
boulders take horizontal ledge on to great wall on right. Pass
precarious flake 30 ft. out, and then move up steep inset corner
(shaky piton), followed by a delicate ridge traverse to right. Good
holds (but use with discretion) allow a vertical pull to large ledge.
This is a very severe 80-ft. run-out from the boulders. Scrambling
for 100 ft. ends at the top .

so

Lochnagar.

Slzadow Clzi1Il7ley .- F. Malcolm and D. Ritchie
lnadea first winter ascent, taking 7 hours, on 22nd
·November 1952.
Slzadow Buttress B.- T. W. Patey and A. Will made
'a first winter ascent on 23rd January 1955. In good snow
.and ice conditions Bell's route followed, using piton at
.crux (as on original ascent) . Steep lower section was
-continuously severe for 200 feet, owing to ice. Upper
ection was straightforward with cutting in hard snow .
Raeburn's Gully.- 'Vinter variation, climbed by Patey
-and Will, 23rd January 1955. They used the steep, right
branch 200 feet below the cornice; thus giving a more
interesting finish in good snow conditions. An initi al
'30~foot ice pitch and then a 60-degree snow slope . The
'l"oute was previously climbed in summer by Brooker,
'Bates and Hay in 1954.
The Clam.- This short route of character, 250 feet,
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hard severe, was climbed on 27th September 1954 by
T W. Patey, J. M. Taylor, F. R. Malcolm, A. Thom,
G. H. Leslie, and M. Smith. It is the narrow, formidable
slit in the right (Scarface) wall of Raeburn 's Gully, just
above the jammed blocks forming the winter crux.
Immediately above the slit a steep branch gully breaches
this right wall. The climb was done after a frosty night.
It is likely that the rocks, especially near the bottom,
would normally require careful hand ling.
Huge piled blocks filling lower part of slit, are climbed for 60 ft.
to square recess on right and thence by a short wall into base of slit.
Pass inwards up steep floor of slit to innermost recess . Traverse out
by back and foot towards ledge on left wall at outside edge. Flake
belay 6 ft. up a slab on outside. R eturn from flake inwards to slit
by a hard traverse to a thread belay at back. Gain top of hanging
c hocks tone and surmount the last chockstone to a stance on left.
Then scrambl e up. The last SO ft. afford remarkable climbing.
(See the illustration in this number.)

Beinn a' Bhuird.
Mzire Rz'dge, Garblz Choz're, East Wall, Wz'nter
Route.- 500 feet (at least Severe). Climbed by T. W.
Patey and A . G. Nicol , 31st March 1954.
On the left of the east face of Mitre Ridge an obvious 500-ft.
shallow gu ll y (South- east Gully) leads straight up to the fini sh of the
ridge. The route follows this gully for 200 ft., a n additional 120 ft.
of the gu lly being obliterated by the heavy snowfall, then graduates
right to join the ordinary route at the top of the second tower (start
'-of level section of ridge). A fine winter route, und er any conditions
a t least severe. Initial SO-ft. pitch on snow ice, then easier slopes to
second pitch. A sudden thaw at this point forced the party to leave
the gully for a direct ascent of the right wall. To right, over indefinite
ground to foot of ice couloir. (A chimney to col between first and
s econd towers looked too hard and was passeu. ) The couloir gave
060 ft. of severe ice to a belay just beyond an awkwa rd tilt. Twenty feet
higher a break in the right wall led to an exposed nose. Beyond this
a 12-ft. descent revealed a wide 20-ft. chimney, not iced but severe.
Above, broken ground to top of second tower and ordinary route.
Three hours.

Mz'tre Rz'dge, East Wall Dz'rect.- 600 feet, Mild
evere. Climbed by T. W. Patey on 29th August 1954 .
2X
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This route combines the ascent of the great lower sweep
of slabs with that of the upper couloir, followed by the
East Wa ll winter route. It is almost a straight line from
start to final tower of ridge.
Start left of lowest rocks, midway between S.E. G ully and Direct
start, below the most useful crack in lower slabs. Rock is steep, with
good holds for 50 ft. Then angl e eases a nd crack not difficult to
follow up the slabs to a line of short overhangs. Here, gain a
lodgment in a deep crack splitting the overhangs above the lower
crack.
It is defended by a smooth slab , but can be reached by awkward
straddl e from a minor crack on right. Ascend deep crack and
continue, followin g a line of g rassy chimneys with good side-holds .
Straddl e for the wider chimney above. H ere one can escape to right
behind detached block and by an easy terrace to the midway shoulder
of norm al route: but the party pursued the direct upward line instead,
with some minor deviations, climbing to left of centra l rocks of the
Mitre. Some 200 ft. of mixed climbing, ha rd to describe, led to the
foot of the winter couloir, a nd 60 ft. up to a bl ock belay (j ust difficult
in summer). The wilder exit , 20 ft. a bove, seemed hard without the
aid of a snow bank. Climb the rib on the left, passing just left of
overhangs which ring the top of the co uloir (very difficult ). An easy
g ully on right leads to the final gap , but the best finish was stra ight
ahead by continuing on a rib to the top of the fina l tower.
Garblt Clwire, Back Bay Gul0',- The first winter ascent was
made by T. W. Patey, J. M. Taylor, G. B. Leslie and A. G. Nicol
on 31st Ma rch 1954. It took 45 minutes . There were no pitches,
but slope steepened to 70 degrees at top. The exit was on the left
of cornice.
Tlte Tride1lt; Coire na Ciclte .-300 ft. , Severe. A. Thom and
Miss E. Gordon; F. Malcolm a nd Miss S. Anderson, 28th Ju ne
1953 . On the most so uthern end of the cliffs; cairn . Climb rib set
against wall to sloping platform taper ing to right, to wall (8 ft. , crux}
cl imbed with piton safeguard by combined tactics. A slab is now
climbed for 20 ft., then left traverse to fl ake belay. Directly up from
belay, using pressure holds, to vertical wall: traverse to right to
30-ft. sla b of easy angle then 75 ft. over tumbled blocks.
P00'pody Groove;
Coire an D ublt Locltain (cf. S.M.C.
" Cairngorms" Guide, p . 240 ).- J . H ay, 28th March 1954. First
ascent in winter conditions. Three an d a ha lf hours. Lower portion
filled with old hard snow. A bove the ledge the route followed a
series of snow-covered ledges to an ice pitch (30 ft.) leading to a
snow patch on the left of the summer route. The top 100 ft. of M ay
Day route was not climbed because of a thick covering of brittle ice,
an exit b eing made on sno w to the left of the cornice. Excellent
snow conditions.
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Ben Macdhui and Cairngorm.
Creagan a ' Choire E tchachan ; T he B astion.-A note
a ppeared in New Climbs last year (Journal (1954) , p . 246)
of a severe variation of the origina l route on this cliff.
To avoid confusion it has now been named Corridor Edge
Route. The Corridor is the wide gully whi ch sep arates
t he Bastion fro m t he m ain cliff on the right or north side.
T he Corridor was recently climbed by A . Malcolm a nd
A . Thorn in winter, a very fine ascent as it seems almost
impossible in summer at the top pitch. At the left-hand
or southern edge of the Bastion is a moderate route , now
named Quartz V ein Edge (reported in C. C. Journal , 1953) ,
mentioned in our Journal, 1954, p. 251 , as probably
id enti cal with Basti on Wall, there described. A ccording
to T . W . P atey the r outes are entirely separate, the Bastion
vVa ll route being from a quarter to one-third of the way
northward s across the cliff towards the Corridor, but all
t he r outes more or less parallel a nd straight up the cliff.
Apparently the Orig ina l Basti on Route has not been described in
the J ournal. It is a 450-ft. mi ld severe route, climbecl by D . A.
Sutherland a nd K . Winra m on 1st April 1950 , and is the most
enjoyable route on the crag according to T . W. Patey . The Editor
with Mrs Bell a nd L. M. Hill climbed it in May 1954, a nd was
unable to identify it until Tom Patey revisited the crag a nd cleared
up the topography. A ll four routes will be properly d escribed in
the forthcoming Rock Climbing Guide to the Ca irngorms . H ere
it is suffici ent to say that the Orig inal route starts from the lower
rocks at the ri ght side of the Bastion or by a traverse left from the
foot of the Corridor. It goes up rather leftwa rds towards left end
of an overhang ing wall at 150 ft. A fine slab pitch rounds the corner
of the wa ll to a pedestal. Another 50 ft. of wall and the route trends
rightwards with a short chimney to a platform . Now take the left
hand of two chimneys , then some sloping ledges and a final , long
V-groove to easy ground . A striking quartz vein provides a line of
good holds in the upper pa rt. It certa inly seems to be a natura l
route from sta rt to fini sh . N o doubt traversing left would land the
cl imber on easier rock .

Carn Etchachan; Loch Avon Face. - The three routes
described are on the upper belt of crags above the
Main Terrace . Four ill-defined depressions are visibl e
on these crags to left of terminal gully of Scorpion .
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Proceeding along Terrace from Loch Etchachan end, the
first route, a precipitous wide chimney or gully called
Equinox is seen. Skylined on the right is a great overhanging tower. In the shallow depression next on right
is Boa route, the final vertical crack being well seen on.
right wall of the great square tower. A spur of pink rock
separates this depression from the next, even less defined.
Python route is on the spur . The depression has no·
routes, but an obvious long crack with mossy overhangs.
cleaves the centre, inclining rightwards. The next spur,
with some pink rock, leads to a more broken fourth
depression containing the moderate Battlements route,
not described here . Then the Main Terrace merges into
the face.
Eqztinox.- 250 ft., very severe, was climbed by T. "\iV. Pateyand
L. S. Lovat on 2nd October 1954 (named after an earlier attempt) .
The wide chimney is not as hard as Python, but rocks are greasy.
The first 100 ft. of indefinite climbing from Terrace to a huge block
at foot of gully proper. Climb groove a few feet. Step right and
continue up shelving slabs on right. This line is too steep at 60 ft.,
so return upwards into g ully to a block belay. Climb \'ertical corner
on right, continuing directly up very steep rock for 70 ft. (very severe),
to obvious dark chimney with constricted exit, to comfortable platform
above. Final 20-ft. chimney on left.
Boa Crack.- 250 ft. , severe , climbed by T. "\iV. Patey, F. R _
Malcolm and A. Thorn on 25th September 1954. The final crack
has magnificent situation. Scramble up to wide chimney in right
corner of recess and on immed iate left of foot of sp ur of pink rock.
Chimney uninviting. Slant up leftwards by ledges and cornel'S
towards easier ground in upper recess. Move left to foot of 100-ft.
crack on left wall. It is vert ical with a hanging chockstone at 70 ft.
Very exposed outward movement from jammed position is necessary
to pass chockstone, but rock is excell ent.
PytllOll.- 250 ft., very severe, climbed by T. W. Pateyand L. S .
Lovat on 2nd October 1954. The difficulty is sustained and strenuous.
Pass below spur and start on far side (to west), aiming for huge
detached flake, high on face of spur. A few feet up a 20-ft. slanting
cleft cuts a wall of red rock, with a platform on the right at the start.
Jam up this severe cleft to a mossy platform and jumbl e of blocks .
Ascend on the right 50 ft. to reach the huge flake. An initial very
severe and strenuous layback and another very severe pull up over
an overhang to the crack behind the flake, which climb astride .
\ Valk left below smooth wall to the east side of spur, opposite Boa
Crack . Climb first chimney on right to reach a large platform 011.
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spur at 80 ft. A great fang of rock above is the finish , climbed by the
severe 60-ft. central chimney.
Coire an t-Sneacltda, The Runnel.- This winter route was climbed
on 1st January 1955 by L. Lovat and Tom Weir and also by Tom
Patey, J. H all and Miss N. Welsh . It is in the left-hand part of the
la rge fluted buttress lying between Aladdin Buttress and the lowest
part of the corrie rim. It is the best defined gully to split the buttress ,
steep and narrow above a lochan in the corrie floor. Steep easy
climbing on hard snow to fork, 120 ft. below the top. Left fork used
with a steep 60-ft. chimney to final slope, and no cornice.
Edinburgh U.M.C. Journal (July 1946).- A note appears on
Coire an t-Sneachda, A laddin's Mirror, 400 ft., on west side of
Aladd in Buttress, rather discontinuous and disappointing, with a
possible fine ice pitch on left edge of dog-leg, in good conditions.
Trident to west of the Buttress (right). An easy snowfield tapers to
a point 300 ft. beneath summit plateau. Three narrow fingers now
extend upwards, each a good gully climb; left one very easy;
central one is best climb in corrie, narrow and steep, easing off nea r
top where there is usually a heavy cornice; right one is a good climb ,
less heavily corniced.

Braeriach.
Garbll Clwire lWor, Slte-Devil's Buttress.- 400 ft., Very DifficultK. Winram and M. Smith, 24th May 1953. This buttress forms the
right retaining wall of Great Gully. Start at foot of long tail of slab
ribs forming low wall. Easy but delightful for 150 ft. to steep mai n~
section at spearhead of rock set under the lower of two vicious-looking
high-angled slabs . At the top of spearhead climb left-hand crack OIL
lower slab ti ll it peters out on the smooth face over Great Gully . A
delicate long stride to left followed by an upward move to easier rock
leads to a crack between the two slabs. This crack leads to a
magnificent eyrie with table-top block belay. The wall behind is
\·ertical and very difficult. At first good footholds, but sketchy
hand holds. Trend to left into a groove where difficulties ease, wit h
belay in 30 ft. Then to open corner on left, over Great Gully, and
wet slab back to crest and easy rock.
Egyptian Fantasy.- 350 ft. , Difficult. K. Winram and C. Petrie;
G . R. Greig and M. Smith, 14th June 1953. Sphinx is bounded Oil
left by a narrow gully climbed by A. Tewnion in 1940. To left of
this gu ll y is a tapering buttress divided by a huge , slabby, right-angled
recess. The left side is composed of ribs and shallow gmoves. The
route lies on a sheet of slab on the right, with a curving crest. Start
slightly to right of recess, straight up for 40 ft. , then right traverse
and exposed u pward move to crest over gUlly. Easy to platform of
piled blocks below vertical wall at head of recess . Choice of routes
to top of wall. Either a severe exposed move out to left with 19n9
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stride fo llowed by crack , or little chimney on g ull y wall. Th en
steep moderate rib for 80 ft. to plateau .
I
Coin! BroCltain, Azalea Rib .-250 ft., Difficult. K . Winram,
C .. ' Petiie and NI. Smith, 28th June 1953 . Small buttress forming
left wall of W est Gully. Route follows line of least resistance, up
lowest rocks to right on smooth slabs to platform a nd belay. Then
left traverse a rid high step to shelf on right side of buttress, narrowin g
to difficult mossy corner. Double back up grassy gully to nick in
r idge, then on slabs on left of buttress to fin al very steep wall. Short
descent to left and narrow chockstone chimney.

NORTH WEST REGION .
Beinn Eighe, Coire Mhic Fhearchair. - The following
three routes were made by L. S. Lovat and Torn Weir,
a lternate leads, in June 1954; the first on 9th June and
the others on 12th June.
East Central Ribs, 350 feet, severe, follows the crest
of three prominent quartzite ribs, just west of East-Central
Gully of Triple Buttress. The ribs are steep, narrow and
exposed and are bordered by the gully on the left and a
narrow cleft on the right (see photograph facing p. 39 of
new" Northern" Guide).
T he first rib is 150 ft. high, somewhat above Broad T errace.
S tart in cleft on right for a few feet and traverse by short, very difficult
()verhang to crest , which follow for 90 ft. and get to the right edge.
The crux follow s. Traverse on to right flank into groove and up for
10 ft. to large ledge on crest. After 50 ft. the crest lea ds to narrow
a rete connecting with the second rib . Start at left corner and traverse
with difficulty to the crest. Climb this 100 ft. to a belay and 30 ft.
more to the top. The fin a l 70-ft. rib is straight ahead. Climb an
()verhanging chimney on left for 20 ft. to platform. The vertical
wall above lea ds to a very difficult bulge at 30 ft. and another 20 ft.
fin ishes the climb.

Central Buttress; East Wall.- 330 feet, Severe.
There is a large rock tower level with the junction of
Broad Terrace and East Central Gully. Above it, easy
ground leads to start of the route which goes directly up
the middle of the face. High above the starting cairn
is another obvious tower .
Traverse left to la rge block lying against the face and climb up
right of edge so formed. Severe overhanging rock leads up ri ghtwards
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to a block with broad ledge beyond at 30 ft. Tra verse right to ve rtica l
right-angled corner, affording access to base of steep part, of tower .
Climb corner and traverse up left round base of tower. Cross notable
white slab and climb up to foot of prominent right-angl ed chimr,ey
at 80 ft. Straddle up this till it thins to a crack, and climb overhanging
right wall with awkward exit to easier ground beyond at 60 ft. Now,
moderate rock for 60 ft. to recess topped by large block. From left
edge of recess springs a small buttress, with belay at foot of wet
chimney where it projects. Traverse left to crest of buttress a nd climb
100 ft. on good holds, giving a delightful exposed finish .
Far West Buttress.- 200 ft., Mild Severe . This lies west of
West Buttress and, farther west still , is another of less interest.
Start at obvious corner left of centre. Climb steep rock for 40 ft. ,
then horizontally left for 15 ft. on large poor holds to belay below
right-angled corner. Easy rock to the corner which climb (mild
severe) to easy rock at 20 ft. The buttress steepens ahead with much
variation possible. The left edge gives the best finish with a n
overhang at 40 ft. a nd easy scrambling above it.

Creag Dz"onard.- Two new routes were made on these
cliffs- Central Buttress and North Ridge- in June 1954 _
Access is along Strath Dionard by a two-hour walk from
the Durness road. From the shore of Loch Dionard the
principal features of the crag are (from right to left) the
North Ridge, the Central Buttress with north face (climbed
by party) , a huge wet recess and the south face: The base
is skirted by a great belt of slabs running up to the right
at an easy angle (called pavement in " Northern" Guide,
with photograph of Creag Dionard ) . Then a great ridge
at an easy angle, of which the north face is steep and
fissured; a great slabby buttress with a big overhanging
part, separated from previous ridge by a grassy corrie
drained by a prominent waterfall. The rock is quartzite .
Nortlt Ridge.- l,OOO ft ., very difficult , climbed 18th June by
L. S. Lovat and Tom W eir. Start at lowest rocks beyond large
highly coloured outcrop. Slabby moderate rock gradually steepens.
Climb fairly direct by a short wall to foot of recess with a tree above .
Climb left wall to tree and mossy overhang. Continue up interesting
rock, variation possible. About 300 ft. below summit of .ridge .r ock
is broken and easier. Other routes no doubt possible but \fith
similar grading.
Central Buttress.- 350 ft. , severe, climbed on 15th June b r
L. S . Lovat, Tom W eir and A. D. S. Macpherson . The lengt:/:!. is
from top ri ght-ha nd end of pa vement of sla bs at base, gained by
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easy scram bling. Climb to water-sprayed ledge and follow it upward
t 6 right to an awkward, severe traverse round a bulge to heather ledge .
Cl~mb vertical wall above on good holds to b elay at 70 ft. Route
now improves, trending left to prominent groove, bounded by left
wall, the edge of which forms a sharp ridge topped by semi-detached
pinnacle. Straddle the groove until one can traverse left on to
exposed, ex hilarating arete, which climb to top of pinnacl e . Continue
on crest to the easier ground at top of buttress .

A'Chez'r Gorm.-The north-east extremity of this long
spur of Foinaven is conical and graceful. Approaching
from Creag Dionard two fine ridges are seen, converging
on the summit and divided by the Summit Gully. These
'two 'ridges were climbed on 17th June 1954 by Lovat and
Weir with Macpherson on the first only. The rock is
q uartzite.
North R z'dge. - 550 feet, Difficult (the right-hand
r idge) .- The start is marked by cairn somewhat right of
lowest rocks. Climb two pitches of insecure rock to
belay ' at 150 feet below prominent grey overhang.
Traverse right, round nose, and climb steep wall.
Continue on exposed rock to foot of formidable overhanging tower. Start left of its nose and traverse right,
along ledge to nose. Climb steep exposed edge of tower
on good holds to an easier an~te. Keep on the crest and
fin,ish shortly under summit cairn.
South Rzdge.- 600 feet, Very Difficult (Lovat and
Weir only) .
The start is marked a t lowest rocks where an avoidable 50-ft. wall
leads to a vertical wall, climbed to easy ground at 60 ft. The rock
steepens in a nother 60 ft . to a vertical rib, climbed on rather insecure
rock. Continu e on the ridge crest and fini sh below summit cairn.

F£onn Loch, B ez'nn a' Chaz'sgein Mor, Carn Mor
Buttress.-This route, up left-hand side of buttress and
<1-bout 600 feet in length, was climbed in April 1954 by a
.party from the R.A.F. College. It was named Poacher's
Route and classified very difficult.
A wide expanse of sla b extends at the foot of the buttress on th e
left. Climb this up right side to sloping grass terrace at 200 ft.
From right end of this climb the rocks above, first ri g ht and then left

A (' I 11-: 1R GORM
(On

~lImmil

Cldl y. XOrlh Rid ge)
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to another terrace beneath the conspicuous line of overhangs. Turn
these on right by a steep wall to narrow ledge. Then trave rse ri ght
into narrow gully and climb 150 ft. to the top. (Communication from
C. J. S. Bonington, London J .M.C.S.)

Maozle Lunndaidlz (Monar) , Creag Toll a' Choin.
JJ4"ica R idge .- 300 feet, difficult, was cl imbed by Adam
Watson and A. Watson (sen. ) on 15th May 1954. From
the floor of the corrie rises a steep, continuous, vegetatious
cliff on the left. The route is up the first definite ridge to
the right of this wall. Keep on crest or near it. Traverse
by steps and ledges on the steep right side, then lone
groove to exposed corner. Go left to crest and up it to a
knife edge. There was a snow comb and big corni ce at
the top. The steep sections were clean schist .
Adam Vvatson exam ined other crags in thi s area . Most are
b roken, with much vegetation , e.g. , Sgurr na Muice. The face of
Sgurr na Fearstaig, farth er north, was steeper a nd cleaner. On
Toll a'Choi n no faces were free of vegetation.

BEN NEVIS: Carn Dearg.
Sassenaclz. - 800 feet, very severe, was climbed on
18th April 1954 by J. Brown and D. Whillans, who led
pitch 2 which is the crux. The route goes direct up the
buttress between "Evening \Vall " and "Route 2"
by the obvious corner. Below a nd to the right of the
corner there is a large slab of rock lean ing agai nst the face.
Start just to the left of this.
(I, 80 ft.) Climb the sloping mossy ledges for 20 ft. until it is
possible to step right on to a nose . Traverse left to the foot of a
crack. Cl imb this to stance and belay at the top. (2,60 ft.) Continu e
up the corner, with the a id of sl ings, to the overhang. Traverse left ,
then up the grooves above, moving leftwards, to stance and b elay.
(3 , 30 ft.) U p easily to the bottom of the corner. (4, 50 ft.) Climb
the chimney . A la rge detached flake at 20 ft. requires delicate
handling. (5 , 60 ft.) Up the corner. (6, 60 ft.) Up the corner to a
grassy terrace. (7, 50 ft.) Continue up the terrace to the foot of a
V-groove capped by an overhang. (8 , 110 ft. ) Climb the groove for
30 ft. until it is possible to step left on to a ledge . Continue up the
c rack above to the foot of another groove . Stance and b elay.
(9, 40 ft .) Climb the groove by the corner crack. Step out right at
the top. (10, 11 and 12, 280 ft.) Climb the groove above.
2Y
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ARDGOUR.
Sron A' Gharbh Choire Bhig.

L eac Bheag Buttress. - This is the most prominent
buttress in Coire Beag; easily seen from the Coire Mor .
The main feature of this slender buttress is a large grey slab
topped by an overhanging belt of rock; the resemblance
to the third tier of the Leac Mhor, if on a lesser scale, is
noticeable. Two routes and a variation have been climbed.
Dexter.-485 ft., Mild Severe. L. S. Lovat and C. Ford, 4th
July 1954 . Start at the lowest rocks at a very obvious arete near the
right-hand edge of the Buttress. Climb the an~te for 50 ft. followed
by a 30-ft. wall to a stance below an overhang. Surmount the
overhang (crux) and climb directly up to a belay at 25 ft. near the
right edge. Follow the edge for some distance and then trend leftwards to the base of the overhanging belt. Traverse rightwards along
the base to gain a recess at the extreme right edge. Good holds
lead into an obvious groove a nd to a belay, no ft. The groove
continu es, but superior climbing is found on the right wall until a
broad grassy rake is reached, 120 ft. Thereafter scramble for 150 ft.
to the top of the buttress.
Left Edge Variation of D exter.-190 ft. , Mild Severe. C. E.
Wood and W. Harrison , 4th July 1954. Start about 30 ft. left of
Dexter to the right of a nd below a vertical nose. Climb a steep wall ,
trending left to a poor stance and belay in a small right-angled recess
just below and to the right of the nose , 30 ft. Cl imb on to the nose
by th e left wall of the recess, rather awkward, and then scramble on
rock and grass to a large belay at 70 ft. More indifferent scrambling
for 30 ft. near the left edge to belay below overhanging belt. Traverse
hard right by two parallel cracks below overhang for 60 ft. to th e
belay at the extreme right edge of Dexter below the overhang.
Thereafter follow Dexter.
Sinister.-400 ft., Very Difficult. C. E. 'Wood and W. Harrison ,
4th July 1954. Leac Bheag Buttress is divided by a gu lly. The
part of the Buttress left of the g ull y is set back at an angle with the
right-hand part. This route goes straight up the left-hand part of
the Buttress and has not much character. Begin at the lowest rocks
near the centre. Very difficult in places , and after 250 ft. or so
develops into scrambling to the top of the Buttress.

Garbh Bheinn.
Great Ridge, Anat/lema Gult)!.- 600 ft. , Mild Severe. L. S. Lovat,
23rd May 1954. This rather unpleasant slabby gully lies on the
flank of the Great Ridge to the left of South-East Chimney. The
final chimney, finishing about 50 ft. below the summ it of Garbh
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Bheinn , is easily seen from some distance up Coire Mor. The
beginning is vegetatious and steep , but the angle soo n eases on slabby
rocks. There a re several steep but mainly short pitches, frequently
mossy, which require care. The water can normally be avo ided.
The pitch below the final chimney is a big wet overhang. Avoid
the overhang on the ri ght by a very difficult climb up a steep groove.
Walk to the foot of the final chimney, which is about 40 ft. in heigh t,
vertical , with various loose flakes and edges. Climb it to directly
below its ove rhanging capstone and make a strenuous exit on to the
right wall and pull round the corner. The exit is the crux .

North-East Buttress- Leac Mhor, Route Il.- It has
now been finally ascertained that the Guide Book
description of the portion of this route above the capston e
therein referred to is inaccurate. The pioneers in 1939
climbed to the right from the capstone to reach the
" Turret" referred to in D. D . Stewart's variation
reported in New Climbs, 1953 Journal. In fact, the
latter "variation" appears to be the true origina l route,
at any rate as far as the main overhang which tops the
whole slab . Until the issue of the second edition of the
Guide Book, the following variations should be noted.
(N aming and certain other details are omitted. )
Variation (a).- Severe in rubbers. L. S . Lovat and D. C.
Hutcheson , Douglas Scott and Miss E. Stark , 23rd May 1954.
Above the unstable capstone climb 20 ft. to a recess and stance with
no belay. Above is a n overhang split by a narrow crack with a
chocks tone out of reach. Climb g rey slab to the left of the recess,
trending leftwa rd on small holds to its exposed crest. Make a delicate
traverse left into a groove (cru x) . Follow groove for 50 ft. to a
narrow ledge and finger belay . T raverse left a few feet and climb
steep rock to the foot of a prominent a nd steep right-angled chimm y
on the left fl ank of the main overhang. Climb the chimney a nd S,)
directly up steep an d interesting rock to the third terrace.
Variation (b). - Severe in rubbers. C. E. Wood, J . M. Johnstone
and A. S. Dick, June 1954. Follow Var iat ion (a) to the recess .
Em bark on grey slab and then strike back when possible into the crack
above the recess. Follow the crack and so directly up to the main
overhang. Traverse hard left for some distance to rejoin Vari at ion (a)
at the finger belay. Thereafter follow Variation (a).
Variation (c) .-Severe in rubbers. D. Goldie and J. Dunn,
June 1954. Follow Variation (a) to the recess. Move on to grey
s lab and climb it on small holds, thus fo llowing a line between
Variations (a) and (b). Traverse left to the finger belay and follow
Variation (a).
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Variation (d) .- Very Severe (vibrams) .- G. Shields, T. Low and
W. Nelson, 15th August 1954. As far as main overhang, this route
follows, from the capstone, the original route and D. D. Stewart's
" Turret Variation." From the nose of the overhang, traverse on
to the face by a right traverse a nd climb parall el to the overhang fot,
20 ft. to the crux, close to the overhang. Use a minute side hand-hol d
and make a long upward step on to a sloping hold and complete the
move by a pull-up. Higher, traverse on to the nose again and an
excellent belay at 60 ft. The climb continues on a fine steep arcte
and so up the rock s above.

GLENCOE .
BuachaiUe Etive Mor .
Staircase BlIttress.- First winter ascent. L. S . LoYat, C. E .
Wood, 20th February 1955. Started with arete of East Chimney
Variation of Rehabilitation Route and then a horizontal rightward
traverse followed the latter. Conditions varied: verglas in interior
of the three parallel cracks but g roove to right of Diamond Slab
held ice. Crux was right traverse above the gap, which was se\'ere
(i.e., pitch below Diamond Slab). Buttress can be climbed by many
lines, and suffici ent snow a nd ice will ensure a sporting line, but
steep walls will seldom hold snow. Time, I:\- hours.
The following three routes were climbed by P. Walsh and C,
Vigano (C.D.M.C.) by alternate leads in the summer of 1954:Pedlar's Groove.-135 ft., Severe. This is a buttress about 400 ft.
left of the top of Lagangarbh Buttress. Start in a gully at the left
edge of the Buttress, climb 10 ft., then left round a corner and follow
steep walls for 45 ft. to belay. From belay step down and move
rightward round corner into a groove, which climb for 80 ft.
Hawker 's Crack.- lOO ft., Severe . Right of Pedlar's Groo\'e is
an obvious crack. Two pitches of 40 and 60 ft. involving an awkward
move at 25 ft. in first pitch. Intermediate belay to left of crack.
Nortlt Bltttress, East Face-Brevity Crack.- 125 ft., Very Se\'e re ,
Start 10 ft. left of Shackle Route and climb 10 ft. on easy rock to a
thin undercut crack and running belay. Go straight up on small
holds with a mantelshelf on to a sloping ledge and up to a belay
level with the belay above the crux of Shackle Route at 60 ft. Step
on to the belay and climb steep but easy rock for a further 65 ft.
Lady's Gully, L eft Fork.- 30 ft., Difficult. D. Goldie, R. Goldie
and J. Dunn (J ,M.C.S.), September 1954. This had been climbed in
winter when banked with snow, but there was no record of a ummer
ascent.

Bidean natn Bian.
Diamolld BlIttress .- vVinter ascent. On 6th FebrualY 1955
J. Clarkson (Edinburgh J,M.C.S. ) and F, King ascended the
Diamond Buttress under 5nO\\' ,md ice, following generall y the line
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of the North Route, by a series of chimneys and shallow gUllies . As
far as the summit arete the cl imbing was very difficu lt, and the climb
took slightly over 5 hours.
Dimnond Buttress .- \ll/inter ascent.
L. S. Lovat and \TV .
H arrison (latter J.M.C.S. ), 13th March 1955. The route chosen
fo llowed the line of a scoop on th e west face n ear the start of the
North Route for a bout 220 ft. a nd there joined North Route to the
summit. The scoop b egins at the very lowest rocks and swings
rightwa rd on to the fac e . It is steep a nd eventually overhangs wh ere
it cleaves a proj ecting spur. An a rete to th e right was climbed and
a short steep horizontal traverse made round a corner into a not her
scoop . Snow-covered slabs and an awkward crack (severe) led to a
platform a bove th e overhang of the orig inal scoop. A left traverse
was then made to the crest of North Route, fo llowed without difficulty
to the top. Essenti a lly a winter route. Time, 2-} hours.
Tlte Clmrcil Door Buttress- Crypt Route, Gallery Variatioll .180 ft., Very Difficult. I. G. Norris , A. N . Other and P. R . C .
Barker (J.M.C.S .), 15th July 1952. Follow the Through Route to
the second cave and then climb into a nother chimney in the same
fault leading t o a third and smaller cave. Enter the " Gallery"
above thi s- a n eyri e 6 ft. wide , 4 ft. high and 20 ft. long. D escend
4 ft. from th e " Ga ll ery" floor and , facing out, traverse 50 ft.
rightward to a point wh ere it is possible to climb up to the foot of the
Arch . Then jo in Fl ake Route.

East F ace of Gearr Aonach.- There is a steep lOO-foot
crag low down on the flank of Beinn Fhada, just south
of the leve l part of the Lost Valley. The section of the
Gearr Aonach face immediately opposite this has its
lower half divided by horizontal terraces , and above this
its upper half is a steep continuous wall rising 300 feet
from a broad grassy alp to the summit ridge. The rock
on whi ch the following routes on the upper half were
made is clean and sound. The 10\\'er half can be climbed
by ma ny lines.
Left of a spring on the broad alp an obvio us route on light grey
rock slants leftwards: jJ!lome R atlt Route- 31O ft. , Very Difficult.
Climb up the light grey rock to a flat grassy eyrie at the foot of a
steep exposed chimney on the left of the la rge overhangs three-q uarters
up the cliff. Thus fa r , only diffi cult . The hard er chimney above leads
to the top of the Wall.
Outgrabe Variation .- Very Difficult. Is a fin e exposed finish
fro m the eyri e up two steep pitches j list to the left of the chimney .
Tile Wabe. - 300 ft., Very Difficult . A few yards right of the start
of M01l7e Ratll Route is a cairn. Go up by a flake and groove to stance
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below a small overhang. Over this left to a slab with pock-like holds,
then right to stance and belay in corner. Traverse left on to the wall
and climb 100-ft. pitch to large square block. Traverse right and
up a recessed panel, just on ri ght of large overhangs, to stance on
the rib to the right. Cross left to slab on the roof of the overhang
and straight up to the top of the Wall. A fine direct route combining
great exposure with good holds.
The above climbs were explored by G.U.M.C.: lltfo me Ratlt
Route-J. S. Stewart, Mrs M. A . Stewart, Miss C. B. Stewart ,
16th May 1954. Ozdgrabe Variation-J. M. Brockway, J. S. Orr ,
17th May 1954. The Wabe- J. M. B., J. B. Baxter, J. S. 0., 15th
May 1954 ; D. J. Pariane, J. B . B. , 17th May 1954 .

Stob Coire nanz Beith- Red Caves Gully.- 650 feet
{total rope-lengths ) . L. S. Lovat and W . J. R. Greaves,
13th February 1955. This narrow twisting gully on the
west flank of the mountain affords a route in winter only.
To reach it (in fact, to see it) , walk up towards the west
flank beyond a large rock island guarding the entrance
t<;> the upper corrie, which is between west flank of Stob
Coire nam Beith and the ridge between An t-Sron and
Stob Coire nam Beith . From above the island the gully
can be seen on the left .
Sixty feet of snow led to a I5-ft. overhang of red rock a bove a cave.
The steep left wall was climbed on ice-bound rock and snow-ice.
Ninety feet of easy snow ended below a nother red cave, avoided on
the left by a very short steep section on ice and snow-ice. Variable
'snow with occasiona l ice led, with gradual increase in angle, in
.3 00 ft. to a saddl e above a rock rib in the middle of the g ully . Above,
the gully steepens co nsistently a nd narrows; 70 ft. of good snow was
followed by a lO-ft. severe overhang g iving access to a chimney. A
.short distance a bove this a vert ical rock rib divides the very narrow
g ully into two narrower exits. Back a nd foot tactics on hard snow
led to the foot of the rib and t hereaft er it was necessary to creep leftwards round the rib into the left fo rk on steep powder snow. The
left fork is a long, slanting, open chimney with a vertical fini sh . It
involved careful back a nd foot work on powder snow. From the
chimney above the IO-ft . overhang to the top of the g ully required
110 ft. of rope. There was no outstanding difficulty, but the climb
was fairly continuous and strenuous. A pl astering might make th e
climb easier and softer conditions might make it dangerous or
impossible. Time, 3 hours.
Stob Coire nan LOc/tall, Summit Buttress-Scabbard Cltimney.410 ft., Severe. L. S. Lovat, 1. D. McNicol a nd A. Way, 30th May
1954 . The route lies just to the right of the original Summit Buttress
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route a nd follows the line of a 300-ft. (a pprox .) chimney to the
right of the steepest part of the Buttress. Beginning mainly as a
crack, the chimney widens as height is gained.
Climb a short steep chimney and walk up a short way on grass to
the foot of a crack. Cl imb the slab on the ri ght of the crack (very
difficult) to a belay at 70 ft. Entrance is then gained to the chimney
proper by a crack. Straddle the chimney until penetrating into a
" sentry-box" with belay and stance a t 100 ft. (very difficult).
Chimney narrows to a short crack in the roof of the " sentry-box."
Emerge from latter on to rib on right and climb up and left back into
the crack. Foll ow the crack (crux) to a la rge block belay at 40 ft.
(A rather easier route after moving on to the rib is to traverse 3 ft.
further right into a right-angled groove, climbed to block belay.)
Chimney continues for 100 ft. at an easier angle to a shoulder of the
buttress above Broad Gully. Strike up left for 100 ft. to the top of
Summit Buttress. No definite line suggested for last pitch, but care
necessary on typical loose columnar rocks; the rest of the route
is sound.
Aonaclt D ub/t, lVort/t Face-S/tadbolt's Chimney.- First winter
ascent. D. Goldie and R. Goldie (both] .M.C.S.), 13th February
1955. Route icy but not snow-plastered. The 150-ft. chimney was
severe, with ice on the left wall. Thereafter, with the exception of
the 30-ft. chimney which was severe, the route continued without
much difficulty to the" Corridor ." Then 100 ft. of hard steep snow
led to the left wall used as finish. The final pitch of 100 ft. was very
severe, invo lving clear ice and use of frozen turf. A piton was used
as a belay. Time, 7 hours .
Aonac/t Dub/I, East Face- Adam's IValL (\·ariation of Drain Pipe
Corner in 1953 journa/) .- 225 ft., Very Severe. J. Cullen and
C. Vigano (C .D.M.C. ), May 1954. First pitch as fo r Drain Pipe
Corner. Then 20 ft. of second pitch fol lowed by traverse on right
wall to belay at 55 ft. Now climb an irreg ular crack, very stee p
with good holds for 60 ft. to large block belay jammed below final
wall. Ten feet to the r ight the overhanging wall is climbed (crux ,
\·ery strenuous), followed by scrambling for 60 ft. to terrace.
Basin, Final Arete.- 100 ft., Severe. P. Walsh and ]. Cullen
(C.D.M .C.), May 1954. The arete is easily found to the right of
the wall above the Basin. Start in a gully at a tree to its left and gain
the an!!te in 15 ft. A further 50 ft. , awkward at start, leads to large
ledge at 65 ft. Then climb the left edge, steep but easy, for 35 ft.
A very severe variation, 8 ft. to left of last pitch, was also made up
a very steep wall passing a small spike.

The Brack (Arrochar) Elephant Gully .-J. B .
Nimlin and R. Grieve mad e a winter ascent on 1st
Janu ary 1953 in excellent snow and ice conditions;
most interesting throughout.
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In mtl11ortal11.
HARRY MACROBERT,
1880-1954.

IT has fallen to me to write in our Journal of Harry
MacRobert, who died at his home at Kilmacolm on
25th August 1954, and glad ly I pay tribute to my lifelong
friend, fearing only that I may fail in doing justice to
one so beloved and respected by young and old .
To deal very bri efly with his life and work outsi de climbing, his business career began in the Local
Government Board, but after a few years he changed to
<:::hartered Accountancy, and, training in the office of
McLelland, Ker & Co., he took his diploma with
honours. Soon after he became a partner in the firm of
Wyllie, Guild & Ballantine, and worked in it till he was
laid aside by illness a year or so before his death.
.
When the First World War broke out he was in the
Alps on the Italian side with Ling, Sang and Arnolcl
Brown, and had to get home by a boat (of sorts ), and
wi th a motley assortment of passengers from Genoa.
Then he enlisted at once in the Glasgow Chamber of
Commerce (H .L.I. ) Battalion as a private. Soon he
was commissioned, and later on was given a staff
a ppointment, in which his flai r for map-reading and
compass work found ample outlet and was of great
v alue.
His climbing began as a boy of 12 on the Arran hills
in 1892, and from then on there is his fascinating photographic record (in six vohlmes ) with its crisp short notes,
up to New Year 1945, a record over which many of us
have pored with enjoyment. This is supplemented by
a list of his climbs year by year, and what a list it is,
roving all over Scotland, with odd excursions to the
Lakes and Wales, and several seasons in the Alps. So
far as I know h e never set out to bag all the Munros,
but climbed and re-climbed his favourites- Ben Nevis,

H A RR Y M AC ROBERT

h t Memoriam .
first by the path in April 1903, with 10 feet of snow at
the top, and the Observatory in operation, and forty-four
ti mes in all by every ridge and gully; The Cobbler
twenty-two times; Ben Lui, fourteen; Goatfell, thirteen;
and so on down the list recorded with loving care.
He joined the Club in 1905, and worked constantly
for it- on the Committee, as Trustee, Vice-President,
Treasurer (1914 to 1927 ), Editor of the "Ben evis"
and " Central Highlands" Guides, and Joint Editor of
the " Skye" Guide, exploring, climbing and verifying
to enable him to do the job well; and from 1932 to 1934
he was our President- outstanding, admired and beloved.
His first season in the Alps was in 1907 when he was
out with J. C. Thomson and did the Matterhorn and the
traverse of Mont Collon; and he was out in 1910, 1912,
1913, 1914 and 1924 when, from the chief centres, he
di d most of the standard climbs, many of them guideless
even in 1907. One 1913 expedition that he particularly
cherished was a first for the year crossing of the Col de
Miage with Stuart Cumming, guideless, from a gite on
the glacier above Courmayeur. His chief companions
in the Alps were J. C. Thomson, Stuart Cumming, Arthur
Russell, Ling and Arnold Brown, but there were many
others.
He joined the Alpine Club in 1914 and was elected
Vice-President in 1943.
Ski-ing had now come in as a friendly rival to climbing .
As far back as 1911 he was over Carn Dearg and Carn
Ban on ski, and from then " on ski " is marked against
many a Scottish hill including Ben Nevis . He joined
the Scottish Ski Club in 1911, and was one of the prime
movers when the Club was restarted after the 1914-18
war, and he was Vice-President from 1935 to 1950.
Then came Switzerland for ski-ing-February 1922 the
Elsinghorn , February 1929 the Wildhorn, and from then
on as often as he could manage it, with his wife and
daughters as they grew up, and a cheery circle of friends
including the Walkers, the J effreys and Willie Ling.
But when all has been said about what he did in all
the spheres of his many activities, ever outstanding is
2Z
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The Man; quietly efficient, painstaking, cheerful in all
situations, full of humour and friendliness, beloved by
young and old and enshrined in our memories to the end .
Say not of him that he is dead
But simply, he's gone on ahead.

J. S. M. JACK.

WALTER BARROW,
1867-1954.

WALTER BARROW, one of our oldest members, died last
June at his home in Worcestershire at the age of 87.
He joined our Club in 1894, and the Alpine Club in the
same year. H e took a great interest in Midland and
Birmingham University Mountaineering. He climbed a
great deal with his brother Harrison, who died a year
before and whose obituary (written by his brother)
appeared in our last number. It would therefore be
sufficient to refer read ers to that account for their joint
climbing achievements. It is also a very long time
indeed since vValter Barrow took any active part in
Club affairs .
H e was always interested in our doings, however, and
ready to assist the Hon . Editor, as when he contributed
an account of the historic 1897 yachting meet for the
Jubilee number of the Journal . His mountaineering
(apart from Scotland) extended over the English Lake
District, the Alps and Dolomites and Norway. H e
was still climbing on the Alps with his daughter when
\yell over 60 years of age .
He was a solicitor by profession, but he had al so
considerable business interests. From 1917 until h is
r etirement in 1935 he was a managing director of
Cadbury Brothers Ltd., and for a period Vice-Chairman .
He took a large part in the public affairs of Birmingham ,
for a long period as Governor of King Edward's School ,
President of the Birmingham Law Society, President of

In Memoriam.
the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce and a Life
G overnor of Birmingham University. In 1933 he became
Pro-Chancellor of the University, and during his six-year
period of office was the principal agent in the establishment
of the new medical school. H e also took a great interest
in social and charitable work and associations.
It is pleasant to record that h e enjoyed good h ealth
in his retirement, and that he informed the writer a year
a go that he still climbed a little: in his own words,
"I have a good orchard and my only climbing nowadays
is picking cherries."
. It is good to reflect that the Scottish mountains have
d rawn such a man to become one of us.

J.

H. B. BELL.

STAIR AGNEW GILLON.
SHERIFF G ILLON, who died recently, aged 76 years,
joined the Club in 1902 and was a most active climber
in the years preceding the 1914-18 War, in which h e
served in France and Gallipoli and was mentioned in
despatches. He attended Club Meets regularly for a
good many years, but there is only one record after that
war, in 1921. He still climbed then, h owever, and refers
in an excell ent obituary article on his close friend
(John Buchan), Lord Tweedsmuir, to happy post-war
scrambles on the L etterewe hills and in Mull.
In Vol. 8 of the Journal there are two articles from
his .pen, one enti tled " Random M usings, " on the Scottish
hills, which is exceedingly well written, and another on
t he Cluanie Hills in February.
H e climbed in Norway every summer from 1904 to
1908, sometimes with our m ember J. W. Burns, and
sometimes with a guide. H e ascended the Romsdalhorn,
Store Skagastolstind and other Jotunheim peaks, a lso
from Oie a number of peaks.
He was an advocate by profession, educated at Moffat
and Haileybury, with an Oxford B.A . and an Edinburgh
LL.B. From 1919 to 1942 he was Solicitor to the Inl and
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Revenue and thereafter Sheriff-Substitute of Dumfries
and Galloway. In his earlier days he was for a time
private secretary to his friend John Buchan.
We regret also to record the death of the followin g
three members- J. WaIter Buchan of Peebles who
joined the Club in 1906 (the brother of John Buchan,
Lord Tweedsmuir), J . C . Maclaurin who joined us in
1924, and R . T . Sellar of Huntly who joined us in 1925
and served on the Committee during the recent war .
Mr Sellar did most of his climbing with the Cairngorm ·
Club, and a full obituary will be found in the next issue
of the C.C.].

OPENING OF THE LING HUT
IN GLEN TORRIDON.
ON Saturday, 9th April 1955, thirty-two members and
guests, among them being representatives of the L.S.C .C.,
Cairngorm Club, J .M.C.S., and O.D .M.C ., were present
for the official opening of the Ling Hut at Lochan
lasga ich, Glen Torridon, by Mrs G. T. Glover, who had
come up from Carlisle specially for the occasion.
In asking Mrs Glover to perform the opening ceremony,
the President paid tribute to Willy Ling and George
Glover, two great friends through whose generosity the
hut has been established in the area "vhere they did so
much of their pioneer climbing. He also thanked all
those who had worked towards this occasion, notably
George Peat, GeOl-ge Roger, Paddy Heron, and the
members of the work parties, together with Mr Arnot,
representative of the \Vi lls Trustees, who have leased the
cottage rent free, and Mr Cameron, the keeper on the
Coulin Estate.
Mrs Glover thanked the Club for the pleasure the
invitation had given her, and then entered the hut to sign
the visitors' book, followed by all present. A toast" To
Absent Friends" was drunk, Stuart Jack read one of his
poetic gems, and coffee was served.

Proceedings of the Club.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB.
EASTER MEET, 1954- FORT WILLIAM.
THE meet was most enjoyable . D elightful sunny weather
prevailed , the Sunday being an especially fine day , but
snow conditions were disappointing for this time of year.
The Palace Hotel fully maintained the reputation for
hospitality which we have come to expect there .
The following members and guests were present a t
Fort William : The President, Dr G . Graham Macphee,
MessrsA . E. Anton, W . J. Bannister, T. Graham Brown ,
M. H . Cooke, A . Dixon, D . G. Duff, R. R. Elton ,
C . C. Gorri e, A. Harrison, E. W . Hodge, R . M . Gall
Inglis , J . S . M . Jack, G . Murray Lawson , R . Vi. Martin ,
D. H. McPherson , A . G. Murray, T . Nicholson , I. H .
Ogilvie, F . E. O'Riordan , G . Peat, W. B . Speirs , C . R .
Steven, E . C. Thomson , T. E . Thomson and R . D .
Walton (members) ; J. T. Austin, J . Barnard , A . Evans,
R . A. Gerstenberg , K . James , K . Macrae a nd J . G .
Speirs (guests) .
Climbs and other expeditions during the meet
included :T ILUrsday, 15tlt April.- Macph ee, Inglis, O'Riordan and James :
Coire an Locha in , Binnein Mor and Na Gruagaichean. O'Riordan
and J ames cont inu ed over Stob Coi re a' Chairn a nd A m Bodach .
Friday, 16tft A p ril.- Martin , Macrae a nd O ' Riordan : Sgurr nart
Coireacha n and Sgurr Thuilm from Glenfinnan . \Valton: T raverse
of Meall na T eanga and Sron a' Choire Ga rbh from Achnacross to
Laggan Locks. Ogilvie and Gorrie: Aonach Beag by north· east
ridge from Spean Bridge to Fort Willia m . Brown and Inglis : Cam
Mor D earg . Cooke, Nicholson and Barnard : Stob Ban by a snow
g ully, Coire a' Mhail , Sgor an Iubha ir, Am Bodach , Sto b Coire a '
Cha irn , An Gearanach and An Garbha nach . The following climbs
were done e?t route to the m eet. H arrison , Lawson and Murray :
T raverse of Aonach Eagach . E. C . Thomson: Ben More. Antoll
a nd Gerstenberg: Carn Liath .
Saturday , 17th April.- M acphee, McPherson, J ack , T. E .
Thomson , O ' Riordan , Brown and Ma rtin : Mass assault on Garbh
Bhein n by various routes. H a rrison, M urray and Ogilvie : Binnein
Mor . Og ilvie continued over Sgurr E ilde Mor . Elton and Nicholson :
Aonach Mor, Aonach Beag and Carn Mor Dearg . Cooke and Barnard
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and a lso Ing lis, Macrae and Austin : Carn Mor D earg , the latte r
continui ng over Ben Nevis . Anton a nd Gerstenberg : Ben R esipol.
Hod ge a nd Evans: Meall na T eanga and Stob a' Coire Odha r.
W . B. Speirs and J . G. Speirs : Stob Choire Cla uri gh , Stob Co ire
a n Laoigh a nd Stob Coire an E asain . E . C . Thomson , Dixon an d
Ba nnister.: An Geara nach, A n Garbhanac h a nd Stob Coire a'
Cha im . Wa lton: Gulvain .

Sunday , 18tlt A pril.- T . E . Thomson , Inglis a nd Lawson :
R ois-bheinn from Loch A ilort. J ack a nd Brown : A n Stac fro m
Loch A ilort. Macphee a nd Bannister : Carn Mor D earg by north
ridge returning by C .I.C . Hut. Walton a nd D ixon : Sgurr Choinnich
Mor and Beag. Vva lton continued over Stob Coire a n E asain. The
following pa rti es were climbing on Ben Nevis: Speirs, Nicho lson ,
Cooke, Barna rd , H a rri son and Murray : Castle Ridge. Ogil vie,
P eat and Austin with A . H. H endry from the C.LC. Hut : Doug las
Boulder di rect a nd T ower Rid ge. Mart in a nd MacPherson: T ower
Ridge.
1l1ouday, 19t1t April.-Nicholson, Steven a nd A ustin : Grey
Corries. Martin a nd T . E . Thomson: Stob Coire Sgri odain a nd
H arri son, Lawso n,
Cam D earg .
Og il vie : Beinn na La p.
Mc Pherson and Murray: Buacha ille E ti ve Mor by th e Curved
R idge.
The following m embers and g uests were in the C .I. C . Hu t:
D. J . Fraser , A. H. H endry , A . Home, G. J. Ritchie , W . A. 'vV.
Ru ssell and J . D. B . Wil son (members); D . Ross (guest ).
Friday, 16tlt A p ril.- Russell , Ritchi e and H endry : Doug las
Boul der di rect and T ower Ridge. Home a nd Fraser: Tower Ridge.
Saturday, 17tlt A p ril.- The whole pa rty climbed the North-east
Buttress.
Sunday, 18/lt April.- Horn e and F raser : Castl e Ridge . Ritchi e,
Ru ssell , 'vVilson a nd Ross : A combinati on of the N orth Trident
a nd No. 5 Gull y. H endry aga in did th e Douglas Boulder direct a nd
Tower Rid ge with P eat who ha d come up from Fort Willia m.
Wil son a nd Ritchi e went down to Fort \ ;Villiam . T he rest of th e
party after enjoying dinner in the Hut left on a resc ue expediti on ,
a rriving back next aft ernoon . This spoiled what woul d otherwi e
have been a de lig htful week- end .

NEW YEAR MEET, 1955-KILLIN
C ONDITIONS were bright and dry, although the sky was
inclined to be overcast and the sun shone only fitfully .
A cold easterly air stream did not encourage any lingering
on the tops . The hills wore grey caps of frozen mist
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crystals, but only patches of snow remained in the corries .
It was disappointing that the snow which had fallen only
a fortnight previously had disappeared rapidly in consequence of the mild weather prevailing during the last
few days of the old year. The hotel was very comfortable
and provided excellent fare , but unfortunately was unable
to accommodate the whole meet , so that several members
had to live out. The advent of the New Year brought
with it the usual sounds of revelry, but the stirring notes
of the pipes were missing on this occasion.
The following thirty-nine members and five guests
were either staying at Killin or climbing in the area :
M embers- The President, E. C. Thomson, and G. Arthur ,
D . S. Anderson, R. L. Beveridge, M. H. Cooke, I. G .
Charleson, W. C. Carmichael, J . D ow, W. McK .
Docherty, C. V. Dodgson, R. R . Elton, A. Geddes, A. H .
H endry, R. R . S. Higgins, E . W. Hodge, B. H. Humble,
R. M. Gall Inglis , J . S. M. Jack, R. J effrey , A. W.
Laughland , J. N. Ledingham, R. W . B. Morri s, W. H .
Murray , J . Y. Macdonald, T. D. Mackinnon, W. M .
Mackenz ie, G. Graham M acphee, D . H. McPherson ,
I. H. Ogilvie, F. E. O'Riordan, G. Peat, W. A . \\".
Russell , A. H. Read, G. J. Ritchi e, G . S. Roger, W. B .
Speirs, H. W . Turnbull, D. G. Turnbull and J . M .
Thomson. Guests- C. G. Macdonald , G. Morris , D .
Ross, J. White and J . W eir.
Thursday, 30th D ecember .- Ogilvie arri,·ed a t K illin having
walked from Callander over Stuc a' Chroin and Ben Vorlich.
Friday, 31st D ecember.- George Arthur visited Unna's grave at
Oban. J effrey and Jack with Mrs J effrey and Mrs Tousey (guests
from L.S.C.C. Meet at Crianl arich ): The Tarmachans from LochaFl
na La irige. Dow and Beveridge: Ben Lawers from Lawers Rotel.
Ogilvie , Cooke and the Tllrnbulls : Traverse of the Tarmachans
from Creag an Lochain over MealI nan Tarmachan to Creag na
Caillich. J. Y. and C. G. Macdona ld : Creag Mhor .
Saturday, 1st J anuary.- Carmichael and Ledingham en route
climbed Meall an t·Seallaidh from Kirkton Glen. The President
(suffering from a severe cold), Jeffrey, Jack, Cooke, Inglis and
Charleson: Garbh Mhea ll from Lochs. Geddes, O ' Riordan, Riggi ns ,
Laughl and and White: Carn Gorm, An SgO£ and Meall Garbh ;
Rigg ins, Laughland a nd White adding Meal! a' Bharr, Carn Mairg
:wd Creag Mhor to complete the traverse. Mllrray (west to east
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traverse), Peat, Ritchie, H endry (east to west traverse), Macphce,
Elton, Ru ssell and Ross: The Tarmachans. J. Y. and C. G .
Macdonald: Beinn Oss and Beinn Dubhchraig . H. \V. and D . G.
Turnbull, Ogilvie and Read: Central Buttress of Buchaille where
they got clear of the mist and enjoyed bright sunshine . Dow and
Beveridge: Three tops of Beinn nan Oighreag, Beveridge continuing
alone over Meall Ghaordie to Glen Lochay.

Sunday, 2nd January. - Dow, Beveridge , Inglis, McPherson,
A nderson , R. W. B. and D. Morris : The Tarmachans . Macphee,
Cooke and O'Riordan: Beinn Ghlas and Ben Lawers . J effrey
a ccompanied them to the top of Beinn Ghlas. Higgins, Laughland,
Dodgson, Ledingham, Carmichael and White: Schiehallion.
Mackinnon, Roger (east to west), Mackenzie, Humble and 'Veir
(west to east) traversed the complete Lawers range . Ogilvie , Read,
D . G. Turnbull and Charleson: Ben Lui, where they found sufficient
hard snow in the Central Gully. Elton, Speirs, Peat, Hendry a nd
Ritchie : Stob Ghabhar but found very poor snow conditions in the
couloir.
Monday, 3rd January .-H . W. and D. G. Turnbull and Read:
Beinn Ghlas. Elton and Cooke: Meal! Corranaich. McPherson:
Sgiath Chuil. Carmichael and Ledingham: Meal! nan Tarmachan.
J . M. Thomson, Docherty, Dow, Dodgson, Beveridge and Higgins:
Stuchd an Lochain.

Annual General Meeting.
66th A.G.M. of the Club was held III the Adam
Rooms, George Hotel, Edinbl:lrgh on Saturday, 4th
December 1954, at 5 P.M. Dr G. Graham Macphee,
President, occupied the chair, and over seventy members
were present . Office-bearers' reports, already circulated,
were accepted after brief discussion.

THE

The Hon. Treasurer, on revenue account, reported a credit ba lance
of £58. 105., a considerable improvement, wiping out a debit balance
of £32. lOs. at the close of the previous year. Printing showed a
reduction-e.g., because members' list is not printed every yea r.
The Journal position was improved . Rent for Glasgow Clubroom ,
owing to change of premises, was increased, but a further sum was
received from fittin gs. One m ember only had joined the Commutation
Fund.
The Hon. Secretary reported the death of six members- vValter
Barrow, Waiter Buchan, W. N. Ling, H. MacRobert, J. Neill Orr
and R. T . Sellar. Three members resigned and two were removed
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from th e roll. Twenty-seve n new members; seventeen of whom
came from the J .M.C.S. (and of average age 35) were elected. The
membership now stands at 325.
The following new members are accordingly welcomed to the
C lub : Messrs George K. Armstrong, George Ba illi e, John Carswell ,
Edward S. Chapman , Geo rge T. B. Chisolm, Geoffrey J. F. Dutton,
F rederick A. Evans, John Ferrier , Kenneth Graham, Patrick L. J.
H eron, Louis M. Hill, l a in C. Lees, Robert IN. MacLennan, Ian D.
M'N icol , John A. Mallinson, Donald N. M ill , Denis Moore,
Tom W. Patey, Geo rge H . Smith, Malcolm Smith, J a mes M. T aylor,
A lex . Wall ace , Adam Watson, J ames A. Watt, J ames M. \iVight ,
Charl es E . Wood , Frank E . Yule.
T he Hon. Editor reported on the iss ue of o. 145 of the j our7lal
wh ich showed a tota l cost of £300 for printing 1,000 copies. On
the receipts side advertisements produced about £87 and sales to
date £ 103 . The latter figure may yet be added to. On balance
the cost to the C lub is about £120 (allowing for proporti on of index),
equ ivalent to about 7s . 9d. per member. The J .M.C.S . took 263
copies. Members a nd J.M .C .S. were invited to take up spare copies
of back issues at red uced rates from Mr MacFa rlane.
The Guide Books GellCral Editor reported the publi cation last
summer of the" A rrochar " and " Nevis" Guides. Thi s completes
t he issue of the main Gu ides, and there remain to be issued the
rock-climbing editions of " Skye," " Cairngorms," " Arran " an d
possibly" Nort hern Highla nds ." The steps taken to stimula te sales
have been successful, showing an increase of nearly £500 to set off
aga inst a heavy capita l outlay, a nd still leaving a deb it balance of
£ 380 which would be ex pected to decrease progressively.
Convener, H uts Sub-Co1l1.mittee.- The C. I. C. Hut showed 364
hut-nights for the year, with balance at credit up by £64. The hut
is sound and weat herproof b ut requires pointing. Estimates are
being obtained for making it burgla r-proof. Mr Sincla ir of .Rhu
Mhor (guest- house) has been helpful in lookin g after keys.
The Lagangarbh Hut showed 720 hut-ni g hts and an increased
cred it ba lance of £50. It has been well used by many kindred clubs.
T he hut is in so und condition , caJor-gas li ghting now extending to
the common room . Further painting is proposed and some trees
have been planted outs ide. Tha nks a re due to Will iam Bennet for
his work a nd to Mr Cameron as caretaker.
Coulin Cottage at Lochan Jasgaich , Glen Torridon, has been
leased to the Club and is to be known as th e Ling Hut. It has three
rooms and there is a byre. It has been repaired and equipped. There
are six beds . The hut wi ll be officially opened at Easter, 1955 .
Any inquiries and preliminary bookings should be made to George
Peat, Conon Bridge, Ross-shi re (H on . Custod ian) .
District Conveners' R eports .- In the east, ten lectures were held
in the R.S.G .S. Lecture H a ll. There were two fi lm shows in the
theatre of the Ed inburgh Cine Society. The average attendance over
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th e season was fort y-n ine. The usual successfu l bus meets were held
in coll abo ration with the J.M. C.S.
In t he 'Nest th e Glasgow Club Room was used regula rly, keys
being mad e ava il abl e to a ll m embers through the District Secretary .
The room is used regu la rly on prea rranged da tes by the J .M.C.S.
a nd the L.S.C.C. The library is housed there: many books were
borrowed a nd several prese nted . The lectures in Rowan's Smoke
Room were most successful , the average attendance being not much
below sixty. Bus meets were not uniformly successful , but memb ers
were a ctive on the hill s. The usual joint Photographic Competiti on
was arra nged with the J.M .C.S. Only fift een prints were submitted
but th ere were ninety entri es of excellent colour transparenci es .
.
The London District Convener reports a full progra mme, in
co njunction with other clubs, a nd a fu ll turnout , but few of our ow n
m emb ers . M essrs Humbl e a nd vVeir a ddressed two of the meetin gs.
R eports from I-:fon . L ibrarian and tlte Slide Custodian .- The use
of the Libra ry seems limited to th e same few members. Thanks a re
du e to vV. H. Murray for two copies of his book , " The Story of
Everest," presented to Edinburgh and Glasgow Librari es; to D en is
Pilkington for his fath er 's maps a nd water colours of Skye; a nd for
the bequ est from W. N. L ing.
N ine requ ests for slides were met durin g th e year , including three
from th e new two-inch coll ection . The collection is in good order'
and has been increased by th e legacy from \ \1. N. Ling, of slides of
Alps and Caucasus. Th e two-inch (2 in. by 2 in .) coll ection gro\\·s
slowly, a nd ma ny more donations are required from members. Th ere
a re now 115 slides of this sort. Thanks a re due to vV. H. Murray
for a donat ion of two guineas for thi s object.
The Convener, First-Aid Committee, reported changes in locatio n
of first-a id posts as foll ows: Cairngorms Kit moved from Coylu m
Bridge to Achn agoi chan (house of 'W arden of Nature R eserve);
Arrochar Kit to Police Station a t Succot h , head of Loch Long;
R.A.F. Kit at Call and er Police Station for Ben A'n. The Scottish
Ski Club intend to provide a kit fo r M eall a' Bhuiridh, and th e
Aberdeen U. M .C. for Lochnagar. The Nationa l Trust has completed
the Coe bridge below the meeting of the waters. The annua l acc ident
report appears later in the Jo urnal.

Th e 1956 m eets were fixed as follows: New Year at
Gl encoe , Clachaig, Kingshouse and Lagangarbh; Easter
a t Gl en Affric, C.I.c. and Ling Huts, together with a
n earer m eet centre at Clova.
The committee's nominations for office-bearers, committee vacancies and sub-committee changes were accepted
a nd will be circulated to m embers in the 1955 Members'
Li st.
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A proposal by W. H. MUlTay that the pages of the
Journal be opened to articles on climbing on mountain
ranges outwith Scotland, subject to the editor's discretion,
was debated by the m eeting and passed by a majority .
A proposa l by L. S. Lovat, that the rules of the Club be
a ltered to a ll ow of a twice-yearly election to membership,
was debated but not passed by the meeting.
The 1955 A.G.M. was fixed for Saturday, 3rd December
at Glasgow.

Reception and Dinner.
Both functions were held on 4th December at the
Adam Rooms. In the afternoon 171 members and their
guests were received by the President and Mrs Macphee.
Mr F. Spencer Chapman gave a ta lk on climbing in the
Pyrenees, illustrated by exce ll ent sli des.
The Dinner was held at 7.30 P.M., and was attended
by 140 members and guests. The President proposed
" The Club" and I an Charleson proposed " The Guests
a nd Kindred C lubs," to wh ich Lord Halsbury and Sir
Edwin Herbert replied.
Mr Spencer Chapman, in
proposing " Mountaineering," put forward a plea for
support in establishing an Outward Bound mountaineering
school in Scotland. Messrs Spilsbury and Hirst gave
e ntertaining interludes of song.

THE JUNIOR MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
OF SCOTLAND.
Annual General Meeting, Dinner and Meet.
Meeting was held on 19th February and, as host,
the Glasgow Section selected Bridge of Orchy Hotel as
the most convenient centre . All Sections were represented
and 39 members enjoyed the exce llent Dinner, while
considerably more than 50 attended the Meeting. Over
30 members came from Glasgow, several from Lochaber
and Edinburgh, and it is believed that one London
member was present. Perth Section, in particular, are
THE
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to be congratulated on turning out 12 members to both
Dinner and Meeting.
A. A. Thrippleton, President of Glasgow Section, took
the chair and, in the general air of r elaxation following
the Dinner, conducted the business with comparatively
littl e opposition.
R eports from all Sections except
London 'were read, and most of the items on the Agenda
were despatched quickly. The only item which gave
rise to much discussion was a proposal by Edinburgh
Section, seeking to make the election of Section
Committees more democratic . This was voted down .
Lochaber Section, tenacious as ever, produced large
quantities of the ] .M.C.S. badge and conducted a sale,
with some apparent success.
This was Glasgow Section 's first official Car Meet,
and the Meeting was broken up , even before the expiry
of the late li cence, by the cries of drivers in search of
passengers . Members then mad e their 'ways to camp,
howff, hut and hotel.
Sunday was an excellent day overhead, but snow
conditi ons were variable. M embers , however, climbed
everywhere from Tyndrum to Glencoe with most of the
activi ty centred on the Buachaille Etive Mor. The next
A.G .M. is to be organised by P erth Section.
Edinburgh Section .- Nineteen successful bus meets were held
w ith an average attendan ce of 16, although the acti vity of th e Sectio n
was not limited to th ese . The S.M.C. lectures continue to be well
a ttended . Informal meet ings in Milne's Ba r on Thursday evenings
are proving popula r , a nd once again a successful dinn er was held
a t th e Peacock , Newhaven. The Committee was depl eted during the
year by the Pres ident a nd Secretary leaving Edinburg h and by th e
Vice-President a nd Treas urer being elevated to th e S.M .C.
The m embership is 64 wi th 8 assoc ia tes. H onorary officials a re
G. J. Ritchie (President ) a nd A. H. H endry (Vice- Pres ident). The
President is J. Tinkl eI' a nd t he Secretary G . Sweetma n , clo 38 North
Castle Street, E dinburgh , 2.
Glasgow Seetion .- On the whol e, th is was not a successful year_
Of 22 bus m eets pl a nned, 11 were cancelled due to lack of support,
and only 2 buses were financially successful- those to D erry Lodge
and to Ardgo ur, both being a departure from p revious routin e .
Members were still act ive, none the less, but used private transport ,
and it has been dec ided to accept this position by concentrating in
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fu t ure on Car M eets. Since the la t Secti on A.C.M., 12 lectuI'es
were held in conjuncti on with the S. M .C. T hese were well suppo rted,
the average attenda nce being over 40. T he Photographic Competitidn
was held j ointly with the S .M .C., and colour slides p redominated
over the Print Secti on . Severa l members went abroad to the A lps
a nd the Pyrenees a nd climbed o r fa il ed to cl imb as t he weathet·
permitted .
The Secti on , a lthoug h still solvent , incurred a considerab le loss
over the year , du e to bus subsidi es, printing costs, a nd oth er expenses.
As a consequ ence the annu al subscription has been increased to 15s .
The membership stands at 231 , 67 of whom had not pa id theitsUbscriptions before the Section A.C.M. (many have since done so) .
There were 33 a pplications, 7 resig na ti ons a nd 5 tra nsfers. T he
Honora ry Officia ls a re W . Bennett (Pres ident ) a nd J . Dona ldson
(Vice-President ) . During th e year the President , D. McCalman,
resigned and A. A . Thrippleton took office . This was confirmed
at the A.G .M. The new Secreta ry is \V. H a rr ison , 130 \Veirwood
Avenu e, Ga rrowhi ll , Ba illieston, Lana rkshire.
Lon don Secti on .- Activities duri ng the past year included
the usua l meets a t th e Kent outcro ps a nd , despite our scattered
membership , small pa rti es got together fo r meets in North 'Va les
a nd Skye. T wenty-two members attended the Annua l Dinner,
where the d isp lay of photograp hs was sma ll but interesti ng, la rgely
du e to the effo rts of one of our members, M r 1-1. Well s. I t is proposed
tha t new members wi ll in futu re be as ked to confirm that they are
in terested in acti\'ely sup po rting th e Secti on . Activiti es in the
co mi ng yea r will include one or two la ntern lectures in Lond on and
a n indoor meet every s ix weeks, whi ch may include an occas ional
informa l dinner.
Better lia iso n is to be esta bl ished between members t rave lling'
a broad and a n Alpine sub-committee is being form ed. We shoul d
ap preciate contacts fro m other Secti ons who have members go ing to
th e A lps . Those of our members who a re go ing to Scotland thi s year
would a lso a ppreciate contacts from Scottish members who may be
on holiday a t Easter , \Vhitsuntide or early in August.
The honorary officia ls of the Section a re Charles Gorri e (Pres ident)
and Angus Smith (Vice- President ). T he Secti on President is T ed
Pyatt a nd th e Secretary is G. R . Cornish , 20 Tu ns Lane, S lough ,
Bucks. T he p resent mem bershi p is 69.
P er th Secti on .- Once again the Perth Section has ha d a successful
season , this being ou r Silver Jubilee, whi ch was celebrated on 17th
October in the Spitta l of Glenshee H otel. Forty members and g uests
attended the di n ner. Out of the orig inal 5 members, only C hris .
Rudi e managed to attend, but messages were rece ived from the
other 3 survivors .
Throug hout the year we held 14 meets, whi ch were we ll a ttended ,
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Glencoe and the Cairngor ms being the favourite centre. Wc a l 0
held several film shows, and our H on. President lectured in the town .
The Everest lect ure by A. Gregory was a great success, our memb ers
taking the opportunity to meet this very fine climber.
Our
membership figures have now passed the 30 mark, a nd wc hope to
enrol more. The honorary officials a re \N. H. M urray (Pres ident)
a nd J. Anton (Vice-President) . The Section President is A. Darling
and the Secretary J. Grant, 37 Burghmuir Road, Perth .
Lochaber Section .- No report received.

S.M.C. and J.M.C.S. ABROAD.
Arthur H. R ead writes: " During August I made an ex pediti on
into the Purcell Range of British Columbia with a party from Harvard
U ni versity. We left In vermere in the Columbia valley on (ith August
and used horses to pack suppl ies up to the head of Farnham Creek.
For the first week we were blessed with beautiful weather. We
made ascents of Mount Cleaver (10,500 ft .) a nd Mount Commander
(10,950 ft .), both of whi ch rise out of the Commander Glacier just
to the east of our camp site. We then establi shed a hi g h camp in
the western cirq ue of :VIount Farnham , and from it we climbed
Mount Farnham (11 ,342 ft.) a nd Mount S ir Charl es (11 ,002 ft. ).
Mount Farnham is the highest peak in the Purcells and we believe
that only two previous ascents have been made. Vlfe planned next
to climb Mount Jumbo, the highest of the peaks which ri se from the
Commander Glacier, but bad weather set in. After waiting for
some days John N oxon and I decided to move to another part of the
range. This entailed a two-day pack ma rch and a difficult crossing
of Horsethi ef Creek. which is the main river dra ining into the
Columbia from our area. The crossing was finall y made on a tree
which we felled across the river. Our new camp was sited on the
g ravel flats high up Horsethi ef Creek. U nfortunately the weather
was still bad. We made an expedition into the hi g h valley to the
east of Mount Commander, a vall ey which conta ins the beautiful
Lake of the H anging Glac iers with its many floating icebergs . The
ridge which forms the southern and eastern containing wall of the
valley looked hi ghl y inviting, but the weather never improved, and
when one morning we awoke to find the floor of our leaky ten t
practica lly awash we decided to beat a retreat to Invermere. A brief
visit to Lake Louise in the hope of climbing Mount Victoria was
a lso spoilt by bad weather."
J . Stanley Stewart writes: "My wife and I spent three weeks in
August exploring the Colorado Rockies. Exploring is the word as
good maps a re rare a nd t he loca l g uide-book seems the work of a
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practica l joker. "Ve climbed Long's Peak and three other mo untains
in th e Front Range; then Mount Princeton in the Collegiates; and
then moved to the San Juans in the so uth-west part of the state where
we ascended Mount Stewart (an obvious choice), Mount Sneffels.
and a couple of others. The peaks named a re a ll over 14,000 ft. "
the others slightl y less. D espite th eir height these mountains are
Scottish rather th an A lpine in character, with little snow, ha rdly
any g lac iers, a nd a lways a tourist route. The lo wer slopes are ,
densely forested , but they a re penetra ted by num erous old mining ,
roads for whi ch our j eep was ideal. \Vhere the timber ends, a bout.
10,000 ft., the meadows give splendid camp sites, where one meets:
nobody but chipmunks and from which a 9 A.M. start is early eno ugh ..
" La ter we had a couple of week-ends in the Catskill Mounta ins
of New York State , These a re ac utely fru strating, being covered .
with thi ck dec iduous forest a nd scrub ri ght to th eir 4,000-ft. tops .!
If one leaves the beaten tra il a compass is necessary no matter ho w
fair the weather. 0'
C. G. M. Slesser was from July 1952 to August 1953, with the,
British North Greenland expedition in the, Queen Louise Land area,
of North-east Greenland. Quite a lot of useful experience was gained:
in glac ier travel but velY littl e climbing was don e. Mountains w.ere, .
in general, unattractive, but th ere were some fin e tors up to 2,000 ft.:
in heig ht. H e was on the top of severa l yirg in sc ree humps from
4,000 to 6,000 ft. in height.
In Janu ary 1054 h e was in the Oetztal A lps with A. G. Waldie,
(J .M.C .S.) and enjoyed a pleasant but easy rock climb in winter
conditions on the Furg ler (3 ,000 metres).
R. J effrey writes: " My wife, my son Ia n and I spent a IT)ont h
in Norway from mid-Jun e to mid-July , dogged by broken weat/1er
a nd low mist throughout. From Oslo we went by car to Elvesaeter
in Jotunheim , intending to climb Ga ldhopigen. Neither th e j eep
road to the J uv vashiitte nor the hut were open, so we could only walk
up the steep snow slopes a nd large screes to the hut. "Ve moved on'
to Turtagro where I had climbed in 1910, but found everything under'
deep new snow, so betook ourselves to the Sogne Fjord and by stages
to Nordfjord where , on our one really good day , we crossed ' the
Oldenvand to the Brixda lsbrae , The g lacier has much receded since
1910, and it was a probl em to gain the' ice from the smooth sla bs,
a t the side.
" Our next move was to Oie in Sondmore, where we climbed Slogeri
by the south-west ridge on a fin e sunny day, but we could see nothing '
from the top owing to the mist. Thence we drove to Andalsnes in '
Romsdal , a iming for the Romsdalhorn , but in 4 days' the mist never
cl eared. Despite disappointment in climbing weather we did enjoy
the magnificent and eve r-chang ing scenery a nd met many nice
Norweg ians.' ,
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J. M. Johnstone writes as follows: " I was in the Pennine Alps
from 18th to 30th July along with A. S. Dick, W. C. Harrison and
C. E. Wood, a ll of the Glasgow J .M.C.S. We were blessed with
tine weather for 90 per cent. of our holiday. "Ye left our car at Zinal
and went to the Mountet Hut, next day traversing the Mont Blanc de
Morning as a n aperitif to next day's classic traverse of the Zinal
Rothorn which occupied 29 hours! The north ridge, in bad condition,
took 11 hours. We gained the summit at 6 P.M. On the descent
conditions were rather dangerous and it was 8 P.M. when we reached
the Gabel. Lower down , on the rocks above the couloir, we decided
to bivouac on a ledge which we enlarged by hacking down a boss
of ice. Two pitons, driven into a rock bulge above, secured the party .
The night was tine and calm, and a ll slept quite a bit despite the cold
at 13,000 ft. Apart from stiffness caused by cramped situations, we
felt tit next day as we descended to the Rothorn Hut , where we slept
most of the day.
" H arrison a nd "Vood traversed the Trifthorn on the way back to
the Mountet, whereas Dick and I went over the "Yellenkuppe to the
Obergabelhorn. We intended to descend the Arbengrat but, owing
to the slowness of a guided party of three French ladies, we descended
the north-north-west ridge which, though not recommended in the
guide-book, went well enough, with a fine a ttractive snow an~te
10 start with .
.. As the Viereselgrat was in ferocious condition we went to Randa
.and then on to the Hornli Hut. As the Zmutt Ridge seemed out of
the question we used the ordinary route both ways for the Matterhorn.
R eturning to Ra nda, Dick and I went to the Weisshorn Hut, but
were delayed a day by weather before climbing the Weisshorn by the
East Ridge, the rocky part delightful but th e snow arete \'ery hard
work, as we had to cut steps under much powder snow. The North
Ridge, as seen from the summit , was fantastically corniced, so we
returned by the same route."
George J. Ritchi e was at Chamonix for two weeks from 25th Jul y
in violently changing weather. In the interven ing fine spells the
following climbs were done. With J. Marshall (J.M.C.S.) and
A. H. H endry, the A ig uill e du Peigne by the south-west ridge. With
A. H. H endry the Aiguille d 'Argenti ere. With J . Marshall the
Ryan-Lochmatter route on the Aiguille du Pla n which provided
many most satisfactory problems capable of solution without undu e
-expenditure of energy. With J. Marshall the Old Brenva route on
Mont Blanc (the seco nd ascent this year). Despite being ahead of
'Schedule at the foot of the ice a rete the party took 10 hours to the
summit and had several hundred feet of ice cutting below the seracs.
T hey descended at once before the sta rt of the three· day torm which
c'aused several fatalities to other pa rti es .
G. 5cott Johnstone, Mrs Johnstone (L.S.C.C .) , A. G. Waldie
(J.M.C.S.) and :\11. Price (O .U.M.C.) were around Chamonix

S.M.C. and ].M.C.S . A broad.
<l uring the last wee k of Jul y and the first wee k of Aug ust , in perfect
weat her. From the Albert Hut , they climbed the A igu ill e du Tour
.and nex t day attempted the traverse of the A ig uill es Dorees . The
unacclima ti sed J ohnstones gave up at the Col Co pt ; the others
-continu ed and were e\·ent ua ll y forced to retreat by a snowstorm.
Prevailing diffic ult cond iti ons delayed them and forced a bivouac in
.a snow dug-out near th e Col S uperi eur du Tour. A searc h party
led by Donald Bennett , Denn is Moore a nd Loic Bonnier (with th e
Johnstones) discovered the party at 3.45 A.M., whereupon the frozen
ones went down to the hut for sleep. The Johnstones a nd Bonnier
5et off for the Grande Fourche which was intractable und er fres h
5now , so all went down to Chamoni x for food.
With three days' food the pa rty went to th e Couve rcle a nd, in
5uccessive days, climbed th e Aiguille du Moine by its south-west
art1te (m uch preferabl e to the ord inary way a nd with so me useful
pitons), the traverse of the Co urtes, a nd the . onne (startin g as a
5imple sc rambl e but interesting ly var ied by the crest of th e MoineNonne ridge, trm·ersed to a crowded " dress circle" on the ordinary
Toute) .
The party, mi staken as to the food reserve, no w went to the Req uin
Hut where, as the g ua rdi an fa iled to waken them, they had to spend
.an off-day. On the scanti est rations they climbed the A igu ille du
Plan nex t day a nd aga in retired to Cha moni x for food. That
even ing the weather broke clown and it is reputed to have rained
e ver since .
E a rly in September R . Anderson (writer), Curri e Henderson
(S .M .C.) a nd Lesli e Duff (J.M.C.S.) were in Zermatt . W eather was
unsettled but from the Rothorn Hut with Emil P erren they did th e
Trifthorn a nd Wellenkuppe. They were treated to lightning views of
Monte Rosa at ni ght and a green dawn with saffro n clouds. H enderson
.and Duff climbed the Pointe de Zinal from Zermatt and back in a
<lay whil e Anderson visited the Decima Trienna le a t Mila n and
ascended 11 Duomo. From the Z'Fluh all climbed the Rimpfischhorn
in conditions reminiscent of Scottish Spring climbing, with spectacular
-clearings at times on the top.
l a in H . Ogilvie writes: " I n September w it h W. H. Wa rd
(C limbers C.) I joined a Swiss party in the Bernese Oberland .
From Engelhorn Hut on 5th September, with a large party, we climbed
t he Frochkopf. 'vVe then went by train to the J ungfra ujoch and on
7t h sledged provisions and survey eq uipment to the Konkordia Hut.
On 8th September, Ward a nd I cl imbed the Weissnollen and on 9th
with Hans Rotli sberger and Paul Stern traversed the Faulberg and
the Kamm, a rock cl imb of 4,000 ft. After surveying on the glacier
next day we cl im bed the Jungfrau on 11th September, most of the
way on ski. Then the party moved down to Ried er F urka , after
which I made off on my own at lower levels. 1 tra'lersed the
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Wildstrub el from th e Viol ettes Hut to Len k a nd ret urn ed to the
Va la is ac ross th e Sanet ch Pass on the 17th Se ptember. "
G . G. F ree ma n was a member of a Cl im bers Club party in the
Bernese Oberla nd based on Bla tten in Liitschenta l, from 8th to 22nd
August. There was much bad weat her and new snow on rock rid ges.
Stephan Bliitzer of F erden (guide), Freeman and M. Dowler with
seyeral other c.c. ropes climbed the Ebnefl uh from the L iitschenH oll a ndia Hut a nd descended to the Concordi a Hut. From the old
Oberaletsch Hut , J ohn Clegg, F. Fitzgerald a nd F reeman crossed
the Beichpass to the L iitschenta l. Fitzgera ld , Freeman a nd Lewis
Sancha fa iled to compl ete the ascent of th e La uterbrunnen Breithorn
by the west ridge from the Mutthorn Hut but enjoyed a n excell ent
cli mb on snow-covered rock. Fina ll y, Bartl ett a nd Freeman fo llowed
a pa rty led by Eugen Ka lberm atten of Eisten (guid e) up the ordinary
route of th e Tschingelhorn from , and returning to , Bl atten .
.
J. H. B. Bell with Mrs Bell were with a Gram pia n Club party
in ea rl y Aug ust at Giischener Alp in poor weat her with constant
south to so uth -west wind , very few fin e days, ra in an d new snow.
The who le party of eight cl imbed the uste nhorn, includi ng Eric
Max well. ex-President a nd vetera n of the pa rty. Most climbed the
Lochb erg and a few th e Moosstock. Two parties climbed th e Schyn
and one the Gwachten horn . Giischener A lp w ill soo n have its
excell ent hotel subm erged by a hydro-electri c proj ect. It is an
excellent centre for rock climbing. Onc has only to mention the
Salbitschyn a nd , more recently, a fin e so uth ridge of th e Schynstock
over ten rock towers (neither of which we were able to attempt) .
But my wife and I can recommend the north-west ridge of the
North-west Blaubergstock, th e ascent of whi ch raised us somewhat in the estimation of the loca l climbers , a nd we thoroughly
enjoyed the so uth ridge of th e Fleckistock and regretted a last
day defeat owing to storm on the north -east ridge of the Hinter
S ustenhorn .
James Russell , C. L. Donaldson and R. W. MacLennan (J .M.C.S. )
were in the R eichenspitze Gruppe, A ustria, the last fortni ght in
A ug ust. From Zittauer H ut th ey climbed the Gabelkopf and
Mannalkarkopf, th en , from the Richter Hut they were on th e
Richterspitze, Zillerspitze and the Zill erschartes pitze . Conditi ons
were not good, with new snow down to 2 ,000 metres. It ra ined
seven days out of twelve.
Tom M ac Kinnon was in the Alps with Roger, Armstrong and
Kerr. After crossing France successfully by La nd Rover the party
was washed out of Chamonix. Proceeding to Zinal they became
snowbound in the Mountet Hut. They found little improverhent in
weather whil e touring the Ita lian Lakes and finished the holiday at

S. M .C. and j. JiJ .C . . A broad.
M on treux. Mac Kinnon then proceeded to the Dolomites where he
joined friends a t St Christina. The weather inproved sufficiently to
cl imb the Adang Chimney and two routes on the Sella T owers. On
the way home he stayed in Cha moni x for three days in perfect weather ,
b ut hi gh mounta ins were " out " because of snowfall. With Gilbert
Blanc, guide, h e climbed the south-west r idge of th e A iguiII e des
P i:lerins.

C. R . F ord (J.M.C.S.) writes: " I was in the Pyrenees with
R . A. Foster in late September. F rom Pa u we travelled up the
Gave D'Ossau to Soque a nd climbed the Pic du Midi D'Ossau by
t he Col de Suzon and the norma l route, an easy scrambl e. Then we
c rossed into Spa in a nd wa lked through SalIent a nd Panti cosa over
t he Col de T endeiiera to Buj aru elo. The only mounta in fronti er pass
open to mounta ineers being the P ort de Gavarni e, after a day spen t
in the Val de A razas , we crossed thi s P ort to Gavarni e. When in Spa in
we were continua lly stopped by the F rontier Police who, though
courteous, applied their fronti er regul ati ons very strictly . From
Gavarnie we climbed up to the Breche de Roland by L 'E chell e des
Sarradets and b ack via the ValIon des Tourettes . The next day
we visited the R efu ge de Tuquerouye by the Hourquette d'AlIans,
dropped down to Lac Glace and, a fter climbing Pic d 'Astazou,
returned over the Col d 'Astazou . From the refu ge Baysselance we
cl imbed the V ignema le by th e g lac ier D ' Ossoue, a nd crossed to
Cauterets by the Va llee de Gaube. Vile had perfect weather. "
Ba rcl ay S. Fraser writes as foll ows: " During a non-climbing
h oliday in Spa in we visited H echo, a picturesqu e Pyrenean village
j n U pper A ragon, north-west of J aca. My dau ghter and I failed
through lack of time in a scra mbl e up th e north side of th e P eiia
Forca, the most impressive of a limestone group about 9 km . north
of the village. Later I did it so lo from the south side. There was no
difficulty, thou gh parts of the rocky ridge were pleasantly exposed .
" As there seems to be a compl ete lack of information about the
head of th e H echo Valley I add some deta il s . Thoug h no British
d imber would make it his ma in obj ective, a nyone motoring between
Pamplona and J aca could profitably devote a day or two to it ; the
scenery is rem ini scent of the celebrated Val de A razas, thoug h on
a smaller scale. There seems to be no map avail abl e to the p ublic ,
b ut a hurri ed g la nce a t a tracing of a n officia l map indicated that th e
hi g her tops were just under 8,000 ft. a nd the valley bottom a bou t
2 ,000 ft. At L a Hoza where the road ends, 11 km. north of H echo,
t here is a wooden hut which would serve as a base for scrambling .
F or seriou s climbing on the extensive cliffs on the north side of Peiia
Forca it would be better to camp above the tree line or use a shepherd 's
hut there. The rock I encountered vari ed from very good to very bad .
The surrounding hill s seemed to offer pleasant mounta in exploration
b ut less rock climbing. The fronti er hill s li e a few mil es to the north,
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a nd only there do police restrictions apply. I met no climbers, and
saw few signs of a ny. On 8th September there is a fiesta in Hecho
when regional cost um es are worn."
Den is Moore was in the A lps with members of the Edinburgh
U . M. C. They traversed the Aiguille de Chardonnet by Forbes
arete from the A lbert Hut. They traversed the Grivola, ascending
the east ridge and descend ing the so uth face. They ascended the
Gran Paradiso from the east (Cogne) side of the mountain. Douglas
Cameron (J .M.C.S. ) was in the party on the first and last of these
and Dr Glen Dobson (E.U.M.C.) on a ll three.
D. D. Stewart (J.M.C.S.) had a d isappointing season with one
notable reward- the ascent of the Dent Blanche by the west ridge,
a first ascent for the season. H e a lso climbed the Chardonnet by
Forbes ridge, the Purtschell er by the west ridge and a new route on
the Aiguille du Tour a long with J. Emmerson.
Richard Brown vis ited the Twelve Bens of Connemara (Eire) in
July with some members of the Belfast Section of the Irish Mountaineerin g Club. Much rain fell during the week. H e cl imbed the Carrot
Ridge of Ben Corr w ith J. Kennedy. The rock is qu artzite. Holds
a re small and plentiful but there a re few belays. Much remains to
be done in this area.
(A very late entry, but surely of great interest to members who
may wish to vis it a little-known district with moderate peaks, many
of which can be ascend ed by a lone climber.) Professor Gordon
Manley writes of a 1951 ho liday with his wife at the highest permanent
settl emen t in Europe, the hamlet of Juf (6,990 ft.) a t the head of the
vall ey of the AverseI' Rh ein. They stayed at Cresta (Avers), 6,440 ft.
(higher than Oberg urgl ). The Hotel H ein z is much to be recommended, sma ll , rather old fashioned and moderate in price. It is
at the bus terminus from Thusis-Andeer. There is a lso a small
jJension a t J uf a nd an even smaller at Purt. The climate is the sunniest
and driest in Switzerland, henee the height of permanent settl ement.
On account of the risk of frost no crop wi ll mature except a few
vegetab les- not even potatoes. The flow ers are late. The valley is
a lmost treeless and subsists on its grass slopes and cattle. The people
are German-speaking and Protestant, the resu lt of a seventeenthcent ury mi g rat ion ; lower down the va ll ey they are Catholic and
Romansch. Ski-ing is said to be good. The peaks are between
10,000 and 11 ,000 ft., and many arc pleasant scrambling with some
tougher routes a nd with grand views of Bregaglia and Bernina
groups. It is north of the main watershed, but Professor Manley
experienced a remarkable storm with persistent thunder and heavy
rain for over 30 hours. This was one of the most damaging summer
floods known in the Ticino Canton. At Cresta it was followed by

Notes.
a change to north wind (from the Atlantic) and heavy snowfa ll. All
the cattle had to be collected at once-one of the drawbac ks of high
Alpine settlements !
Dr R. L. Mitchell was at the Fafler Alp with a Swiss geologist.
From the Holla ndia Hut they went up the Ebnefluh in a gale, complete
w ith g uide a nd porter to carry specimens. Later, from St N iklaus
and with Toni Biner they only visited two huts, owing to the a ppallin g
weather.
During the last three weeks of Jul y J. Clarkson, W. MacL'e od and
H . R. Woolley (all Edinburgh J .M .C.S.) visited Champex and the
Valais . From Champex they traversed the Aigui ll es du Tour ,
ascended the T ete Crettez of the A igu illes DOn'!es and the Aigui lle
du Chardonnet by the Arete Forbes . A t Zinal they climbed th e
Aiguilles de la Le and the North Ridge of th e Grand Cornier , wh ich
was the first ascent of the season. After climbing the North Ridge of
the Zina l Rothorn, they crossed the Pointe de Zinal to Zermatt.
T he last week of the trip was spent at the Dom and T asch Huts , with
ascents of the Taschhorn , Lenzspitz-Nadelhorn-Stecknadelhorn
traverse, the Rotg rat of the Alphubel , and the Rimpfischhorn . The
weather was generally fin e and settl ed, though icy west winds were
troublesome during the last week.

NOTES.
Scottish Mountain Accidents, 1954-55.
14th March.-Samuel Thomson (23 ) fe ll and was ki lled when
climbing a lone on Buachaille Etive Mor.
4th April.- Howard Jones fell on Crowberry Ridge, Buachaille
Etive Mor; bruising and head injuries.
7th April.-Florence Stoddart (18) and Margaret Baird (21 ) left
Braemar for Lochnagar without map or compass; descended to
Glen Clova by mistake. Mountain R escue Unit and other search
parties out.
llth April.- Michael Barling and A lan Balch (Moray M.C. )
were climbing Chockstone Gully of Angel's Peak, Cairngorms.
Barling fell at ice patch, leaving axe behind, and dragged down
Balch, both falling about 500 ft. Barling had slight fracture of
sacrum, Balch compound fracture of both legs . Barling reached
Corrour Bothy and sent for help to D erry Lodge . Stretcher and
R.A .F . parties out.
14th April.-Six skiers lost way on Ben Macdhui. Search parties
out. Skiers got down safely next day.
17th April.-Dr J. B . Stevenson (24) fell and was kill ed on South
Peak of Cobbler, Stretcher party out.
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IStlt April.- D. J. Cameron fell in Clachaig Gully , Glencoe;
fractured ribs.
19tft April.- Elizabeth Emery (39 ) (Ladies' Alpine Club ) fell
and was killed on Tower Ridge, Ben Nevis (roped party). R escue
unit out. She had done guided Alpine climbing. Exceptionally
difficult rescue, victim hanging on rope.
24th April.- Audrey Webster (22) fell in Ga rdyloo Gully, Ben
Nevis, when with roped party. Rope broken.
24th Jury.- Bryan Nixon (16) fell on Aonach Eagach, Glencoe;
lacerations.
25tlt Jury. - Three climbers from Kingussie Youth Hostel got into
difficulty when climbing Aladdin Buttress, Coire an t'Sneachda,
Cairngorm. One descended to Glenmore. Instructors from there
and R.A.F. Unit to the rescue.
27tlt Jury.- Margaret Nisbet (62) attempting Ben Loyal a lone,
lost way in mist, spent night out , and got down next day. Search
parties out.
23rd August.- George Waters (51) killed on Cruach Hill, di slodged boulder when descending. He was in charge of camp of
forty boys near Ardlui.
10tlt Septcmber.- Michael Farmer (23) lost way on tourist path
of Ben Nevis in mist. R escued at daybreak.
19th December.- Five members of R.N. party, descending from
summit of Ben Nevis to Cam Mor D earg arete, lost control and fell
to Coire Leis. All killed. R.A.F. Rescue Unit out.
21st D ecember .- Col. Sinclair (39) set off from Glenmore Lodge
to visit detachment of Edinburgh University Training Corps camping
in Coire na Ciste, Cairngorm. Lost route and died of exposure.
30tlt D ecember.- Geoffrey Ramsden and Archibald Mitchell
climbed Observatory Ridge of Ben Nevis. The former collapsed after
the climb. Resc ue party out.
1st Janua?'}' 1955.- W. C. McGeachin (30) lost control when
glissading and was killed in Coire nan Lochain, Glencoe.
4tlt January.- ( - .) Mills, Paratroop Regiment , Manchester, fell
on path near C.I.C. Hut , Ben Nevis.
14tft February.- Nine Sandhurst cadets in occupation of C.I.C.
Hut. One party of three climbed No. 5 Gully, intended to descend
No. 4 Gully, but by mistake descended steep scoop between South
and Central Trident Buttresses unroped. One, Jones, fell to Coire
na Ciste but suffered only minor injuries, with shock. In a confused
state he reached the hut. Another, Credland, injured his head
seriously. H e was rescued by the local and R.A.F. R escue Un its
and the others available. He died in hospital eleven days later .
Another party of three set out to climb South Gully, Creag Coire
na Ciste, met with much difficulty, and spent the night in ice steps
below final cornice, completing climb next day. One of them had
severe frostbite on a foot, and R .A.F . Unit carried him down to Fort
William. This cadet party was young and inexperienced.

Notes.
6th j],{arclt.- Two Portree climbers, Gray and Meldrum, ascended
Sgurr Alasdair by the Great Stone Shoot. After descending a considerable way they tried a roped glissade and lost control on the icy
surface. Meldrum fell on Gray and carried him down. Gray had a
fractured femur, and Meldrum, though injured as to chest and ribs,
reached Glen Brittle. A la rge loca l rescue party reached Gray at
midnight. R.A .F . U nit got to Glen Brittle at 5 A.M ., joined first
party, and got b ack to Glen Brittle 8.30 A.M.
I NFORMATION .-Any member or reader having first-hand details
of a climbing accident is requested to communicate with the First-Aid
Convener, Dr A. 1. L. Maitland, 20 Mirrlees Drive , Glasgow, W .2.
The R.A .F. Rescue U nit , manned by volunteers, has earned the
cordial thanks and appreciation of climbing clubs . local rescue
teams and the whole body of mountain lovers and climbers, for
thei r never-fa iling and prompt assistan ce after climbing accidents .

The Cairngorms Nature Reserve.
In July 1954 the Nature Conservancy declared the central
Cairngorms a Nature Reserve. Access for climbers and walkers is
not affected, and the Conservancy says that it does not now contemplate
imposing by-laws on access. By-laws on the gathering of specimens
and picking of plants may prove necessary, but it is hoped that they
will not. The proprietors of the land retain most of their previous
rights, including such legal rights as they previously had to proh ibit
access . In practice, as climbers know , they have taken a liberal.
attitude in recent years.
The reserve itself includes the summits of Ben Macdhui, Cairntoul ,
Braeriach, a nd Sgoran Dubh. The Conservancy hopes to negotiate
an extension of the reserve round Loch Avon and reaching to the
summit of Cairngorm . The reserve would then have a common
bo undary with the existing Glenmore National Forest Park .
When the reserve was first planned, the Conservancy considered
seeking the help of climbing clubs to provide voluntary wardens
(as has been done on Kinderscout in D erbyshire). This project was
later abandoned, and two full-time wardens have been appointed by
the Conservancy. They are Mr A. MacDonald on the Rothiemurchus
side and Mr M. Douglas on the Linn of Dee side.
The primary purpose of the reserve is to keep the area in its wil d
state. It is a lso to be used by the Conservancy for further research on
natural regeneration of the Old Caledonian Pine and for projects.
connected with the A rctic-Alpine plants and animals of the area.
The Conservancy is determined to resist any proposals for buildiftg
motor roads into the reserve or otherwise a ltering its essentially
remote character.
ALASTAIR HETHERINGTOli .
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(Interested readers will find an article on this subject in the
C.C.J., 1954, No. 89, p. 21, and a lso two notes, pp. 48, 49. W e
a re indebted to the Hon. Editor (C.C.J.) for the use of the block for
the map of the Nature Reserve reproduced here. It will be observed
that the S.M.C. is a member Club of the Consultative Panel.)

Cuillin Main Ridge Traverse .
On 12th September 1954, during a Mountain Rescue Training
Course in Glen Brittle, Isle of Skye, twelve Royal Air Force personnel,
cli mbing in pairs, traversed the Cuillin Main Ridge. Conditions
were not good, as heavy rain fell during the morning and the mist
d id not clear until well after midday. All wore boots with moulded
rubber soles. All the parties roped at the Thearlaich-Dubh Gap
and on the Bhasteir Tooth , and several also at King's Chimney and
the Inaccessible Pinnacle. Times were taken from the summit of
Gars-Bheinn to the summit of Sgurr nan Gillean, and all the parties
travelled in this direction except the last-named pair, who travelled
from north to south. Instructors' names are given first;J. Emmerson and N. Miller, 10 hrs.; G. Batty and F. Hewitt,
9 hrs. 30 mins.; 1. C. Lees and 1. Miller, 8 hrs. 50 mins.; W. Kelsey
an d W. Croasdale, 8 hrs. 23 mins. ; J. R. Lees and R. Larter,
7 hrs. 50 mins.; D. D. Stewart and A. W. Hay (both instructors),
6 hrs. 51 mins.

Back Numbers of Journals.
Back numbers of certain Journals are available and may be
had from Mr P. E. MacFarlane, 217 Crofthill Road , Glasgow, S.4.
Price 2s. 6d. each. Orders for twelve, or more, Is. each. Copies
a vailable; Nos. 64, 65, 67, 68, 70 to 83, 85, 93, 96 to 100, 102 to 108,
110 to 119, 121 to 125, 127 to 134, 136 to 142. (Nos. 135 and 143
for years 1944 and 1952 are out of print.)

Visibility of the Cuillin from the Cairngorms.
In our 1952 issue we invited members and readers to report on
a ny personal observations bearing on this question. Dr Guy Barlow
has now made an investigation on theoretical grounds and has established that, in the absence of abnormal atmospheric refraction, it
should not be possible to see any part of the Cuillin from Ben
Macdhui, from the summit of which a serrated Cuillin outline was
claimed to have been seen in October 1947 by J. D. B. Wilson,
looking through the Glen Shiel gap. Dr Barlow points out that a
part of the Cuillin ridge north of Sgurr na Banachdich should,
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Notes.
however, in perfectly clear a tmospheric conditions, be visible from
the summit of Cairn Toul or a shade south of it. An article with his
analysis of the problem wi ll appear in the 1956 Journal. Data on
abnormal refraction are very scanty, so we again invite readers to be
on the lookout and report any positive findings either from Caini.
Toul , Braeriach or Ben Macdhui to the Ed itor.

The Munros and Tops.
We congratulate ex-President Macphee who, after completing
the Munros last year during his term of office, has now completed
the Tops as well, finishing at the recent Eastern Meet with several
An T eallach tops and one on Liathach.

The Carn Mor Dearg Ar~te of Ben Nevis.
We refer our readers to a JVote, " Midwinter Ice and Boots," in
last year's Journal. In it Dr D uff emphasises the danger of the upper
part of this arete to descending parties under icy conditions. He has
now got a number of direction posts, so placed that descending parties
may proceed with greater safety and assurance by keeping to the
right of the posts.

Alpine Articles, etc ., for the Journal.
Readers will note from the A.G.M. Proceedings tha t such
articles may, at the Editor's discretion , be accepted for inclusion
in the Journal . The general character of the Journal and its maill
concern with our own Scottish mountains is, in no way, altered.
The S.M .C. Abroad Notes already occupy considerable space,
so it will only be possible to publish a few outstanding articles on
expeditions outwith Scotland. They may deal with districts little
known or frequented, with new routes or those of outstanding length
or difficulty . The Editor requests that, in order to avoid needless
trouble, the author should first submit a brief precis of the subject
matter. Good writing and interest are most desirable qualities in
the fini shed article.
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LIBRARY, BOOKS AND JOURNALS.
WE li st below the recent add itions to the Club Library and
express our thanks to publishers who have sent us review copies.
Unfortunately we have very littl e space to do more than draw our
readers ' attention to them. We a lso thank kindred Clubs who have
sent us copies of their journa ls in exchange for our own. In this
connection we should like to th ank the editor of the Cairngorm
Club Joumalfor a llowing us to reproduce New Climbs items appearing
in their journal and a rea. We offer them a like service in return
when desired by th em.
Mountain World , 195., edited by Marcel Kurz.
(Swiss
Foundation for Alpine Research. Geo . AIl en & Unwin, 224 pp.,
64 plates, 12 maps, etc.)
The Ski and the Mountain , by Thomas Paynter. (H urst &
Blacket, 212 pp., 20 plates.)
South Col , by Wilfrid Noyce. ( Heinemann, 303 pp., 4 col.
plates, 48 plates, 5 maps, 16 drawings.)
Nanga Parbat , by Karl H errligkoffer.
D col. plates, 65 plates, maps, etc.)

(Elek Books, 254 pp.,

Drove Roads of Scotland , by A. R. B. Haldane.
266 pp., 16 plates, I map.)
Report of Nature
(H.M.S.O., 56 pp.)

Conservancy

Mountains of My Life , by Ashenden .
28 plates.)

(to

September

(Nelson,
1954) .

( Blackwood , 210 pp .,

Mountains of New Zealand, by Rodn ey H ewitt a nd Mavis
Davidson. (A . H. and .A. W. Reed , Wellington , New Zealand.
]28 pp ., 136 pl ates.)
The Untrodden Andes, by C . G. Egeler and T . de Booy.
(Faber & Faber, 203 pp ., 32 plates, 9 fi g ures.)
Introduction to Mountaineering, by Showell Styles. (Seeley
Service, 15s., 159 pp. , 8 plates, 17 figures.)
As a technical book we might offer some comments. It is ambitious
for its size, covering British mountaineering (with very little indeed
on Scotland) and a lso Alpine technique. It recommends the indirect
shoulder belay for steep snow a nd refers to " Climbing in Britain"
CB .M .C. Penguin). There the text prescribes a direct belay with
rope running over a driven-in axe and the illustration a tied-on
houlder belay. (The illustration was , in fact, added later without
consulting the a uthor of the text.) Yet the belay on ice shows correct
procedure, as origina lly commended by Raeburn for both snow and
ice. It is ha rd to see how the diagram on page ll8 for rescue of a
climber from a crevasse can be applicable for a pa rty oftwo. Abseiling

L z"b?'ary ) Books and Journals.
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with the rope passing through a snap-link may be easy . Swiss
gu ides do not use it, as being very bad for the rope. Eig ht-point
crampons, thou g h used b y Hope and Kirkpatrick in Alpine history,
are not advisable for d ifficu lt Alpine climbs, as the front points are
seldom far enou gh forwa rd . For a beginner in winter climbing,
No. 4 and not No . 3 g ully of Ben Nevis is the easier. Ar e there
really 538 Scottish mountains a bove 3,000 feet , or only tops? Still ,
it is a pleasantly written I ittl e book even' if somewhat inad equate
for the extent of its fi eld.

Epistle to Tom Mackinnon.
BIG TAM, they tell us ye' re awa'
T ae taps 0 ' everl astin ' snaw ,
\Vha ur snell wi nds get ye in a cl aw
0 ' hellish grip,
'
An' fearsome dra ps beneath ye fa'
Frae icy li p .
It beats me fa ir wha ur lie th e j oys
In contempl atin ' sic-li ke ploys,
But , a iblins, it 's the wee black boys
D ae a' the wa rk ;
They humph th e mucklc bags- nae noi se,
It 's j ist a la rk .

i .. '

Ah , T a m , " hadst thou but bee n sae wis~ "
As stuck tae hi lls the Campsie size,
An ' no' gang dodg in ' up a rise
Micht g ie ye a toss,
Ye still could chow your chi ps a n ' pies
A t Mul g uy Cross.
But , Tarn , ye ken we' re fu ' 0 ' pride
Tae think ye' re picked frae au ld Clydes ide,
T ae j ink up Kanchenjunga's side
\Vi ' ins an ' oats .
Nae wee Greek god wi' fancy glide
Can beat your boots.
So when ye' re in your wee cloth biggin ,
Or watchin' heathen Sherpa jiggin ',
Or drappin ' pills amang their riggin ',
J ist g ie's a thou ght.
F or oor belief in T a m- nae fri ggin'Is q ui ck- a n ' hot !
B OAR.
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Forsyth's Sports Shop provides
clothing and equipment for All
conditions of climbing. Orders
by post invited . We pay all
carriage charges.
ANO RAKS.- Windproof and rainproof,
long style, cord waist, four large pockets
and hood concealed in pocket at back.
Men's "Grcnfell "make,£ 10.0s.6d.; "A .D."
make, £7. 15s. ; Ladies' " Grcnfell " make,
£8. 4s. I Od.; other makes, £6. 17s. 6d. and
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CLIMBlt'lG BOOTS.-With Commando
rubber soles, £8 13s. 6d. ; Or nailed to
ind ividual requirements, £7. 9s. IOd.
I CE AXES .-From £3. Ss.
CAMP BEDS.- We a re agen ts for the
" Safari" camp beds. "Trifold," £4. Ss. 6d . ;
" Bigsa," £3. 18s. ; "Boysa," £2. 9s. 6d. ;
Price ra nge, £2. 2s. to £4 . 12s. 6d .
AIR BEDS.- " Li-Lo " make, £2. 12s. 3d. ,
£3. 3s. 6d ., and £5. 10s. 6d .
SLEEPING BAGS.- D own-filled , £5 . Ss.
upwards.
RUCSACS .-With and without frame s.
From £1. 6s. 6d. to £6. 14s. 9d.

R. W. FORSYTH
LlMITED

PRINCES STREET
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Balavil Arms Hotel
A paradise for mountain eers and
ski-era. situated 800 feet over
sea level, encircled by the Gram pian, Cairngorm and Monadhliath
Mountains. with the distinctiv e
wild life of the heights and the
ancient Caledonian forest

G. O. Dyhrenfurth
The author. who is an
experienced climber. makes
a thorough survey of the
mountains in the HimalayaKarakoram Chain and their
exploration.

Abundant hot water
Central Heating
Log fires
Golf

Tennis

Numerous photographs,
maps and profiles

Fishing Pony Trekking

256 pp.
Telephone 220
FULLY LICENSED A.A. R.A.C. R.S. A.C.

10" x 15"

30s.

WERNER LAURIE

GLEN AFFRIC HOTEL
CANNICH
Near BEAULY

INVERNESS-SHIRE

In the opinion of most Scotsmen and foreign
travellers Glen Affric is Scotland's finest
Glen. It holds within its great length some
instance of every aspect of Highland Scenery.
Here. surely. is Scotland at its grandest ;
and just as representative of the Highland
scene is the quiet but active hospitality greeting those who come to Glen Affric Hotel.
UNRIVALLED

CENTRE

FOR MOUNTAINEERING

Open throughout the year
J . R. NICOLL, Manager

TARIFF
11

J. B. WATSON, LTD.
present

THE ALDIS PROJECTOR
for 35-mm. Slides and Film Strips
THE

"THREE HUNDRED"

THE

"SEVEN FIFTY"

£19. 19s.

£38. Is.

THE

"FIVE HUNDRED"

THE

£25

"ONE THOUSAND"
£57. 18s.

LAMPS EXTRA
28s. 6d. and 375.

AND THERE IS NOW THE NEW LARGER MODEL
FOR 2i X 2i TRANSPARENCIES

the "300" at £37. 10s. and the "750" at £52. 10s.

AND 35-mm. CAMERAS
for the Production of Colour Transparencies
Two New
Models
Particularly
Compact
and of

TilE ZEISS CONTlN A
£20.2s.10d.

J.

Light Weight
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
WILL BB SENT ON REQUEST

B. W ATSON,

LTD.

13 & 15 SHANDWICK PLACE
Phone: FOU 6875

TIlE AGFA SILEITE
£21. 19s. lld.
3 FREDERICK STREET
Phone : CENtral 6 1 79

EDINBURGH
111

Partners :

S. H. CROSS, A. M. CROSS, R. E. HARGREAVES

" Q.D.G."

Burnmoor Inn

" OLD HOTEL"

BOOT, ESKDALE
Cumberland

DUNGEON GHYLL HOTEL
LANGDALE, AMBLESIDE

Telephone : ESKDALE 2 4
Trains: SEASCALE
Car by arrangement

Mr and Mrs S. H. CROSS
Ribble Bus Service to the door

Telephone: Langdale 272
Trains: W indermere

•

•

ESKDALE

LANGDALE

Good Centre for West Side
of Lake District

The Home of the Climbe r

At both Hotels you will find :Climbers and Walkers Welcome
Spring Interior Beds
Home Cooking

Farm produce
Hot and Cold Water in all Bed rooms
Drying Rooms

Boots
that
you can

trust
1--------------;

OFFICIAL CHOICE for Climbers and Sherpas of the

I

REPAIRS & RE-NAILING to any design at

1955 Welsh Himalayan Expedition, Timpson Climbing
I Write for this FREE I boots
are designed by climbers and made by skilled and
I illustrated BOOK to: I highly responsible craftsmen who have been making
boots for years. Prices: Men's 56/9 to 105/-.
II Wm. Timpson Ltd. II climbing
Ladies' 52/9 to 100/- . Nailing extra.

I
iL

Great Ducie St.,

I

aBY

I T impson Shoe Shop. Address of nearest shop seat on
____________ J I request.
MANCHESTER 3.

IV

Since 1940 ••. the

(Pl1J:!!ll!Il:,do ·

Wherever the going is strenuous the famous COMMANDO
Soles and Heels prove their worth. For tackling the
immense challenge of Everest or the lesser but still formidable heights of the New Zealand Alps, the Lakeland Fells or
the Pyrenees, COMMANDO Soles and Heels have been
used in all major expeditions since 1940.

The World's Best Soles and Heels

PETERSFIELD

RANTS
v

ENGLAND

CENTRE FOR
MOUNTAINEERING

: The Cambridge Uni versity Mountaineering
\ Club depended on •• Sea-Esta " for their 195-4
Himalayan Exp edition. Many other Ex peditions
have also put their tru st in .. Sea-Estas." the
lightweight Airbeds
strongly made from
specially woven, tough
ru bberised cotton
cloth. Guaranteed and
twice-tested. A must'
for
climb e rs
e ve rywhere!

*

CRIANLARICH HOTEL

I

PERTHSHIRE
Acci dental punctu res ?
Easily
re paired
wi th
the pat c h es
supp lie d
free.

only

43/3
SIZE 72' x 30'
(deflated)
Large Size 78"
30" (deflated)

X

Trout Fishing on
Lochs Dochart and Nubhair
also on River Fillan

Sea-Esta

*

AIRBEDS

Telegrams :
Hotel. CrianJarich

Telephone :
Crianlaricn 202

Soy .. Sea-Esto" to your Sports

Dealer or Camping Specialist. We
serve you through him. If he
doesn't stock .. Sea~Esta ," please ask him to wri te to
G. MACLELLAN & CO. LTD ., GLASGOW, N.W.

-46j 6d .

Telephone: PADdington 5252.

Tel. Address : Alpinist, Wesdo, London

ROBERT LAWRIE LTD.
Alpine and Polar Equipment Specialists

54 SEYMOUR ST., MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.I.

Climbing & Ski-ing Boots,
from stock or made to measure.
Fitted with Nails or Vibrams.

Climbing Clothing & Equipment.
Crampons, Ice Axes , Sleeping Bags,
Rucksacks, Jackets, Socks, etc.

Repairs & Re-nailings to Boots.
Cleated rubber soles and heels available.
Orders by Post.
BUSINESS HOURS:

Illustrated Catalogue

011

applicatiol1.

Daily 9 a .m.-6 p.m. Sat<. 9 a.m.-tl noon.

SUPPLIERS TO THE SUCCESSFUL BRITISH MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION, 1953
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*"MOUNTAINEERS

DON'T ADVERTISE
• • • •

but

• • • •

when I see so many other climbers in
addition to myself using Black's
equipment I cannot help observing
that it must be the best. My mountain
clothing from head to toe comes from
Black's, as also do my tent, ropes and
rucsac. My first contact with Black's
was through their fully illustrated
comprehensive • Good Companions'
Catalogue and I would advise every
Mountaineer, whether beginner or experienced
t o send for one immediately."
Write for a free copy of the" Good Companions" Catalogue.

Makers of famous Camping Equipment since 1803

& SON S (G R E E N 0 C K)

TH 0 MAS

B LAC K

se 0

I N D U S T R I ALE S TAT E,

T T ISH

RENFREWSHIRE

Telephone:

22 GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W .C.l

PO R T

Port

LTD.,

G LA S G 0 W,

Glasgow 41315

126 HOPE STREET, GLASGOW. C.2
Telephone : CENtral-4007

Telephone : HOLborn 5-494
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BY APPOI NTMENT
TENT AND FLAG MAKERS

TO T HE LATE KING GEORGE VI

THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS MOUNTAINEERING
TE TS

MEADE

WHYMPER

MUMMERY

together with a full range of Equipment-

SLEEPING BAGS , STOVES, ANORAKS, BOOTS, etc.,
makes a ca ll on " BEN EDGE" imperative before purchasing any new gear.
Send fo r fu lly illustrated 80 page Catalogue

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON
(Silver & Edgington Ltd.)

69 GREAT QUEEN STREET, KINGSWAY, W.C.2
Phone : Holborn 6070
18 ARWENACK ST REET
FALMOUTH
CO RI WALL

18 LLOYD STREET
ALBERT SQUA RE
MANCHESTER, 2

2. EASTCHEAP
LONDON , E.C.3

CLACHAIG

HOTEL

GLENCOE

PHONE :

nil

BALLACHULISH 252

VIKING
nylon
rope
from all good
Sports
Outfitters
b

IX
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p·Y·G

MOU NT AI NEERI NG
SKI-ING
CAMPING
HOSTELLING
Etc.

PEN-Y-GWRYD
HOTEL
NANTGWYNANT • SNOWDONIA
The home of British mountaineering
catering particularly for climbers.
At the foot of the Glyders and close
to Snowdon. All modern comforts.
Hot and cold water in bedrooms.
Spring mattresses.
Drying-room.
Packed lunches.
Electric light.
Billiards.

, Get my Listslor S.A.E.!
40 years in the Industry

F. ELLlS BRIG HAM

Llan beris 211.

187,191,193 CONRAN STREET

Station
Bettws-y·Coed.

MANCHESTER, 9, ENGLAND
('Phone COLLYHURST 2069)

H.A.C., A.A.
Fully
Licensed.

p·Y·G

THE

PALACE HOTEL
FORT WILLIAM
This well-appointed, fully licensed hotel is situated
in the centre of the town and is noted for its comfort,
good food and courteous service.
The resident manager will be pleased to forward
brochure and tariff on request.

x

KENYON
NYLON

CLIMBING

ROPES

first on

EVEREST
then

KANGCHENJUNGA
NOW

SELECTED

FOR
\

. THE SOUTH POLE EXPEDITION

----*---WILLIAM KENYON & SONS LTO.
DUKINFIELD

.

CHESHIRE

Ropes, Cords, Twines, from natural and synthetic fibres

Xl

,

CAIRNGORM HOTEL
AVIEMORE

STRATHSPEY

INVERNESS-SHIRE
Running hot and cold water in all bedrooms.
Situated in its own grounds of two acres.
Adjacent to the main North Road to Inverness.
Facing the Cairngorms: Ideal mountaineering
and motoring centre. Magnificent scenery,
pine forests, moors, glens, rivers, lochs.

Open throughout the year
Apply HUGH ROSS , Manager
Telephone: AVIEMORE 233

Telegrams: CAIRNGORM HOTEL, AVIEMORE

* Professionally led rock and ice training courses.
* Hut to hut walking and climbing tours.
* Alpine centres for the lazy and the energetic.
* The
Edelweiss Air Service to take you there and bring
you back. Innsbruck or Salzburg 23 gns. return.
Write, phone or call for fulL details:

AUSTRIAN

ALPINE

CLUB

(Dept. M.S.) 143 New Bond Street, London, W.l
Telephone: GROsvenor 6206
Xll

THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

LOOKI
SKIS

from

30/- pair

SLEEPING BAGS

from

as/-

EX-COMMANDO RUCSACKS

57/6 each

SKI/CLIMB BOOTS
Fitted with Commando Soles & Heels
CLIMBING BOOTS

.

TENTS

.

(Men's) £5. 165.
(Ladies') £5. 125. 9d.
CAMP EQUIPMENT

Write for illustrated list

CAMPBELL'S RUBBER CO. LTD.
18

BRIDGE

STREET

NETHY BRIDGE

ABERDEEN

INVERNESS-SHIRE

THE
NETHY BRIDGE HOTEL
Offers you all the comforts of a well-appointed Country
House. Central Heating, Hot and Cold Water in
every Bedroom.
Exceptionally well-equipped with Bathrooms. Accessible
to the Cairngorms, which afford excellent ski-ing during
the Spring months.
Special Terms quoted for Ski-ing Parties
Apply HUGH ROSS, Manager
Telephone : Nethy Bridge 203

Telegrams: Hotel, Nethy Bridge

xiii

Excellent Centre for
Motoring and Fishing

*

An Attractive and Comfortable
Residence. situated in a beautiful countryside. rich in scenic
grandeur. First-class Fish ing
Free to guests on several lochs.
Boats Free. Motors. open or
closed. may be had for hire.
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Tomdoun Hotel
Glengarry, Inverness-shire
Proprietor: PETER GRANT
Phone:

Grams:
Gran t, Tomdoun '

Tomd o un 214

THE

DARI E N
PRESS
LTD.

MAGAZINES,

CATALOGUES,

PRICE

REPORTS

LISTS,

OF

CHURCHES, SOCIETIES, ETC,
PRODUCED IN A TASTEFUL

BRlSTO PLAC E

_

FORM , AND AT REASONABLE

EDINBURGH 1
PRICES .

Telegram. :
" Printing, Edinburgh "
Phone : CENtr.1 7104
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In Preparation

EAST OF KATMANDU
BY

TOM

WEIR

In this vivid and colourful account of
Nepal we are taken on a four months'
journey of exploration through the
country west of Everest. We are given
an intimate picture not only of the
customs and mode of life of the people
but also of the infinite variety of birds,
animals, flowers and trees of this strange
unknown country which has been so
long closed to visitors from the West.
Tom Weir has illustrated his book with
over ninety of his finest travel photographs.
DeJny 8'Vo

160 pages

O'Ve,' 90 photograplas

16s. 'n et

OLIVER

&

Edinburgh: Tweeddale Court

BOYD

London: 39a Welbeck Street
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
GUIDE BOOKS
Western Highlands.

Price 155. Postage, IS.
D eals with the district West of the Caledonian Canal and South of the
Dingwall-K yle of Lochalsh Railway.

Island of Skye.
Southern Highlands.

Price

155.

Postage, IS.

Price 155. Postage, IS.
Covering South and East of Oban, Tyndrum, Blackmount Road, Loch
Rannoch, and North of Forth and Clyde Canal.

Cairngorms.
Central Highlands.
The Islands of Scotland.

Price

185.

Postage,

IS.

3d.

Price

155.

Postage,

IS.

Price

155.

Postage,

I S.

(excluding Sk ye)

Glencoe and Ardgour.

Price

75. 6d.

Postage,6d.

Price

75. 6d.

Postage,6d.

Price

35. 6d.

Postage, 4d.

Rock Climbers' Guide.

Ben Nevis. Rock Climbers' Guide.
Arrochar. Rock Climbers' Guide.
Northern Highlands.
Outline Contour Map of
the Coolin Hills (paper).

Price

Price

155.

25. 6d.

Postage,

I S.

Postage, 3d.

MUNRO'S TABLES

of the 3,ooo-ft. mountains of Scotland,
together with CORBETT'S list of the 2,5oo-ft. mountains, and DONALD'S
TABLES of the 2,ooo-ft. tops of the L owlands.
Price 75. 6d. Postage, 6d.
A ll the above publications are 7vell illllstrated, fllld
may be had from any Bookseller or from:

Messrs DOUGLAS & FOULIS, 9 Castle Street, Edinburgh, 2
J. B. WYLIE & CO. LTD., 430 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, C.2
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THOMAS

J.

GASTON

Booksellers

Specialise 'in

Alpine and Mountaineering Books
Catalogues and Lists Issued
Books Purchased

27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2

BACK

NUMBERS
of the

S.M.C.

JOURNAL

are still obtainable

INDEXES-Vols. 1 to 10; 11 to 20 ;
21, 22, and 23
Obtainable from
Mr P. E. M ACFARLANE, 217 CROFTHILL ROAD, GLASGOW, S.4
or from

Messrs DOUGLAS &

FOULIS

Booksellers and Librarians

9

CASTLE

STREET,

EDINBURGH, 2
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Specialists in

Bcrgans 557

Bcrgan rl1csacks of fanIous Norwegian InanufacLnrc.

models are the

The two popular

o. 86 of standard des ign with lhree outside pockets and

lhe No. 557 which incoxporales lhe special frame having the top wider
lhan the base. This fealure permits bu lky equipmenllo be carried in much
greater ('om[o/,l. Both xucsacks are made of blue/grey canvas aud leathex

-

o[ superb quality, on a grey sleel frame.
No.

86

Mens

£S . I • 6d.

Ladies

£7. IS. 0.1.

No. 557 (as illuslrated)
1I1ens

£8 .4 .6d.

Ladies

£S.2 . 6d.

-

A co mp lete list of other rll.oun.t ai ll eerill.g cquipntent

is available.

-

Copies will be sellt on requeSt.

LILLYWHITES, 129 PRINCES

STREET,

EDINBURGH.

Tel . 31255

-
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